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PREFATORY NOTE

THE book, amall in awe but rich, in contents, which is

herewith placed before the public, has been written by a

prisoner of war during his captivity at Ahmednagar,

though some of the materials on which it is based had,

fortunately, been collected by him before the War broke

out. Only throe of the Samliita MSS, of the Adyar

Library, namely those of nos. 8, 70 and 195 of the

synopsis on pp. 6 fil, which wore acquired recently, have

remained oiitiroly unknown to Dr. Schrader.

The burden of seeing the work through the

proas has fallen on the undersigned who, though

having clone all in his power to acquit himself hon-

ourably of his task, is fully aware of its difficulties

and of the inadequacy of his knowledge of Sanskrit

to coyo with those with complete success. It was

impossible under such circumstances to produce

an absolutely faultless work; sbill, a glance at the

list of Additions and Corrections will show that

the purely typographical errors found by the Author in

the printed sheets are of a trifling nature. Two

omissions in the MS., however, have caused a few words

of importance to fall out which must be restored at once.

These omissions are given in the Errata for p. 16, 1. 12

Erom bottom, p. 32 1. 6 from bottom, and p. 42 1, 10. The

reader should also correct immediately the erratum

for p. 24

The Author has undoubtedly doubled the value of his

monograph, by adding to it copious Indexes and a detail-

ed synopsis of the contents. Together they render the
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whole of the subject-matter of the book in all its

categories instantaneously available for reference. Thus

the work may preliminarily serve as a concise but encyclo-

paedic reference book on the Paficaratra, until it

shall be superseded by subsequent more exhaustive

publications. The Numeral Index contains some items

not found elsewhere in the book.

A personal word in conclusion. The publication

of this little work coincides with the severance of the

connection with the Adyar Library though for wholly

different reasons of both Dr. Schracler and myself,

I may be permitted to express here my great satisfaction
'

at having had the privilege of watching over the

booklet on its way through the press, a last service

rendered to the Adyar Library in close and pleasant

co-operation with Dr. Schrader, which puts a term to

a period of over seven years' daily collaboration with the

same aims, in the same spirit and in complete harmony,
for the same object.

May Dr. Schrader's last official work performed for

the Library enhance the renown of that Institution,

and may it be judged to constitute a fit conclusion to

his eleven years' tenure of office as Director of the

Adyar Library.

The publication of this book also, as that of tho

two volumes of the text edition of Ahirbudhnya

Samhita, has been greatly facilitated by the courtesy of

the military censors at Ahmeclnagar, to whom our sincere

thanks are due.

ADYAB, JOHAN VAN MANEN,

August 1916. Assistwut Uireebvr, Adya/r Library.
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE PANCARATRA AND THE

AHIRBUDHNYA SAMHITA
INTRODUCTORY REMARK

1.H.B publication of the Ahirbudhnya Samhita, by the

Aclyar Library \ has been undertaken with a view to

starting investigations in a branch of Sanskrit literature

which was once cultivated in countries as far distant

from each other as Kas'rnir, Orissa and Mysore, but is

now practically extinct except in a very few places of

Southern India where considerable remnants of it are

still being preserved and partly even studied. Some

scanty information about it has,, indeed, reached the

West, and a few of the S a m h i t a s of the P a fi c a-

ratr as have been published ; still, when asked about the

latter, most orientalists will even now be likely to

confess that they have so far seen only the "
Naracla |

Pancarfitra ",
"
a Tantric work of little if any value

" 2

,

while, as to the philosophy of the Pa ft car a tr a,

the theory of the Avataras in its common Vaisnavite

form and a very elementary conception of the doctrine of

the Vy till as (derived from the commentaries on Brahma
Sutra II, 2, 42) will be found to be all that is known.

An attempt will be made in the following pages to

provide the future student of this unexplored field with

a provisional foundation.

1 Two volumes, Aclyar Library, Aclyar, Madras, S., 1916.
8 Au-dessous du mediocre, is the final judgment of the Rev. A.

Roussel's Jfitude du Pancardtra, Melanges de Harlee, p. 265.



I. THE LITERATURE OF THE PlftOARATRAS

The literature of the Paucaratras, like other

sectarian literatures, falls into two broad divisions

comprising respectively works of inspired or divine origin
and such as are of human authorship. The latter class,

entirely dependent on the former, consists chiefly of what
are called vidhi and prayoga : digests, commentaries,
extracts and studies on special subjects, and the like.

The former class, with which alone we are here concerned,
consists of the Samhitas or "

compositions
"
(compendia),

that is, metrical works dealing, in so many chapters

(adhydya, patala), with a number of topics, if not the

whole, of the Paficaratra system. The name Samhita, as

is well known, is also applied to the Law-books (" Mann
Samhita", etc.) and need not, therefore, indicate any
intention to imitate or replace the Vedic Sarnhitas, which
are compilations of a very different character. Instead

of Samhita the name Tantra is often used, evidently in

exactly the same sense, and both these words, as also

the word Kancla,* are also applied to each of the main

topics of a philosophical or religious system. For instance,
in the twelfth chapter of Ahirbudhnya Samhita we read
of the Bhagavat Samhita, Karma Samhita, Vidya
SamMta, and seven other Samhitas, and equally of the
Pati Tantra, Pas'u Tantra, Pas-a Tantra, etc., constituting

respectively the Sattvata and the Pasrupata systems.
It is a strange misfortune that of all the works bearing

the name of the Paficaratra (Pancaratra)
1

exactly the one
J Both the system and its followers are usually called Puucara-

tm^ bat tor the system the name PancanHra and for its followers
fancardtnn

(Pancaratrilca') are also used.



Sarnhita called Jfianamrtasara or Naradiya was destined

to survive in Northern India in order to be published by
the Asiatic Society of Bengal under the name of

"Narada Paiicaratra ". For it was taken for granted
afterwards that this production, the late origin and

apocryphal character of which has now been exposed by
Sir E. G-. Bhandarkar \ and which in the South of India

has ever since been rejected as spurious, was a faithful re-

flection of the real Paficaratra; and thus it happened
that an altogether wrong impression of the latter obtain-

ed until quite recently both in Europe and, with the

exception of the small Vaisnavite circle mentioned above,

even in India.

It was also unknown, until recently, that other

Sarnhifcas are extant, and even Sir E. GK Bhaudarkar,
in his article on "The Paficaratra or Bhagavata

system" published in 1.913
a

,
still speaks of only

the Sattvata Samhifea being available (besides the

spurious Narada P.), thus ignoring the paper on " the

Paficaratras or Bhagavat-S'astra ", by A, Grovindacarya

Svarnin, published in 1911 in the Journal of the Eoyal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

3

To obtain a general view, however imperfect, of the

material to be taken into account, is evidently the first

thing required of anyone approaching an unknown
literature. Now, in the case of the Paficaratra, tradition

mentions one hundred and eight Samhitas, and in a few

texts about this number are actually enumerated. Such

lists, coquetting with the sacred number 108, are, of course,

open to suspicion. The fact, however, that none of the

1
JUncyc-lopedia of Indo-Aryan Hesearch III, 6, p. 40-4.1.

a
Z/00. a'.,pp, 38 41.

" Which also mentions, on p. 956, our edition of Ahii-budhnyti
Samhita (then in the press).
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available lists of Samhitas, including those which protend

to give 108 names, actually conforms to this number but

all of them enumerate either more names or less, is one

thing telling in their favour ; and when, as is the case,

it can further be shown that a respectable number of

the texts enumerated are still available, while not a few

of the others are found to be quoted or summarised in

the later literature, and that a number of Samhitas which

are not included in any of the lists, are either extant or

quoted then the value of the latter can no longer

be denied. We have, consequently, collated those

lists, four in all, and with them a fifth list found

in the Agni Puraua, and as a result offer the

following table in which all the names occurring in the

lists have been arranged in alphabetical order. The

figures added to the right of the names indicate the

place each Samhita occupies in the said lists : thin, an

will be seen, is of some importance for determining the

mutual relation of the lista, etc. The following abbrovia-

tions are used (in addition to K., P., V., H., A. referring

to the lists themselves) :

p.
= published [and preserved in MS.],

I. = not published but preserved in MS. in a

public library [and privately].

v. = neither published nor in any public library,

but known to be preserved privately, in

some village, etc.

t(Dagger before name) = quoted in some work of

the post-Saiphita literature.

A.L. = Adyar Library.

M.G.L. = Madras Government Oriental MBS. Library.

P.E. = Vedautademka'H VdnGtw&tru-raJc$d t edition,

VyaharatarMgifi! ProBH, Madras, 1888.



Grantha type. Editor and publisher
S'aiikhapuram Baghaviicarya .

P-tL = Pancaratrotaavasamgraha, MS. of Adyar
Library.

Neither the number of daggers nor that of v.'s may be

said to be exhaustive. The Kapinjala list (first column)
comprises 106 names, the list of Pfidma Tantra (second
column) 112 \ that of Viynu Tantra (third column) 141. \
that of Hayas'Irwa Samhita (fourth column) 34, and that

found in the 39th adhyaya of Agni (Agneya) Parana

only 25.

A still shorter list, namely that of the apocryphal
Nfiradiya mentioned above, has not boon taken into

account; it comprises the following seven names:

Brahma, S'aiva \ Kaurmira, Vasistha, Kapila, Gautamlya,
and Naradiya.

1

Govinclacarya, loo. ait., p. 954, omits the four SanihitfiK named
in the -first half of s'loka 105 of the edition, perhaps because this line
was not iu his MS., which, however, may bo a case of haplogvaphy
caused by the identical ending (in Vumanuhvayani) of this and the
preceding line. For, as proved by our table, there were at feuut
two Yamana feanihitas, and the .second pada of tlie omitted line,
namely Jaiminam VAmanahuayam, is found in nearly the same form
(Vamanam Jaiminlydkam) in an otherwise different s'loka of the
Kapinjala Hat. Still, as it can be proved that the Padtna list is

corrupt in at least one place (Karsnyam for Kunvam, see remark
in our table), it would not be surprising to find that the first or
second VdmanaTivayam is a misreading for Vasavahvayam (=Vagu
Samhita).

2 We do not regard padmataniram mahatantram in s'loka 26 as
the names of two Samhitas but supply an Hi between the two
words

j cf. the word mahatantram in the next three lines.
8 This ma,y be the S'iva, S'arva, or Ahirbudhnya of our synopsis.



Synopsis of the Sainhita lists fownd in Kapinjula,

Pddma, Visnu}
and ilayas'lrsa Sumhitds

and in the Agni Pwftna.
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To the above 210 names have to be added those of
a few Samhitaa which are extant but apparently not
included in any of the lists, to wit :

M G.L. has no le thw,

the insbrunh'n^
a r a a * a * tJ^ j^ a y a p r a k a s' a S a rn h i t a , containing

world an fmL . ?" !
Cl

?
rahmdn ^ Stthamea on the origin of thf

of tho &.! %
* though nob very ancient work* of which fl ffceen aclhyayas

i
?
n 1 L

Panc^^ are represented, in MS., in M.GKL. (no, 5300) and twice

mn,v h^
2
fU' 1

P
.

ad
1

mflB ^?ita Taut ra, M.G.L. 6296, which, however,

Oat).
b a P01

'

fcion f Sfinafctal^

twice (ae^belowX
Had B

T ahraa Sa^ ita
. Another recent work, published



There are further a number of Samhitas quoted or

mentioned by name which seem to be different from

those of the lists. "We mention the following, but a

complete list should some day reveal many more names :

Gitras'iklaanijli, MaAkaija Vais'ampayana, S'ukapras'na, S'rikiilapara,

Siadars'ana, Saumantava, Hatnsa, Harnsapnramefl'vara.
1

Among the few Samhitas found in libraries outside

the Madras Presidency (in India or Europe) there is

none which is not also represented in one of its three great

public libraries, namely the Tafijore Palace Library, tho

Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,
and the Adyar Library of the Tbooaopliioal Society.
The first of these (possessing but a few of the

P. Samhitas) has made no new acquisitions since Bur-
nell's time; the Paficarutra MSS. of the second are

described in vol. XI of its Descriptive Catalogue ; the

Adyar Library collection, not described so far and

growing constantly
2

, comprises at present the following
nos. of our Synopsis: 1, 7, 8, 1 1, 48, 70, 81, 88, 84, 106,

13,3, 134, 149, nos. 1 and 2 of the Visnu Samhitas, 154,

158, 16], 168, 176, 187, 195, and 206; further no. 213.

The editions of Samhitas, most of which, are now
not easily obtained, are the following eleven

3

:

1 For
S'ukapras'na^ cf. the colophon of M.Q-.L. 5360 (third

Yisnu Samhita) : iti S'u'kapur.cartitrfi VisQusaMhitayfim, etc., and for
the last two names Samhitfi 110. 213 above.

'

S'rikalapara, presum-
ably identical with S'rikalottara quoted in ffrutaprakas'ibd, and
Hamsaparames'vara are both quoted in Spandapradlpiku (ed. p. 33) ;

Mankana is mentioned in Yedantades'ilca's .Rahasyarak$& the other
names are from PtificaratrwakfS.

3 It being one of our special aims to make this collection EB
complete as possible.

3 The second entry refers to the script used, the last gives the
name of the editor j>hb is also the publisher, if tho press is not the
publisher),, A portion-of Ahirbudhnya Sarnhita, in the Telugu charac-
ter, is not worth description.
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1. Is'vara Sambit a, Telugu, Sadvidya Press,

Mysore, 1890, Yogi Partliasiirathi Aiyyangar.
2. Kapifijala Samhitfi, Telugu, Kalyfma-

kumaravilasa Press, Tirnkkovalur, no year, Yogi, etc.

(see 1).

3. Pariisara Sam hit a, Telugu, Vagis'vari
Mudrakshara S'ala Press, Bangalore, 1898. lyyunni
Raghavacarya.

4. P a d m a T a n t r a
, Telngn, 1891, rest as in ] .

5,6. Brhad Brahma Sarnhitfi: (5) Tehigu.

S'rwenkates'varanilaya Press, Tirnppati, 1900, no narno;

(6) Devauagarl, Anandas'rama Press, Poona, H. N. Apte.
7. Bharadvaja Sam hit a, Telugu, no year,

rest as in 1.

8. Laksmi Tantra, Telugu, 1 888, rest as in i .

9. Vis-nutilaka, Telugu, Bangalore, 1896.
IIagh avacharya.

10. S'rlpras'na Samhitfi, Grantha,Mangalavilasa
Press, Kumbakonam, 1 904, J. Bamasvami Bhattacharya.

1 1. S a 1 1 v a t a S a m h i, t a, Devanagari, Sudar-
s'ana Press, Oonjeeveram, 1902, P. B. Anantha Ohariar.

With the exception of Brhad Brahma Sarnhitfi

all of these need re-editing, a critical edition of 4, 8, and
1 1 being particularly desirable.

That occasionally the same name has been given to
two or even more different works, is nothing unusual in

tbe Agamic literature. .For instance, among the S'akta

Tantras there are, according to Dutt's list
l

, three Prapanca
Tantras, two Harigaim Tantras, three Kubjika Tantras,
two Yogini Tantras, and two Mrdani (?) Tantras. It is

quite possible, for this reason, that the above Synopsis is

wrong here and there in referring the same name in
1

Translation of Mahanirvaga Tantra, Introduction, pp. VII IX.
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different lists to the same work. Vice versa, tlie identity

of Ananta and S'esa, Vihagendra and TarkHja, etc.,

suggests the possibility that in a few cases two or threo

different names may have been erroneously reckoned in

our table as referring to so many different works.

At any rate, this much may be said with cer-

tainty, that the literature we are concerned with is a

huge one. For, even supposing there were only 200

Samhitas, and trying to calculate, by means of the

extant works, their total extent, we find that tho

Samhiba literature of the Paiicaratras must have cmeo

amounted to not less but probably more than one and a

half million s'lokas.
1

Truly, the Sarnhitas have
some right to speak of

" the ocean of the Pancaratra
"

f

The chronology of the Samhitas will, of necessity,
remain a problem for some time to come, Not until tho

extant Samhitas as well as the later literature havo
been thoroughly examined, will it be possible to

fix approximately the century of each of the former and
of some even of the lost Samhitas. However, a
few general remarks on the subject may already bo
hazarded now.

Our earliest source of information on tho
Pancaratra is believed to be the so-called Naradiya
section of the S'anti Parvan of the Mahabharata.

8

This view seems to receive further support from
the fact that apparently all of the extant SamhifcftH
are full of the so-called Tantric element which
in the Mahabharata is, on the contrary, conspicuous by

o, .
U is interesting to note in this connection that

th7o
r^l(p-41)'7Tfkka (I' 14 and W5 )> and c)tthe original Pancaratra had an extent of one and a lifttt crorw>.

ofc, p
ften been Maljsed > most



its absence. However, it may be questioned wlietlier

Tantrism is really altogether absent in the Maliabharata,

and even granting it is, this would not prove that it did

not already exist when the ISTaradiya was composed. It

is most probable, indeed, that, though the Maliabharata

itself was not, still some, if not most of the heterodox

systems referred to in it, were already tinged with the

said element. The allusion to Sattvata-vidbi, at the

end of die 66th adhyiiya of Bhlsma Parvan 1

, could

hardly refer to anything else than a Samhitfi of the very
character of those extant. Moreover, the Naradiya
account does not give the impression of being based on

first-hand knowledge: it may have been composed by an

outsider who was impressed by the story of SVetadvipa
but not interested in the ritualistic details of the system.

At any rate, the possibility of the existence of Pafica-

ratra Samhitas at and before the time of the Naradiya can-

not well be denied. But the assertion, by Panel it P. B.

Anantacarya, in the Bhumikfi to his edition of Sattvata

Samhita, that the expression saltvata-vidhi in the

above-mentioned passage of the Bhigma Parvan
2

distinct-

ly refers to that particular Samhita because of the words

"sung by Samkarsana "
is unfortunately not admissible.

The same claiffi could be made, with even better reasons,

for the present Samhita, in that it is an account, by

Ahirbudhnya, of what he had learnt from Samkarsana
himself when the Dvapara age came to a close.

8

The

coincidence, however, is quite irrelevant, not only

1
Bhaiidarkar, loc. ait., p. 40.

a Sattvataw vidhim Ssthtiya gttali tfawkarsanena ynJi (

Dvdparasya yugasydnba ildan Kaliyugasya ca II

;l

Drapara-velay&m (I, 71), Dvapcvra-samdhy-a.ms'tt (I, 73), irruptam
SamJcarsandt suksut (II, 4). In Sattyata Sanihita Samkar^aija is the

questioner, not the teacher.
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because a Samkarsana Samhita is mentioned and quoted
l

,

but most of all because it is, according to the system,

Sanikarsana's function to proclaim the S'astra
a

, which

means, according to Ahirb. Satnhitfi (11, 10), that all

knowledge comes ultimately from him who, in the begin-

ning, started the great universal system from which all

single systems, including the Paficaratra, have emanated,

The Pailcaratra must have originated in the North

of India and subsequently spread to the South.

Had the opposite taken place, most of the extant

Samhitas would somehow betray this fact, which IB not

the case. The story of SVetadvipa seems even to point to

the extreme North, and so do some Samliitiis, among them
<

Ah.irbudh.nya, as we shall see. The thesis may there-

fore be advanced that all Sarnhitas betraying a South-

Indian (Dravidian) origin belong to the later stock of

the literature.

Of those South Indian Sarnhitas the oldest one
now available seems to be the Is'vara Samhita. It enjoi rus,

among other things, the study of the so-called Tamil Veda
(dramidl s'rv.li) and contains a Mahatrnya of Molkoto
in Mysore. It is quoted thrice by Yfimumicfirya ",

the teacher of Ramanuja, who died in the first half of

the eleventh century (ca. 1040). Yamuna claiming for the

Igamas the authority of a fifth Veda, the said Samhita
must have been in existence at his time for at least two
centuries. This would bring us to about the time of

S'ankara whom, then, we may provisionally regard UH
the landmark between the northern and the southern

1 See our Synopsis, above
; the quotation is in Vedantadw'ika'

2Jancardtrarahsu, ed. p. 67, Hne 5.
2 See below :

" The Philosophy of the Pafioaratran ", wotum 2 :

also our summary, m part III, of: adhyaya 11.
3 In his Agamaprdmanya, ed. p. 72.
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Paficaratra Samliitfis, bearing in mind, however, that

the composition of Saraliitas did not necessari.lv cease in

the North just when it began in the South, and re-

membering also that in the southernmost province of

Aryan India (the Maratha country) something like

Pan carat ra worship seems to have existed as early as

the first century before Christ.
1

To the South Indian class of Samhitas, which is

very much smaller than the northern one, belongs
also the above-mentioned Upendra Samhita enjoining

particularly the leading of a virtuous life in 8'rmmgani,
and further the voluminous Brhad Brahma Samhita, (no.

215, above)
2

, with prophecies about Earn fmuja, the only
South Indian Samhita, as it seems, which has made its

way to the north-west and consequently met with a fate

similar to that of the spurious Naradiya in Bengal, in

that it is now "popularly known in the Gujerat country
as the Narada Pancaratra ".

;)

Yamuna's work being the oldest one extant by
a South Indian author quoting from the Samhita
literature, 'it is noteworthy that in addition to Is-vara

Samhita he quotes the Parama, S'andilya, Sanat-

kuinara, Indraratra (=third Eatra of Mahasanatkumara
Samhita), and Padmodbhava Samhitas.

4 Yam ana's

successor, Eamanuja, quotes also Parama Samhita,
further Pauskara Samhita and Sfittvata Samhita!

,P

I *h *n
.

dark
j
r

'
l<

f
ci

*:> P- 4- It remains to be seen whether

ST P
-

~l ,

the
-

firSt tW Vrfihtta (for wll[ch thereare still more ancient testimonieji, ibid. p. 3) was not perhanq npreonraorof the Pancaratra of the Saipfitfa.
P P

2 Which is too recent to be mentioned in tho Padma list and
tLerpfore_not_hkey to bo identical ,vith Brahma. NArlda
Govmdacarya is inclined to believe (Zoc . cit., p. 955).

^
Govindaoarya, J.R.A.S., October 1911, p. 956, note 4,4

Agamaprdmanya ed. pp. 7, 69, 70, 71, 72.
3
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In the fourteenth century the famous Vedanta-
desika wrote a special work on the Paucaratra *

in which
he mentions particularly Jayakhya (9 times), Parames'-

vara (6 times), Pauskara (5 times), Padma (4 times),

JSTaradrya, S'rlkara, Sattvata (each thrice), Ahirbudhnya,
Bhargava, Varaha, Vihagendra, and Hayagriva (each

twice); moreover the Sanibitas figuring in our Synopsis
as nos. 17, 28, 31, 41, 49, 53, 7J, 72, 75, 77, 97, 106,

127, 184, 149, 166 (?), 171, 172, 177, 191, 195, 201 (or

202); Citrasikhandi, etc. (see p. 12, note 1) ; and, finally,
a few doubtful names such as Tantrasarnjfiika (=Tan-
trasagara?), Agamakhya, etc.

In the North of India the oldest work quoting the

Pancaratra, which we can lay hands on, seems to be the

Spandapradipikd of Utpala^aisriava, who lived in KasrnTr
in the tenth century A..r>.

2

, about one generation before
Yamuna. The Samhitas mentioned by name in this work
are

3

: Jayiikhya (S'rijaya, Jaya), Hamsapararnes'vara,

Vaihayasa, and S'rikalapara ; while two more names,
namely Narada Samgraha and S'ri Silttvatah

*, may, but
need not, .be connected with some particular Samhita.
Of eight other quotations \ all of which are vaguely
stated to be "in the Pancaratra" or "P. S'rnti

"
or " P.

Upani^ad ", one is found, in a slightly different form,
in Ahirbudhnya Samhita. 6

Utpalavaisnava quotes also

J

Pancamtraraksa, of which there is an edition in Grantha
characters (see above) p. 4.

'
J. 0. Chatterji, Kashmir Shdimsm, pp. 13, 16.

-
3
See pages 9-11-34, 33, 33, 33 of the Viaianagaram edition.

4
Pp. 54 and 20, ibid.

5 IM. pp. 2, 8, 22, 22, 29, 35, 39, 39.
6

XY, 71b : Prajna-prasadam, etc,, reproduced by UtpaLa (ed.
p. rtiij

'

Prcyna-prasddam &<ruTvya a&ocyah s'ooato $an/fn \

Bhumisthan iva.&ailast'hah scwv



.Both is the case, for instance, with the spurious NaradTya. Also
the Agastya Samhita mentioned by Bhandavkar, loc. ciL, p. 67 note 2,
if a Pancaratra Saiphita, would belong to this olasN, as does the first,

of our three Agastya Samhitas.
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the Paramarthasam in its original Vaisaavite form (not
the S'aivite recast by Abhinavagupta).

1

All this,

as also his name and that of his father (Trivikrama),

proves that Utpala, though a S'aivite author, must have

been originally a Vaisnavite. And it further seems to

enable us, as since the rise of the S'aivite system (Trika)

philosophical VaisnavLsm is practically extinct in

Kas-mir, and as there is no likelihood of any Paiioaratra

Samhita, (except the few spurious works) having been

composed, in Aryan India after that time, to fix the

eighth century A..U. as the terminus ad quern
of the original P fi.fi. car a tra Samhitas/

From the above it follows that the Samhitfi

literature falls into three classes: (1) the original

Samhitas, to which belong most of the extant

works; (2) the much smaller South Indian class
f

|

comprising the legitimate descendants of class 1 ; and

(8) the still smaller class, North and South Indian, of

apocryphal or spurious Sainhitas. To the third class must
be assigned all. Samhitas which are specially connected
with some cult or teaching of modern growth such as the

exclusive worship of Rama, Rj\dhfi, etc., and (or) which
have given up some essential dogma of the Pailcaratra,
such as that of the Vyiihas.'

1

1

Cf. Chatterji, loc. ciL, pp. 1.0-14. Prof. Bnrnett insists that
Abhinavagupta's work, boing professedly an "extract" (sara],
cannot be based on a work of less extent than itself: such as the Vais-
uavite Paramarthasara. But surely A. doos not mean to say that he
has merely extracted, but rather that he has elaborated the
essence of the work upon which he based his own.

Allowing, as indicated above, a minimum of two centuries to
pass before a Sanihita can become "

S'ruti
"

(as which the Paricaratra
is regarded by Utpala).

!y
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The number of oldest Samhitas mentioned increases

through internal references : Abirbudhnya (5, SB) men-
tions Sattvata, and the latter (9, IBS) Pauskara, Varaba,
and Prajapatya (Brahma). Direct reference of one
Samhita to another will also be found of great value for

determining the mutual chronological relations of the
Samhifcas. For instance, the fact that Ahirbudlinya
mentions Sattvata (5, so) and Jayakhya (19, 64)

shows, of course, that these two must be older. So
also the hint, in Is'vara S. (I. a*)

1

, that the three
chief Samhitas are Sattvata, Pauskara, and Jaya, and
their respective expansions IWara, Parames'vara, and
Padma, is well worth noticing

2

; and also the statement, in
Padma Tantra (IV, 23. 197)

8

, that we should consider as
the Six Gems : Padma, Sanatkumara, Parama, Padmod-
bhava, Mahendra, and Kanva. These few data enable us
to fix. already provisionally the chronology of the most
important of the ancient Samhitas, in the following way :

1. Pauskara, Varaha, [Earlier than 5, order un-
JJrahma (order uncertain). certain : Jaya (before 8)

2. Sattvata
3. Ahirbudhnya
4. Parames'yara

"

Sanatkumara, Parama,
Padmodbhava, Mahendra,
Kanva

5. Padma
6. Is'vara

6

(before 800 A.D.)
1

G-oyindaoarya, lac. cti., p. 956.
2 And certainly connected witli the fact that the onlycommentaries extant, besides one on

3

Govindacarya, loo. tit., p. 955 fll
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It appears to be a fact that out of these works

the triad P a u s k a r a, Sattvata, andJaya has on

the whole been considered the most authoritative part
of the Pancaratra scripture.

The five lists compared in our Synopsis are naturally
of little value for chronological purposes on account of

their comparatively late origin, and because all of them,

except the one of Agni Parana, have almost certainly
been interfered with by later hands. The Agneya list,

beginning, as it does, with Hayas'irsa and agreeing
almost completely with the first twenty-five of the

names enumerated in that Samhita, must have been

copied from it, from which fact it may be further

deduced that the remaining names (nos. 26 to 84)
l
were

not in the original Samhita. Likewise in the Visnu list

the thirty-two names following the 108th are in all

probability a later amplification. This would account for

the fact of a Samhita being mentioned in that list, to wit

Kapinjala (no. 123), which itself mentions the Vianu
.Tantra. Kapinjala, at any rate, does not claim

to be one of the 108 Sarnhitas, but only an abstract

containing all that is essential (sara) in -them. The
Padma list also seems to have originally consisted of

108 names only, the four added ones being possibly
nos. 33 to 36 contained in the second half of s'loka 100.

For, Is'vara Samhita (no. 36), as it mentions Padma
Tantra, and that, as we have seen, in quite a credible

way, cannot well be mentioned in the latter which,
for other reasons too, must be older than it.

Or were there two Is'vara Sarnhitas? This hypo-
thesis would perhaps best account for the mention

1

Among which "Puraua" and "Samanva" are decidedly
doubtful. J
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of an Is'vara Samhita also in the Hayasira and Agneya
lists.

1

What are the principal subjects treated in

the Samhitas?

The ideal Pancaratra Samhita, like the S'aiva

Agamas, is said to consist of four "
quarters

"
(pada)

teaching respectively (
1
) Mdna, Knowledge ; (2) Toga,

Concentration; (3) Kriyd, Making; and (4) Carya, Doing.

By Making is meant everything connected with the

construction and consecration of temples and images,

and by Doing, the religious and social observances

(daily rites, festivals, varn&s'rama-dharma)* Very few

Samhitas seem to have actually consisted of these four

sections : most of them dealt apparently with one or

two only of these subjects, neglecting the others

altogether or nearly so. The proportion of interest

shown for each of the four branches seems to be well

illustrated by Padma Tantra in the edition of which the

Jnana-pada occupies 45 pages, the Yoga-pada 1 1 pages,
the Kriya-pada 215 pages, and the Carya-pada 376

pages. The practical part, Kriya and Garya, is the

favourite subject, the rest being treated as a rule by way
of introduction or digression. The division into Padas is, so

far as I know, observed in only two of the extant

Samhitas, namelyPadma Tantra andVisnutattva Samhita.

A division into five Ratras (Mghts) of mixed contents

(cf. the name Paficaratra) is found not only in the

apocryphal Naradiya but also in a genuine and older

1
Ahirbudhnya being a somewhat unwieldy word, Is'vara may

have, metrlcausd, been substituted for it in those lists, but, o:E

course, not in the Padma list, which does contain the name
Ahirbudhnya.

3 For a fuller description of these four branches see Govirida-

carya's article in J.RA.S., 1911, p. 951 fll.



work, the Mahasanatkumara Samhita.
1

TheHayas'irsaSatn-

hita has a position of its own in this and other respects :

it consists of four Kanclas called, after their contents,

Prafcistha, Samkarsa (so), Linga, and Saura Kartda.
2

The second Kanda professes to deal with worship

but contains also a good deal on pratipthd ; the third is

altogether S'aiyite. Finally the Parames'vara Samhlta

deserves mention here in that it adheres to the well-

known division in Jfiana Kanda and Kriya Kan.da answer-

ing resp. to Padas 1-2 and 3-4)
3

; and perhaps Bharadva*

ja Sainhita as the rare (if not unique) instance of a

Samhita dealing with Conduct only and especially

prapatti.'
1

1 The names of the liatras of the latter are : Brahma, S'iva,
luclra and Rsi liatra; the fifth is not in. the MS. For the former see
below, The following pnssiige of Vihagendra SamhitH (I, 81 84)
is also noteworthy, I hough ii'look^ like a late compromise :

" When the
Krta Yngahas jus I iipponrod, by the g-race of Kes'a-va the following five,

namely Ananta (the Serpent), Garuda, Visvaksena, the Skull-bearer
(S'iva), and Brahman, hear it (the S'astra) in parts ["as follows] : hi
the first night Ananta [has his questions answered], in the second
night Gra.ruc.la, in the third night Senes'a, in the fourth [is answered]
what lias been chosen by Vedhas (Brahman), and in the1

fifth BuxLra
[is the questioner]. Thus each of these hears .for himself the
.Religion of "Faith (ffraddha-sfcistra.') in the form of a work on Know-
ledge, Yoga, Construction, and Conduct, consisting of one hundred
thousand [s'lokas]. [Hence, since the whole of it] has an extent of
five lakhs [of s'lokas], it is called the Paficaratra."

2

Containing resp. 42, 39, 20, and ? patalas. This Samhita has
so far been found in Orissa only.

* See the summary oO contents in the first adhyaya. That the
description of the Jnfina Kanda oovers 14| s'lokas and that of the
Kriya Kanda only 3 is, I believe, due to the author's wish to have
done with the former. For the Samhita, though evidently complete
(see the total ol: s'lokas given for the two Kandas together) has no
other Jiiana Kanda, Therefore, the last line 'of the adhvaya will
probably have to be interpreted thus: "I shall now [by treatingthe Kriya Kanda] put forward the s'astra twofold in the mariner
explained ;

listen to me !

"

4
This is perhaps the most widely spread of all the Saiphifcfia.

It has a paris'ista (supplement) contained in the edition, and be-
longs, as mentioned, to the few Sambitas of which a commentary is
extant.



It may be supposed that the name Pancaratra
1

points to five principal subjects treated in that system.

',
j

So it is, indeed, understood in the apocryphal Naradrya,

which says that the five kinds of rdtra,=" knowledge
"

i are tattva, muMi-prada, bhaJcti-prada, yaugika, and vais'esika>9

that is to say that they are concerned respectively with (I)

, ontology (cosmology), (2) liberation, (3) devotion, (4)

I Jga3 and (5) the objects of sense. Though the five books

of the said Samhita accord, but very imperfectly with

this division, and the five Ratras of Mahasanatkumara

,

Samhita still less, and though the Naradiya as a whole

can certainly not be used as a Pancaratra authority, .the

above statement may none the less rest on good
tradition. In this case rdtra, originally

"
night ",

would have come to mean how, we do not know 1

both a cardinal doctrine of a. system as well as

|

the chapter or work dealing with that doctrine, that is : it

i
became synonymous with tantra and samMtd*, so that

|

Pancaratra would be a designation of the ancient

|

Vaisnavite system in exactly the same manner as,
1

j
according to the twelfth chapter of Ahirbudhnya Samhita,

'

Sasti Tantra was one of the Samkhya Yoga. This

fc, explanation, though perhaps at variance with the chapter

just mentioned stating (in si. 45 18) that the Pancaratra
i consists of ten. cardinal teachings (samhitas)

3

, is at

least not so fanciful as " the night=obscuration, of the
five other systems ", or

"
the system, cooking=destroying,

I

the night=ignorance ", or the attempts to connect
i

{

that name with the five sacraments (branding, etc.) or
I the five daily observances (abhigamana, etc.) of the

TVT- ux
F
,?
r the transiti011 *he meaning Of "Thousand and one

lights =as many stories, may perhaps be compared.
< 2 See above p. 2.

,

3 See our summary of the chapter, below, last part of this book. .'
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Paftcaratras. However, it seems to us that the

original use of the name is only connected with the

first of the ten topics referred to (Bhagavat), namely the

peculiar God-conception of the Pail caratras, and

that it can be discovered in the Paiicarfitra Sattra

spoken of in S'atapatha Brahmana XIII 6. 1, which

is, moreover, the earliest passage in which the word

pancaratra occurs. In that passage
" Purusa Narayana

is mentioned as having conceived the idea of a

Paficaratra Sattra (continued saorifioefor
five days) as a means of obtaining superiority over

all beings and becoming all beings
" l

; and the preceding

chapter (XII 3. 4) narrates in detail how He, by
sacrificing Himself, actually became the
whole world. 2

Narayana is thus connected with,

and even made the author of, the Purusa Sukta
2

which,

together with the Sahasrasirsa section of Mahanarayana

Upanisacl, plays such a prominent part in the cosmolog-
ical accounts and Manfcra exegesis of the Pancaratrins.

3

It appears, then, that the sect took its name from its

central dogma which was the Pancaratra Sattra of

Narayana interpreted philosophically
*

as the fivefold

self-manifestation of God by means of His Para, VyiLha,

Vibhava, Antaryamin, and Area forms. This would

well agree with the statement of Ahirb. Samh., at the end

of the eleventh adhyaya, that the Lord Himself

framed out of the original S'astra
" the system (ttintra)

called Pancaratra describing His [fivefold] nature

1

Bhandarkar, loc. ait., p. 31
; spacing-out ours.

2 Ibidem.
3 Note also the importance attached in Ahirb. Samh. (chapter 87)

to the meditation on God as a sacrifice (yajnartipa-dhara deva, s'l. 89).
*
With, or without, the help of Bhagavad-Glta II, 69.
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[known] as Para, Vyuha, Vibhava, etc.", and " that

highest "Will of Visnn called Sudars'ana through which

He split into five, appearing five-mouthed."
l

To return to the question of the principal subjects

treated in the Pancaratra, the scientific student will

probably find it best to distinguish the following ten a
:

(1) Philosophy;

'(2) Linguistic occultism (mantra-s'dstra) ;

(3) Theory of magical figures (ya/ntra-stftst/ra) ;

(4) Practical magic (maya-yoga) ;

(5) Toga;

(6) Temple-building (mamdira-nirmana) ;

(7) Image-making (pmtistha-vidhi) ;

(8) Domestic observances (samskdm, ahnika) ;

(9) Social rules (varnas'Tama-dharma,) ;

(10) Public festivals (utsava).

Each of these
8

, it is hoped, will in the course of

time be made the subject of a monograph based on the

available Samhita material as well as on such monographs
(Utsavasamgrahas, etc.) as the Pancaratrins themselves
have written. In the following, the second part of our

Introduction, an outline will be attempted of the first

subject only, as the one on which all the others more or

less depend.

1 The five forms are also referred to in the very first s'loka of our
Samhita. With the idea of Narayaua's self-sacrifice is apparently also
connected the story of the "

Sacrificial Lotus "
(yajna-pankaja) spring-

ing from the navel of Padmanabha (Laksrni T. V, 22, and elsewhere).
3 Which are, of course, not the same as those enumerated in

adhyaya 12
_of

A.hirh. Samh.
; see our summary of the latter in

the final section below.

3
And, in addition, perhaps the subject of "

worship
"

in a
general treatment combining the materials for it distributed among-
several of the above subjects, notably 8 and 10.



II. THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE PANCABATERS

THE theoretical philosophy of the Pfulcaratras is in-

separably bound up with the story of creation, and can

therefore, hardly be treated more conveniently than in

taking the latter throughout as our starting point. In

doing so we shall mainly follow the Ahirbudhnya Samhita

(particularly chapters 4 to 7), but also have recourse,

wherever this seems desirable, to other sources.
1

1. NEGHTS AND DAYS or NAIUYANA

There was, and is still, a belief in India that the

higher a being climbs on the ladder of existences, the

quicker time passes for him, until, when he reaches

Liberation, time is no longer a magnitude for him
at all.'

2

This idea is contained in the doctrine that a

single day of each Brahman or ruler of a Cosmic Egg
1 The writer regrets keenly having had practically no access,

while writing this Introduction, to the rich collections of PAficurfiti-a
MSS. stored up in the Adyar and Madras Libraries. Still ho foolH
confident that the following account will not show any serious gap.
Abbreviations will he easily recognised, except perhaps

"
P. Prakas'a

S." which is no. 213 mentioned on p. 11 above. The edition quoted,
of Pillai Lokacarya's Tattvatraya is the only existing one of the
Sanskrit translation, published as no. 4 of the Caukhamba Sanskrit
Series; while the edition_ used of S'rlnivasadasa's Yattndramtita
Dvpika is No. 50 of the Anandas'rama Series. Tattvatraya (four-
teenth century) may almost be called a collection of Pancaratra
Sutras, and its commentary, by Yaravaramuni, is specially valuable
for its copious extracts from Vifvalcsena Samhiktl. All references by
figures only are to Ahirbudhnya Samhita.

<

a
It may, after all, be found to be the same (not the opposite)

view when P. Prakas'a Samhita (III, 3
fll.) teaches that a "

time-
atom (koto parumffpukd) is in Jivaloka (of. Gita VII, 5; XV, V)
??& nifi? part of one on earth

>
in the world of *le gods only

l/10,000th part, for the god Brahman only l/l,000,000th part, and
for Laksmi only l/10,000,000th part, while Visuu's own time-atom
is innmtely small.
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(brahm&nda)
x

comprises no less than 432,000,000 years
of men. When the day is over, all forms are dissolved

by fire, etc., but not so the Tattvas (elements and organs)
of which these consist, nor the Cosmic Egg as such.

This dissolution is called a Minor or Occasional

Dissolution (avdntara-pralaya, naimUtilca-pralaya). It

>xis followed
2

by the "
Night ^of Brahman ", of equal

length as his day, in which the Egg hibernates as it

were. This process is repeated 860x100 times, after

which the life of Brahman (brahm&yus) comes to a

[|

l close by the Great or Total Dissolution (maht-pralaya,

I'}
! prdkrta,-pralaya) in which all the Cosmic Eggs, including

]
i

'

the forces working in them, are completely dissolved or

:

j

"unified". The Night following it is of the same
'5

, | duration as that of the life of Brahman, and is

, ,
1

4
followed by another Day similar to the former,

^
'!

and so on. These longest Days and Nights are

i called, in the Pancaratra, Days and Nights of the

Purusa, the Highest Self, the Lord, etc. For the Puruya's
life, says one text, there exists no measure''

1

. But

though infinite as to time*, He "
accepts

"
(angl-lcaroti) the

period called Para (that is, the life-period of a Brahman)
as His "

day
"

; and though exempt from being measured

" Solar system" is a somewhat misleading translation, because
a Brahniauda, though believed to possess but one sun, comprises the
whole starry host visible to us.

*.Pralaya, as the name says, is the stage in which thingsare dissolving, and not the much longer one in which theyremain dissolved. The occasional employment of the name
for the two stages together must be regarded as a misuse, at least
irom the Pancaratra point of view, because, if Primary Creation
takes place during the last part of the Night (see below, next
paragraph) and the Day and Night are of equal length, Pralaya
belongs to the Day, not to the Night.

' T
$L
a n'ayw-manam ridhiyate, P. Prakas'a Samhita I, 3, 43

repeated 58.
' '

*
Ealato'nantu, ibid. I, 3, '55.
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by nights, etc., He " does the work of the night

(rdtritvena avmti) by causing Brahman
x and the rest to fall

asleep ".
3

Our Samhita illustrates the Days and Nights
of the Lord by an image of dazzling beauty : during
the Day the universe is like a sky sprinkled all over with,

cirrus clouds the Brahmic Eggs, of which there are

koti-arbudas of koti-oghas of kotis (an unimaginably

high number) ; while during the Night it resembles a

sky without a single cloud.
8

2. HIGHER, oii "Ptmi<!" CREATION

(Evolution, First Stage.)

In the eighth and last part of the Cosmic Night
(paurusl ratri)

*
the great S'akti of Vi^riu, awakened as

it were by His command 5

,

"
opens her eyes ". This

unmesa "
opening of the eyes ", says Ahirb. Samh,, is

like the appearance of a lightning in the sky. And it

means that the S'akti, which was so far indistinguishable
from the "

windless atmosphere" or "motionless ocean
"

of the Absolute, existing only as it were in a form of

"darkness
51

or "emptiness", suddenly, "by some in-

dependent resolve
"

(kasmaccit svdtantry&t), flashes up,
with an infinitely small part of herself, in her dual

aspect of kriya (acting) and bMti (becoming), that is

Force and Matter.

1

Who, after his " death ", belongs to the liberated.
9
Ibid. I, 3. 55-57.

3

Ahirbiadhnya Samhita IX, 16, 14, 38.
4 "The eighth part of the Pralaya is called lavdntima",

P. Prakas'a S. I, 1. 51
; of. I, 3. 42, 57.

J

8
Ibid., I, 1. 53.

B

XIV, 7-8 : fasyah kotyarbuddms'ena s'aktl dve, etc. so VIII 36
and III, 27-28. Of. Laksmi Tantra IV, 4. The Bhuti S'akti, as will be
seen, includes what we call soul.
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( Here it will first be necessary to remark that, in

spite of frequent, assurances as to the real identity of

Laksmi and Visnu, the two are actually regarded as

distinct : eyen in Pralaya they do not completely coalesce

but become only
"
as it were "

a single principle)(4.
7 a),

the Laksmi eventually emerging from the Great Night

being the old Laksmi, not a new one. The mutual

relation of the two is declared to be one of inseparable

connection or inherence
l

like that of an attribute and

its bearer (dharma, dharmin), existence and that which

exists (bhdva, bhavat), I-ness and I (aliamtd, aliam),

moonshine and moon, sunshine and sun.
a

Still, the

dualism is, strictly speaking, a makeshift for preserving
the transcendent character of Visnu : Laksmi alone acts,

but everything she does is the mere expression of the Lord's

wishes.

The Kriya S'akti is "the Sudars'ana portion of

Laksmi " 3

; for it is identical with Vismi's " Will-to-

be" symbolised by the Sudars'ana or discus. Being

independent of space and time
l

it is called
" undivided

"

(nisfaila), in contradistinction to the Bhiiti S'akti which

is divided in many ways
& and is but a "

myriadth part

(koti-ams'a) of the S'akti
"
\ that is : an infinitely less

1

Amnabhuva, samanvaya; Laksmi Tantra II, 17.
2 See chapter 4 of Ahirb. Samh. and Laksmi Tantra II, 11 fll.

3

Laksthyali sa^ldars'an^ Jcalrl, III, 45
; cf. V, 12.

*
LIX, 57 : de&aMlddiM vyciptis tasya, [Sudartfanasya], which,

however, is perhaps not meant to exclude plurality; see below,
section 6 of this part of our Introduction.

5

Namibhedavati, XIV, 9
; cf. V, 9-11. Kriya is related to Bhiiti

as the thread to the pearls, the pin to the leaves
; see below our

resume of adhya^T 8.

8 Which elsewhere is said of the two S'aktis together : see
note on p. 29.
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,*

powerful manifestation than the Kriya S'akti.
1 As the

Sudars'ana is the instrument of Vis mi, we may say that

Visnu, Kriya S'akti and BhCiti S'akti are respectively
the causa efficiens, causa instrumentalis, and causa

materialis of the world. However, the transcendent

aspect of Visrm (Param Brahma) remains so completely
in the background in the Paficaratra that we are

practically only concerned with the one force (Laksmi)
which, as Bhuti, appears as the universe, and, as Kriya,
vitalises and governs jt.

a

Accordingly, the Kriyfi S'akti

is called :

" Visnu's resolve consisting of life
"

(prdna-rupo
VisnoJi samkalpah) ;

"
that which keeps existence

a-going
"

(bMti-pw-ivartalca'),
" makes becoming possible

"

(lli'iitim sambliavayati) ; "joins ", at the time of creation,
Primordial Matter to the faculty of evolving, Time
to the "work of counting", and the soul to the
"effort for enjoyment"; "preserves" all of these as

long as the world lasts ; and "
withdraws "

the
said faculties at the time of Dissolution. "Just as

a fire or a cloud is kept moving by the wind, even
so is the Vibhuti part [of S'akti] impelled

!J

by the
Sudars'ana."

The first phase of the manifestation of Laksmi is call-

ed s'uddhasrsti, "pure creation", or g^dnmesadas'a, that
is the stage (following the Waveless Stage) in which the
attributes (guna) of God make their appearance. These

_ the mutual relation of the two S'aktis the following
passages should be compared : III, 44-45

; V, 7-8
; LIX, 55-57.

^ This accounts for the remarkable fact that the Kashmirian
philosopher Ksemaraja has defined the Paficaratra as the system 1

teaching the identity of God and Nature, that is to saypantheism (mrd
prakrtir Wiagavan VasudeSvah, tad-visphulinga-praya eva jwak~-<itifancaratraJi parasyah prakrteh pannnmdbhyupagamad Avyalcte evdWii-
mmstah ; Pratyabhijnahrdaya, S'rmagar ed. p. 17).

8 Or: "made to dance" (pranwtyate), XIY, 8, and elsewhere.
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Gunas are wprakrta
" not belongiDg to Nature" for

'

Nature does not exist as yet and have consequently

i

; nothing to do with the three well-known Gunas (Sattva,

! Bajas, Tamas) ;
that is to say : the old dogma that God

is necessarily
"
free from [the three] Gunas "

(nirguna)

does not exclude His possessing the six ideal Gunas

which, on the contrary, m u s t be ascribed to Him, because

without them there could be no Pure Creation, and, all

further evolution depending thereon, no creation at all.

However, the evolution of the Gunas does not in any way
affect the being or essence of God, it being merely concern-

ed with His "becoming
"
or " manifestation ", that is : His

S'akti :

"
Through the three pairs of what are called the Six

Gunas (sadgunya), to wit: Knowledge, Lordship, Power,

etc., does the Pure Creation [or first stage] of [His] be-

^
: coming take place."

x

Now, the six Gunas are described as follows :

;,
The first Guiia is jnfina, "knowledge ", defined

;

- as "non-inert, self-conscious, eternal, all-penetrating",

;

that is: omniscience. "It is both the essence and
'

an attribute of Brahman ", for which reason the re-

.'.'_ maining five Gunas are occasionally called "attributes

of jndna" *. Jn&na is, of .course, also the essence of

Laksmi.
3

&

I

l

V, 16
; cf. V, 15 and VI, 6

; Bhuti and vilbuti are in these
:

; passages, like bhava elsewhere (see. above p. 30), used in

;|!
;

. contradistinction to Ihavat, and not in the sense of the Bhuti S'akti.

'; .;
.;.

For the latter, like the Kriya S'akti, is connected with three Gunas

| only (see below), while in the passages concerned the appearance of

|
f : all the six Grunas is referred to.

; j
,.

a Or " channels of jnflna
"

(jiianasya srtayali), Laksmi Taritra

.

I
II, 35. Tamunacarya, the teacher of Bamanuja, has tried to justify,

'.
| philosophically, this Pancaratra concept of jnan a. A thing, he says,

* '" may be both substance and attribute : a&raycld awyato vrtter, S&rayena
: samanvay&t, which he illustrates by means of the flame (substance)

; ;
and the light it sheds (attribute).

'/?
8 Laksmi Tantra II, 25, etc.
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The second
l

Guiia is aiffvari/a
"
lordsliip ", that

is
"
activity based on independence ",

"
unimpeded acti-

vity".
2

According to Laksmi Tantra (II, 28) this is

identical with what is called iechd
"

will
"

in other

Tattvas'astras.

The third Guna is s'akti "ability, potency", namely
to become the material cause of the world (jaga;/;-y)rakrti~

bhava). It is elsewhere" defined as aghafitayhatana
"
accomplishing the non-accomplished ", that is to say,

being able to produce something the cause of: which

cannot be accounted for by empirical methods.

The fourth G una is bala "
strength

"
defined as

" absence of fatigue
"

(ffwima-hdni) ,
or "

fatigueletwiess

in connection with the production of the world ", or

"power to sustain all things", "sustaining-power"

(dhdrtma-sdmarthya).

The fifth China is wrya
"
virility", that is

" un-

affectedness (changelessness, vi/cdm-viraha] in spite of being
the material cause ". This is a condition, says LakwinT

Tantra (2. si), not found within the world, where "milk

quickly loses its nature when curds come into existence ".

The sixth and last Quiia is tsjas "splendour,

might", which is said to mean "self-sufficiency"

(sahakari-cma/pelcsd) and "power to defeat others"

(pardbhibhavana-samarthya). The latter definition is in

Laksmi Tantra (2. 34), which adds that some philosophers
connect (yojaya?iti) tty'as'witla. ais'varya.

The six Gunas are the material, or instruments, as

it were, of Pure Creation, (1) in their totality, and (2)

1 The order found on p. 18 of our edition is not the usual one.
2 "

Independence, in creating the universe, of any other cause "

Laksmi Tantra, IV, 9.
'

3 Varavaramuni's comm. on Tattyatraya, ed. p, 94.

5
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by pairs, in the following way : the G-unas, as connect-

ed partly with the Bhuti and partly with the Kriya S'akti

(5. 7), are regarded as falling into two sets, namely Gunas
1 to 3, and Gunas 4 to 6, called respectively w&rama-

Wiumwyah
"
stages of rest

"
and s'rama-bhumayah

"
stages

of effort"
1

; and the corresponding Gunas of each set

(1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6) join to form a pair connected
with some special divine manifestation, as will be ex-

plained presently.

In their totality the Gunas make up the body of

V a s u d e v a, the highest personal god
2

, as well as that of

his consort Laksmi, in the way that these two are constantly
seen by the free souls inhabiting the Highest Space." It is

mainly in this form, to wit .as a person qualified by the six
Guuas and distinct from his S'akti, that God is called
Vasudeva (5. 29).

The apparition of the pairs denotes the beginning
of that process of emanation which has been well
defined as "a process which, while bringing the
product into existence, leaves the source of the product
unchanged ".

*
This very ancient conception

B

is com-
monly (though perhaps not

correctly) illustrated by the

image of the light emanating from a source such as the
sun, which accounts for the Sanskrit term for it, namely,
dbhdsa "

shining out "."

- see
' ,

f *
also what is said below' on

Pure Sio^.
th<3 thl>ee Vyflhoa durin* and after

*Sudgunya-mgraham devam (VI, 25). The six Ghznafl existalso before creation, but without being actire (V, 3).3 See below.

Ohatterji, Kashmir Shaivaism, p. 59..

' Not found in
the.Saiphitas, in so far aa known to ns.
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The Piiii caratr-a teaches a chain, as it wore,
of emanations; each emanation, except the first,'

originating -from an anterior emanation;' and thus the
favourite imago of fcho process lias, with the Partcamtrins
become that of one flame proceeding fro in
another flame. 1

Any production, up to "the for-
mation of the Egg, is imagined as taking place in this

way.

The first three (or, including Vasudova, four) beings
thus coming into existence are called V v u. h a H. This
word is a combination of the root Ah "

to shove "
and

the preposition vi
"
asunder

"
and apparently refers to

the -shoving asunder" of the six G-vmas into threo
pairs.

2

Tins, however, does not mean that each Vyiihahas only, its two respective G-un.as, but, as is repeatedly
emphasized, each Vyuha is Visnu Himself with His six
G-unas, of which, however, two only, in each case, become
manifest. Abiding by the image, we may say that each
new flame has for its fuel another pair of Gunas.

The Vyuhas are named after the elder brother the
son and the grandson, respectively, of Krsna, namelv

bamka^ana
(or Balarama, Baladeva), Pradvumna, and

Amruddha; and the pairs of Ghiruw connected with
these are

respectively: jnana and bala; ads'var^a and
vim/a; mkti and teja*.

Each Vyfiha, after having appeared, remain, in-
active (avydprta) for a period of 1.00.years of his own
(to*ya), or 1,600 human years; that "is to say the
evolution of Pure Creation, up to its end or up to the pointwhen Aniruddha "together with the two earlier fffaktis
namely those of Samkarsana and

Pradyumna] engages'
See for instance Tadrna Tantra I, '2. 21

Visnor gunavyaiikarndbhava (V, 21).
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in creation
"

(5.4o), takes 3x1,^00=4,800 human

years.
1

The S'aktis of the Vyuhas, hinted at in our Samhita,

are mentioned by name in a number of later Samhitas.

Mahasanatkumara Samhita, for instance, teaches
a

that

Va/sudeva creates from his mind the white goddess S'anti,

and together with her Samkarsana=S'iva ; then from the

left side of the latter is born the red goddess S'rl, whose son

is Pradyumna==Brahman ; the latter, again, creates the

yellow SarasvatI and together with her Aniruddha=

Purusottama, whose S'akfci becomes the black Rati who
is the threefold Maya Kos'a to be mentioned below.

3

Each Vyuha has two activities, a creative and a

moral one, that is, one connected with the origin of beings
and another one connected with their ethical progress ;

and each of these activities of a Vyuha is said to be

mediated by one of his two Grunas.* For this reason,
that is to say because the creative activities necessarily

precede the moral ones, it is assumed
5

that during the

1 Which is, of course, also the length of the Pralaya of Pure
Creation

;
see our Samhita pp. 35-36.

2

Indraratra, sixth adhyaya ; of. LaksmI Tantra, sixth adhyaya.
8
It is important to bear in mind that these four couples arc

all of them baMr-anda-ja "born outside the [Mundane] Egg" and
therefore not identical with the prakrtic Gods, S'ivaj etc., who
belong' to Gross Creation (described below, section 5). It
is impossible otherwise to understand certain accounts such
as the- following one of LaksmI Tantra, fifth adhyaya : Brahman
^ ,OAV *

asrati create an 6Sff (15 )' Vi^u and LaksmI lie down in
it (A)), from Visuu's navel there springs the Sacrificial Lotus (21),and from the Lotus are born Brahman and SarasvatI (27-28).

m ,*
Y
fe

al
n
S(T SarPhita> in Tattvatraya ed. pp. 125-127; Laksml

lantra IV, 8-20. The dogma of Gunas 1 to 3 being connected With
creation only, and Chinas 4 to 6 with moral progress only, is not
quite adhered to in several Saiphitas, it being somewhat hard to
belieye that feamkarsana should create by means of Knowledge but
teach philosophy by means of Strength ; that Pradyumna should
teach ethics by means o Virility rather than Ability, etc,

5 LaksmI Tantra IV, 8, flj.
; IV, 24, and II, 47.
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period of Pure Creation those Gunas only are actually

manifest, though as mere "stages of rest" (vis'nima-

bMmayah), which become active at the beginning of

Non-pure Creation, while the fl

stages of effort" (s'nvma,-

bhilmtiyah) can come forth only after all the Tattvas are

created.

The creative activities 'of the Vyuhas come

into play the one after the other, marking out in the

following way three successive stages in the creation of

the "non-pure" universe.

With Samkargana ISTon-piire Creation becomes dimly
manifest in an embryonic condition, as a chaotic

mass without internal distinctions. This is expressed
in the Samhitas by the grotesque but often

repeated statement that Samkarsana "
carries the-

whole universe like a tilak&laka (dark spot under the

skin) ", which apparently signifies that the world he

carries is still so to speak under the surface, existing

only in a germinal condition
l

,
as a minute part, as it

were, of his body. The Q-una with which Saipkar^aria

performs his cosmic function, is sometimes stated to be

jftana, but as a rule Ma. His name Baladeva (the

strong G-od) is also connected with this aspect of his, and
so he is often described by means of such compounds as

asffisa-bhuvana-adhara "
support of the whole world ".

Through Pradyumna the duality of Puru^a and
Prakrti makes its first appearance

a
: he is said to per-

form, by means of his Guna ais'varya, both the mdnava

sarga and the vaidya sarga \ that is, the creation of the

1 As masrno vikarah, Laksml Taritra VI, 7,

2 Laksml Tantra VI, 10 : bhoktr-bhoyyn-sanwstis bu wilwii tutra
ti.

LV, 17
; LIX, 31 (Ahirb. S.).
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Group Soul and of Primordial Matter plus Subtle

Time.
1

Aniruddha, finally,
"
gives opportunity for growth

to body and soul" (52. 61-52) by taking over the crea-

tion of Pradyumna and by evolving out of it .Manifest

Matter (mjalctd) with Gross Time, and, on the other hand,
the so-called Mixed Creation (misrra-srsti)* of souls; that

is to say : he becomes, through his China s'aJcti, ruler of

the Cosmic Eggs and their contents.

The cosmic activities of the Vyuhas are also
3

not,

however, as it seems, in the oldest Samhitas - stated to

be the creation, preservation, and destruction of the
universe or of the Cosmic Egg. These statements are of
a somewhat contradictory nature. Laksmi Tantra, for

instance, teaches (4. n, 19, 20) that the cosmic function
of Aniruddha is creating, that of Pradyumna preserving,
and that of Samkarsana destroying ; while, according to

Yisvaksena Samhita
(loc. cit., p. 125

fll.), Samkarsana
"by means of his Guna bala takes away all this",

Pradyumna "by means of his Guna ais'uan/a creates
that [totality of] moveable and irnmoveable [beings] ",
and Aniruddha "

by means of his [Guna] s'aldi supports
and protects this whole world^ the infinite Egg ".*

The ethical activities of the three Vyiihas
are declared to be

5

the teaching (1) by Samkarsana,

i ,. V71
,'.

9 flL
' arid12 ' For Particulars see the next section of thi

Introduction.
2
Visvaksena Samhita, loc. cit.,. p. 129.

above ^Se
116

,

identification of Sarpkarsana and S'iya, etc., mentioned

\
^ Ahirbudhnya Samhita also, Aniruddha is occasionally called

P erer
'
M *helike * ^r instance^ LIII,*

PP.
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of the sfastro, or "
theory ", namely, of monotheism

(dcantika-mdrga) ; (2,) by Pradyumna, of its translation

into practice (tat-kriya) ; and (3) by Aniruddha, of the

gain resulting from such practice (Jcriya-phala), to wit

Liberation
1

; the instruments applied being re-

spectively the G-unas jnana or lala a
, wri/a, and t&jas.

According to Visvaksena Samhita (Tattvatraya ed. p.

125) the teaching of Samkarsana is not confined to the

Pancaratra, but includes the Veda (that is, of course, its

esoteric portions). The same source says (loo. oil., pp.
126, 127) that Pradyumna "introduces all religious ritos

[to be performed by a Panoariitrin] ", while Aniruddha
"makes known the whole truth about the [ultimate o-oal

of
] the soul".

The Vyuhas, however, have, or at least had origin-
ally, still another aspect about which something must be
said here. In the

, Narayanlya section, of the STinti
Parvan of the Mahabharata, in S'ankara's commentary on
Vedanta Sutra II, 2. 42 fll., and elsewhere, it is stated
that Samkarsana represents the individual soul (jwdtman),
Pradyumna the Manas, and Aniruddha the Aharpkfira!
This doctrine seems to be gradually disappearing from
the Samhita literature, owing, we believe, to the

difficulty
of connecting the Ahamkara with such an absolutely pure
being as a Vyuha. We have come across only a single
passage which openly endeavours to explain the teaching
in its entirety, namely, Laksmi Tantra 6. o-i*. The
idea here expressed is that Samkarsana, etc., are, an it

were, the soul (jwa), the mind (buddhi, manas), and the
organ of self-assertion of the "

playing
"
(that is, creating)

i
Bhuvana-abhaya-da VaUcunfha, LV, 43, and 53.
The former according to V 21-22 fATnVK Qow,i,'j.a\ i

<
7

., IOK i

*u.-* ^vniro. oarpnita) and
. $., loo. c^t,, p. 1^5

;
the latter according to Laksmi Tantra
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Vfisndeva. But the original meaning of the doctrine must
have been . rather that the Vyiihas are something like

tutelar deities of the said principles. This is, in-

deed, the teaching of Visvaksena Samhita, which declares

(loo. cit., pp. 125
fll.) about Samkarsana :

" He is acting
as the superintendent of all the souls"

1

, and about

Pradyumna: "He is the superintendent of the mind
(manas) ; he is declared to be of the nature of the mind
(manomaya)." About Aniruddha no similar statement is

made a

; still his being declared to be the creator of the

mis'm-varga, that is, of the souls dominated by Rajas and
Tamas, shows that he was actually looked 'at, by
the author of that Samhita, as the ad-hipthatr of the
Ahamkara. In the same Samhita the superintendence
of Samkarsana is described as follows :

" Then Sam-
karsana, the Divine Lord, wishing to create the
world, made himself superintendent of the Principle of
Life and severed it from Nature.

3

And, after having
done so

4

, the G-od obbained the state of Pradyumna."
In Ahirbudhnya Samhita, as we have seen, the duality of
Soul and Nature appears first with Pradyumna. It is he,
not Samkarsana, who is called there the "Lord of the
souls

"
(53. 4 8

), while Aniruddha is indeed called super-
intendent, not however of the Ahamkara but of each of
the three Gunas (6. BS

fll.) or of the whole manifested
world (see above p. 38, note 4). But though there
is nothing in our Samhita, in so far as the account of

1

So'yam samasta-jwanam adMsfhatrtaya sthitah.
a For which reason it is also missing in Tattyatraya in the

aphorism on the activities of Aniruddha (ed. p. 127).
3
Jtoa-tattoam,' adUstMya prakrtes, tu vwtcya tat, which theKS*n "Pfc.^ : "He made himself superintendent of the

Principle of
L^e, which was absorbed in Nature, and on the strengthof that superintendence severed it from Nature so as to render the

appearance of names and forms possible."
rcnaer mie

4
Vivekavivecanam.
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creation is concerned, that would make the Vy films

appear as tutelar deities in the souse mentioned
;

there are indeed a few passages referring to'

individual life which could be so interpreted. For
example, we read (58. 40

fll.) of Pradyumna that lie is a
source of joy by his purifying influence on vk1ya(=ln<Whi) s

and again that he is the internal ruler
(n.-nJar-'idynmaka)

of the organ of knowledge (juuMndriyn) ; of Suinkar-
sana (59. 2, 2 -> fll.) that he causes the soul to flee from
the world and reach Liberation by making it obtain cor-
rect knowledge ; and of Aniruddha (50. a*):

"
lie bestows

upon men the fruits [of their actions] ", which fruit,*

(^results) here undoubtedly include, or even exclusively
denote, those earned by selfish actions (good arid bad).

"

From each Vyuha descend
1

three Sub-VyfiluiR
(vyiiJulntara., marh/fintaw), namely, (1) from Viisudeva :

Kes-ava, .Narayana, and Miidhava; (2) from Samkarsana
Govmda, VIM mi, and Madhusudana; (3) from Pradyumna :

rnvikrama, Varnana, and S'rTdluira; and (4) from
Amruddha : HrsTkes'a, Padmanabha, and Dfimodara.
Ihese twelve are the Lords of the months " a

, that JR
the tutelar deities

(adhidaivatH,) of the twelve months
and the twelve suns''

1

, and as such play an important
part in diagrams (yantras), etc/ They are usual! v
represented, for the purpose, of meditation : Kesuva as
shimng l,ke gold and bearing four discuses, Nfirayann
as dark (like a blue lotus) and bearing four conches,Madhava as shining like a gem (saphire) and bearing
four clubs, etc.

8

; and they are said to protect the
"

Avalirndh, says Yat. Dip. ed. p. 85.
2

MastldhtpfiJi, Mahasanatkumara S.
.7.11, 6. 3,3.
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devotee's body if represented on the same (forehead,

etc.) by certain painted vertical lines (m'dhva<pn.n(fra-).

Another set of twelve Vidyes'varas
x

descend-,

ing from the Vyiihas is mentioned in a number
of texts

2
and derived in Padma Tantra I, 2. 20

fll. in the following way : from the Vyuha Vasudeva

springs another Vasudeva, from the latter Puru^ot-

tama, and from him Janardana; similarly from
Samkarsana another SamkarHana, Adhoknaja, and

Upendra; and from Aniruddha another Aniruddha,

Acyuta, and Krsna. These twelve are enumerated after

the twelve Sub-Vyiihas and called, together with
the latter,

"
the twenty-four forms

"
(cfofairvims'ati-

murta/i/ah).

To Pure Creation further belong the so-called

Vibhavas (manifestations) or Avataras (des-

cents), that is incarnations of God or His Vyiihas or Sub-

Vyuhas or angels (see below) among this or that class

of terrestrial beings.
8

The principal Vibhavan are,

according to Ahirbudhnya Samhita (6. ao fll. ; (if. 56. a

fll.), the following thirty-nine:

1. Padmanabha. 14. Ekarnavas'ayin.
2. Dbruva. 15. Kamathetfvara.
3. Ananta. 16. Yaralia.
4. S'aktyatman. 17. Narasirnha.
5. Madbusudana. 18. Plyiisaharaya.
6. Yidyadhideva. 19. S'ripati.-
7. Kapila. 20. Kantatman.
8. Yis'varupa. 21. Babujit.

22. Kalanemigbna.
23. Parijatabara.

. .

. Yihangama.
ID. Krodatman.

n r j i - , , ~,
11. Badabavaktra. 24. Lokanatha.
1J. Dharma. 25. S'antatman.
13. Yagisvara. 26.

Dattfttreya.

27. Nyagrodluis'ftyjn.

29 Vanmnadcba.
30. Triviki'aiua.

31. Nara.
32. Narayaua.
88. Hari.

35. Parafs'urama.
3(5. Kama Dliatmr-

dhara.
37. Yedavid.
38. Kalkm.
39. Patalas'ayaria.

1
Tbis term in Mabasanatkumara S III 6 34

ti,**
6Xa
?ple Viha8 nd S. li

f'i8,'and tlo
tbe

preceding note.
tnon-

ed. Yat. Dip-
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This list has been reproduced almost exactly from the

ninth pariccheda of Sfittvata Samhita (ed. pp. 79-80); and

to that work we are, indeed, referred by our Samhita (5.

KT
fll.)

for a comprehensive description of the origin,

etc., of those Vibhavas. However, the description,

though it is actually found there, covering over 160

sflokas of the twelfth pariccheda (ed. pp. 97 -.109), does

not, apart from some hints, deal with the origin of the

Vibhavas, but only with their form and activity as objects

of meditation. Still less can be gathered from the

twenty-third pariccheda of the same Samhita and the

fifty-sixth adhyaya of the Ahirbudhnya, where the thirty-

nine Vibhavas are once more renewed in connection with

certain Mantras. We must, then, try to identify the

names without any direct help, which, however, as will

be seen, is not very difficult.

AVo shall naturally begin by picking out the ten

Avataras enumerated in the Narfiyaniya section of the

S'fmti Parvan, which, for obvious reasons, must be ex-

pected to be included in our list. They are nos. 9

(=Hamsa), 15 (=Kurma), 28 (=Mateya), 16, 17, 29, 35,

36, 37, and 38.

Four of the others show Visrm under different

aspects at the beginning of creation and after Pralaya

respectively, namely : (14) as sleeping, with Laky mi, on

the primeval waters
1

; (l) as growing from His navel the

lotus from which Brahman is to spring; (27) as the boy

floating on the Nyagrodha branch, in whose mouth

Markai.icleya discovered the dissolved universe
3

; and

(39) as the " Lord of the cataclysmic fire ", clad in a

x Sattvata S. XII, 66 : nisa^nam bhogisfuyyayam ; Lakgmi T. V,
21 : Padmayd $aha vi&yayu apsu susrwytwain cakr&.

a Eeferrmg to the story related in "Vana Parvau, 188 fll,
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flaming robe, waited upon by Laksmi, Cinta, Nidra, and

Pnsti.
1

Again, there are four other Avataras who rathero *

seem to belong together and therefore, says Sattvata

Samhita (12. is
9), may be meditated upon either

collectively or singly, namely nos. 31 to 34 (including one

already mentioned) who are Visnu appearing as the four

sons of Dharma and Ahimsa.
2

They are described, in

Sattvata S. (12. IBO 148), as four ascetics clad in deer-

skin, etc., the one reciting Mantras, the second absorbed

in meditation, the third teaching meritorious works, and

the fourth performing austerities.

Then there are four (including two already men-

tioned), to wit nos. 1, 5, 29, and 30, who are identical in

name, and possibly in some other respect, with four of

the twelve Sub-Vyiihas. Two of these, namely Varoana

and Trivikrama, are, according to our sources, merely
the two opposite aspects of the well-known Vamana
Avatara, that is Visnu as the very small one (hrt-stlia) and

the all-pervading one (stvrva-vyapin, trailoky<i-pmka)
8

;

while no. 5 refers, of course, to Visnu's victory over the

demon Madhu.'
1

Of the rest some are mentioned as Avataras in the

Purana literature, while others are apparently not

known in it as such, or altogether unknown.
No. 3, Ananta, is not the serpent S'esabut Balarama,

the brother of Krsna.
6

In Padma Tantra (I, 2. 82 ) he
*
Sattvata S. XII, 165 fll.

2

Narayaiuya, opening chapter; see Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism,
etc. (B. I. A. E. vol. Ill, part 6), pp. 32-33. It is clear that this
Krstia is

not_exactly identical with the well-known one.

Of. Taitt. Up. : anor anlyan mcihato mahtydn, etc.
* Or rather the demons Madhu and Kaitabha; see chapter 41 of

Ahirbudhnya Sanihita.

Who is sometimes regarded as an incarnation of S'esa rather
than of Visuu Himself.
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is inserted after Paras'urama as the eighth of the ton
Avataras instead of the first (Harnsa) who is omitted.
No. 7, Kabila, is, according to our Samhita (5G. i), the
Samkhja philosopher, and he is evidently the same as

{

Kapila the teacher of the Naga kings refoi-rcd to

elsewhere.
1

No. 10, Krodatman, can be none else,
to judge from Sattvata S. 12. 4* ffl,, than Vis mi
as the Yajfia-varaha or Yajfia-sukara, a parti-
cular aspect of the Boar incarnation. The descrip-
tion, in 66. 8ff. 8 e,

2

of no. 24, Lokanatha, points to
Mann Vaiyasvata who was saved from the deluge
by Brahman as a fish and made the [secondary]
creator of all living beings. No. 20, Kantatman, is des-
cribed in Sattvata S. (12. e*

fll.) as a beautiful youth
with "

eyes unsteady by love ", ^tc., that is to say as

Pradyumna, or Kama reborn (after his .destruction by
S'iva) as the son of Krsna. But in Ahirbudhnya S.

(56. s) he has the epithet amrta-dhdraka "
carrying

nectar" which seems rather to point to D^vau'tarf,
the physician of the gods, or to Dadhibhakta". No 20,'

Dattatreya, is the weJl-known sage, son of Ati-i and
Anasuya. No. 37, Vedavid, is, according to Sfittvatu S.
(12. 1^4

fll.), thejamous Veda-Vyasa. All of these arc

among the twenty-two Avataras enumerated in the

Bhagavata Purana (I, 3), supposing that Krodatman may
be identified with Tajfia, Kantatman with Dhanvantari,
and Lokanatha with Purusa (the Male or Progenitor). The
following are also Puranic: Dhruva (No. 2), the Rsi and
po]ar star, celebrated, in Sattvata S. 9. 105, as the bearer

1 Padma Tantra I, 1. 23 fll.
; Vi^uutilaka II, 170 III. etc.

2
Note especially vawftja, and safyu-vrata.

See below, note 3, on no. 18, next page.



of the Adhara S'akti
1

; Vagls'vara (no. 13),, who is

Hayairsa or Hayagriva ; and S'antatman (no. 25), if he
is, as may be supposed, either Sanatkumara (Sanaka) or
Narada as the expounder of the Sattvata system.

3

S'aktyatman (no. 4) is Visnu as iccM-rilpa-dham
(Sattvata S. 12. 9), that is, assuming the particular form
required for pleasing some devotee. Vidyadhideva,

"
the

Lord of Viraj ", is the four-faced Brahman. No. 8 is

Vinu in the form in which He appears to Arjuna in the
famous Vis'varupa Adhyaya (11) of the Bhagavad-Qita.
No. 11 is Atirva. No. 12 is Visnu as dharma personified.
No. 18, also called Amrtaharana, is Visnu as the
restorer of immortality to the gods.

8

No. 19 is Visnu
as the husband of Laksmi (who threw herself into His
arms when she emerged from the ocean). Nos. 21 and
22 are Visnu conquering respectively Rahu and
Kalanemi. No. 23, finally, is Krsna wresting from
Indra the celestial tree.

The enumeration of exactly thirty-nine Avataras,
and the insistence upon this number also in the
mantroddhdm in both the Samhitas concerned, seems to

prove that the number is meant to be exhaustive. This
impression is not removed by Varavaramuni's statement,
in his commentary on

Tafctvatraya (ed. p. 135)'

the tl
hirbudhl^ Samhita, adhy. VIII, 34 fll., where, however,the term has a much wider sense.

The only description of S'antatman is in Sattvata S. XII, 110

T i f
^ mpfSi n

' Cari7in
8' the conch and lotus in

f kn wled^' Denunciation,

]

0f. the story of the churning of the ocean The et)ithetwould also fit Dadhibhakta to whom Indra is sad to owe tl^
Amrta, and who. is mentioned among the chief Avataras in

5 a'"' P> 135 T*^< ^odLt^^rt
f
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that the real number is only thirty-six, because Kapila,
Dattatreya, and Parasgjrama are only secondary Ava-
taras.

1

For there are more "secondary Avataras "

among the thirty-nine as well as outside their number. 2

The second point to be emphasized in connection with
this list is that it occurs in one of the very oldest Samhi-
tas (Sattvata) and therefore may be older than the smaller
lists found in later Samhitas and older even than the
Mahabharata list mentioned above. Even the smaller
Narayamya list (of only six names)

-

appears from this

view-point not to be the oldest list but merely a select-
ion; for it is inconceivable that, for instance, the ancient
and famous story of the Fish should have been overlook--
ed by those who made the Boar an incarnation of Vismu.

The distinction referred to in our Samhita *

between
primary (m^Aya)and secondary (ga.una, aveffa) Avataras
is explained at length in Visvaksena Samhita (loo. tit
PP. 130-132). There the primary Avataras only'are declared to be like a flame

springing from a
flame that is to say Visnu Himself with a transcendent
(aprdJcrta) body, while a secondary Avatara is a soul
in bondage with a natural body which, however
is possessed (dvista) or pervaded, for some particular
mission or function, by the power (s'aUi) of Visnu The
primary Avataras only should be worshipped by those
seeking Liberation, while for mundane purposes (wealth
power, etc.) the secondary Avataras may be resorted

1 See below.

16
' 17> 29

' S6< H and 3s f ur

, 51 :

taA yao
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to. The said Samhita enumerates as instances of secon-

dary Avataras : Brahman, S'iva, Buddha
1

, Vyasa, Arjuna,

Paras'urama, the Vasu called Pavaka, and Kubera, the

god of riches.

As for the origin of the Avataras, Visvaksena Sam-

hita declares that all of them spring from Aniruddha,

either directly or indirectly, examples of the latter class

being Mahesvara (S'iva) who descends from Aniruddha

through Brahman, and Hayas'iras who comes from the

.Fish, who himself springs from the direct Avatara Jrsna.

According to Laksmi Tantra also (2, SB) all the Vibhavas

descend from Aniruddha. Padma Tantra, on the other

hand, says (I, 2. 8i
fll.) that of the ten Avataras the

Fish, the Tortoise, and the Boar
2
have sprung from Vasu-

deva ; the Man-lion, Dwarf, S'rirama and Paras'urama

from Samkarsana ; Balarama from Pradyumna ; and
Krsna and Kalki from Aniruddha

;
and it indicates that

the other Avataras
3

are to be distributed in a similar way.
The Avataras are not confined fco human and animal

forms : the vegetable kingdom is sometimes chosen, as in

the case of the crooked mango-tree in the Dandaka
Forest mentioned by Visvaksena S. (loo. cit:, p. J 30)
as an instance of this class of incarnations.

Even among inanimate objects an image of Krsna,
the Man-lion, G-aruda, etc., becomes an Avatara of

Visnu (endowed with a certain miraculous power felt

by the worshipper) as soon as it is duly consecrated

according to the Paiicaratra rites, it being supposed that

J Possessed of the quality of making heretics, therefore called
mohana " the bewilderer "

!

a That is, the three manifestations of Prajapati mentioned in the
S'atapatha Brahmana (Dowson, Hindu Classical Dictionary, sub voce
Avatara).

3
Pxxrnsa, Satya, Acyuta, Buddha, Das'arha, S'auri, Annes'a, Haya-

grlva/Nrsiniha S'ankhodara, Visvaksena (?), Vrsakapi, Adivaraha.
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Visnu, owing to His omnipotence, is capable of descend-
ing" into such images with a portion of His s'akti, that
is, with a subtle ("divine", "non-natural") body.

1

This is the Area Avatara or incarnation for
the purposes of ordinary worship. It is exhaustively
treated in Visvaksena Samhita (loc. oit., pp. 122 and 143).

There is, finally, the A n t a r y fi m i A v a t a r a,
which is Aniruddha as the "

Inner lluler
"

of all souls
(myaMa xarva-dekmain)* a very old conception based on
a famous Upanisad passage. The Antaryamin is the mys-
terious power which appears as instinct and the like, and
which as the "smokeless flame" seated in the "lotus
of the heart" plays an important part in. Yoga practice.

3

The Avataras, including those which belong to the
past m so far as their

visibility on earth is concerned, are
held to be eternal aspects of Visnu which are always
helpful if properly meditated upon. It is, indeed, for
meditation more than for anything else that Visrm ia be-
hevcd to have manifested Himself under different forms

lo Pure Creation, thirdly, belongs the paramo
vjonin "Highest Heaven"', or Vaikuntl< with
all the beings and objects contained in it. This Highest

to

2 V isvakseria S. loc. tit., p 122
'

G ""F ?
^^ DOt

^^^^

the iirt ot Tt
' hi * " *he^^"S^t itl

Higher HeaveU the
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Heaven 'has nothing to do with any of the temporal

heavens forming the upper spheres of the Cosmic Egg.

This is indicated by its being called Tripad-wMwiki,
" mani-

festation of the three-fourths [of God] ", in contradistinct-

ion to the one-fourth with which Amruddha creates the

Cosmic Egg. The Highest Heaven, in that it is not

reached, at Liberation, until after the "
shell

"
or "

wall
"

of the Cosmic Egg has been "
pierced ", is defined as

"infinite above, limited below.
" l

The Highest Heaven with its inhabitants
3

comes

into existence together with the VyfiUas; and when, at

the time of the Great Dissolution, the Cosmic; JHJggs dis-

appear and Lak,smi becomes indistinguishable from the

Lord'
1

,
it is, of course, also withdrawn.'

1

But there is also another, evidently later, view,

according to which the Highest Heaven (including, of

course, the divine., couple) is riot affected by the Groat)

Dissolution. With this second view is probably connect-
ed the distinction between the Highest Heaven and tbo
world as nitya-wbhuti

*

and Uld-mlthtUi,
"
eternal mani-

festation
"

and "play-manifestation" (^manifestation
of the play of God, that is, the world).'

1

en miniature, of the Highest Heaven and omtmomilly oven that
whole sphere. Vasnu-loka is an equally ambiguous town. Homo
barphitas

connect each Vyuha with' a particular heaven
; nee, for

instance, Vihagendra Saiphitfi, II, 20.
1

8a_
vibhutir

urdhva-prades'e'nanla, adludi.prwli#e pwnMhiwui :

Y.at. Dip ed. p. 53. The journey of the iiboratod HOU! to the
boundary o the Cosmic Egg and further on, IB described with infinite
detail m chapters o to 7 of

Tripadvibhfltimalianarayaya U>ain\?ad.a

Among whom also the liberated souls arc roproHOuted from
the beginning, namely by those innumerable one* liberated m former
Jlalpas ;

P. Prakas'a S. VI, 7.
3 See above, beginning of section 2, p. 29 III
* P. Prakas'a S. I, 14:

Vutku^hSdiwJtara^ Uknt,
s Or bhoga-vibMti, Tattvatraya ed, p. 70.

'

8

Of. p. 53, our explanation of the terms nttyMita and sfuidmlUu.
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In the Highest Heaven there is, just as on earth, a

distinction between matter and souls. For the souls

without matter would have no objects of enjoyment.
l 1 1 /

The heavenly matter, however, or "pure matter"

(s'uddha-satlm), as it is called, is not a mixture of the

three Gunas, nor- the Satfcva Guna without an admixture

of the other Gunas. though it is sometimes understood in

the .latter sense. The Highest Heaven coining into

existence together with the Vyfihas (6.
21

fll.), it is clear
'

[

that the Sattva Guna, which originates much later,

namely only from Kfila (Time)
1

,
can have nothing to do

with. it. Pure Matter, then, is a sort of spiritual matter

which exists nowhere except in Pure Creation. It is a

necessary hypothesis for explaining : (1) the non-natural

(a-prakrht) bodies of G-od, the angels, and liberated souls;

and (2) the presence, in the "
City of Vaiknntha ", of

inanimate objects, to wit, "instruments of enjoyment"
such as sandal, flowers, jewels, etc."

2

,
and "places of enjoy-

ment "
such as parks, lotus-tanks, pavilions, etc.'"' Pure

matter is spiritual, that is "of the nature of Knowledge
and Bliss

"
(6. 22, 24), in so far as it is nowhere an

obstacle to the mind, but consists, on the contrary, of

nothing but wishes materialised. It is, as it were, the
"
solidified splendour

"
(stydnd prablia) of Pure Creation

(6. 21-22).

The most prominent figure in Highest Heaven is

God Himself in His para or "highest" form, which is the

first of his five prakaras or modes of existence, the other

four being the Vyuhas and the three kinds of Avataras
1 See below section 3 of this part of our Introduction.

a One edition of Yat. Dip. includes women
_ (vodka)' I

3
Cf., for (1) the jndndnandamayd dehah, ajul for (2) .tlie ananda-

mayci bhogdh and anandalaksana loltuTi mentioned in VI, 24 ;md 23

resp. of Ahirbudhnya Sarphita.
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treated of above.
1 He assumes this form as a " root of his

innumerable Avataras
" a

and especially for the enjoy-

ment of the angels and the liberated.
11

The Divine Figure is adorned with nine chief orna-

ments and weapons, which symbolically represent the prin-

ciples of the universe *, namely, the Kaustubha (a jewel

worn on the breast)= the souls, the S'rivatsa (a curl of

hair on the breast)=Prakrti, a club=Mahat, a conch=:

the Sattvic Ahamkara, a bow=the Tamasic Ahamkara, a

sword=knowledge, its sheath=ignorance, the disctis=

the mind, the arrows=the senses, a garland=tho

elements.
5

These weapons and ornaments are not

merely regarded as symbols but also as actually con-

nected (as presiding deities or the like) with the Tat-

tvas they represent. Tn this sense we read, for instance*

in Visnutilaka (2.29-si) that during the universal

night the soul "
in the form of the Kaustubha "

rests in

1 Mama prakdrah panceti praJiur vedunta-piiraytih, Visv. S., Zoo,

citf., p. 122. Of. above pp. 24 fll. our explanation' of the name
Pancaratra.

2

Anantdvatara-lcanda, Tattvatraya ed. pp. 118-119. In Viha-
gendra S. II, 15 the Saksat S'akti is called mortmain Irijam aryayam.

3 The para form of God is four-armed and of dark-blue com-
plexion (Visv. S., loc. ait,, p. 136; Padma Tantra I, 2, Itf and 15).

It^
has sprung, according to Padma Tantra (I, second adhyaya ; c.f.

Visnutilaka II, 5 fll.), from a still higher, the very first, form of God
(rupam ddyam sanatanam

; Visnutilaka II, 10 : Vutnul&vtThvayawmahah
cf. Ahirb. Samh., XLI1I, 7 : malia.li paramalhasvaram) which

is two-handed (cf. Vihagendra S. II, 16), of the colour of a pure
crystal, and clad in a yellow robe just as the Sudars'ana Purusa
(mantra-tanur Bhagavan) residing in Vaikuutha who appears to
Ahirbudhnya, XLIV 22 fll. (of. XLIII 9

fll.).' This is the best of
Purusas and the "

Highest Light
"

seen by Brahman in meditation
(.Fadma Tantra I, 3. 16

flj.) and "
ever to be remembered by Yocins

as seated in the lotus of the-heart ", that is, evidently, the Antor-
yanun placed here above the Para. This form, again, has originatedtrom '

that which has all forms and no form ",
" Brahman without

beginning, middle or end ".
* See next section of this Introduction.

A * VT^
6 gre^n

authority on this subject is for all later writers the
Astrabhusana Adhyaya of Vis^u Purana (I, 22).
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the splendour of Brahman from which it is again sent out

into the world (prapanoita) at the beginning of the new
cosmic day in order to return once more and for ever

when it is liberated.

G-od as Para is sometimes identified with, and

sometimes distinguished from, the Vyfiha Viisudeva.

When the two are distinguished, whether as nityfiditn,

"ever-manifest" and ff&ntuditft, "periodically manifest"
'

or otherwise
3

,
the Vyuha. Vasndeva is said to have sprung

from the Para Vasudeva who, again, may be identified

with, or [more correctly] distinguished ifrom, the Ab-
solute (Purusa, Brahman, Nfirayana, etc.)

1

''. Padma
Tantra describes the Para Vasudeva as dividing himself
" for some reason

"
and becoming with one half the

Vyuha Vasudeva, "crystal-like", and with the other

NiiiTiyana,
" black as a cloud ", the creator of the

primeval waters (=Maya).*
God as Para is said to be always in the company

of his consort S'rT (Laksmi), or of his wives S'ri and

Bhural, or of S'ri, Bhilmi, and Nila, or even of eight or

1

Nilynditat sambabh'uva l-ntlul sffinttidito Harih, Visvaksena S.,

loc. ciL, p. .133, cf. p. 136. ffanta-udita,
"
sot arid risen ", is a Tatpurusa

compound of the Vis'esan6bhayapada class, cf. sncltnnulipta, etc. The
comm., Inc. cit., p. 138, gives no etymological explanation, but merely
paraphrases the two terms by means of nifya-miikta-annbhavya and
^ /'

'

V ':
'

.'"
TI

'

T; "--.r-
7

- "'"/- ^respectively.

"

Cf. above p. 50 the ex-
' ' ~' ' '

<:, >t' iii.t

* Padma Tantra I, 2. 16 Ml.
; cf. Visautilaka II, 11. Here the

Para is not nikya,
" eternal ", but a periodical manifestation like the

Yyuha Vasudeva. This is, of necessity, also the standpoint of the

Ahirb. Samh. which, however, in calling the Absolute nityndita

(II, 25) and Laksmi udiktlwudibakfiru nim.fisCmmesaru.pinl (III, 6) but

again the Vyiihas nityodita (IX, 31), is not consistent in the use
of these terms.

3 The two are clearly distinguished in Padma Tantra (see
note 3 on p. 52), also in P. Prakas'a S.I, 2.3 : Purusad Vasudevo'Wiut,
catvaro liy abhavams tatali.

*
Visnutilaka, hoAvever (II, 11-16), modifying this account,

identifies the Para with Narayana.
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of twelve S'aktis. The first of these views
l

is naturally

favoured in such works as Ahirbudhnya Samhita,

which make S'akti a real philosophical principle,
3

The

second view
a

is based (in a rather strained manner) on

the weighty authority of the Uttaranarayana (end)

which is the continuation, in the'White Yajurveda, of the

Purusa Siikta. The third view
4
is the one adopted in

the later Visdstadvaita
5

, where, however, it plays such

an insignificant part that, for instance, in Tattvatrya this

is the only item connected with the Para Vasudeva
which is mentioned but not explained. It is apparently
not found at all in the older Samhifca literature.

7
It is,

however, expounded at some length in one of the Minor

Upanisads, namely Sita Upanisad, where (as in Vihagendra
S. 2. e) S'ri, Bhumi, and Nila are identified respectively
with the Iccha, Krija, and Saksat S'akti of the Devi ;

S'ri representing' good luck (lhadra), Bhumi might
1 See Ahirb. Samh. VI, 25

; IX, 31
; XXXVI, 55

; Laksmi Tantra
v JLJLj y* J.U.

2
This, of course, does not exclude the admission of the existence

in Highest Heaven, of minor S'aktis
; cf. XXVIII, 85 of Ahirb. Hatplnta,

enjoining that the worship of God should bo followed by that of
the gods and [their] S'aktis (sfaUi-yosilum) forming His retinue.

3 Padma Tantra I, 2. 46; Parames'vara S. I, 7, whoro Bhumi IH
called Pusti (Laksmipusfyoh svarupe ca nitye Bhagava&cl saha).

4

Vihagendra S., 2nd adhyaya ;
P. Prakas'a S. L 1 58-51)

Paras'ara S., adhy. 8 to 10.
'

'

5

Tattvatraya, ed. pp. 85, 122; Yat. Dip., ed. p. 84

Jhe comm. makes a futile attempt at excusing the author
ed. p. 122. '

;.
The comm. both of Tattvatraya and Yat. Dip. have no other

Smrti authority for it than a stanza of the S'aiva Purana, to which
they add as Sruti quotation, the passage of the TJttaramirayanamentioned above Srinivasadasa explaining that Nlla munt bo under-
stood

^Plicitly
' - In R Prakas'a S. (hardly earlier than the twelfth

century) the three Saktis, regarded as aspects of the one S'akti
are connected with the souls, the white S'ri taking caro of
the souls in which the Satt Guim dominates, the red Bhu of the

(iT58 59)

8
' ^ bla k (nl1^ Durg& of
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(prabJbdva), and Nlla the moon, sun, and fire. S'rT,

further, is threefold : as Yoga, Bhoga, and Vira S'akti

(connected resp. \vith Yoga practice, domestic

and temple worship) ; Nilfi as Soina is also the

goddess of vegetation, and as ami the goddess of

time, while as fire she is connected with hunger-

arid thirst, heat and cold ; and Bhudcvi, of the nature of

the Prauava, is the sustaining power of the earth with

its fourteen planes. The mention, in the Upanisad, of

the Rsi Vaikhanasa (though the passages in question are

probably interpolated) seems to indicate that we should

seek for these doctrines rather in the Vaikhanasa than

in the Paiicaratra Saiphitas. Eigh. t S'aktis, namely
"
Laksnri, etc.", are often mentioned but seldom enume-

rated. They are evidently the following eight, associated in

Vihagendra S. (8. s) with the " hero form "
(vri-a-murti)

of the Sudars'ana, to wit : Kirti (Fame), S'rT (Fortune),

Vijaya (Victress), 8'raddha (Faith), Smrti (Memory),
Medha (Intelligence), Dhrti (Endurance), and Ksama

(Forbearance).
1

In Padma Tantra (I, 2. a a) and Visnu-

tilaka (2. 21) they are stated to originate from the

S'rivatsa of Visim
a

. The following twelve S'aktis are

enumerated in Sattvata S. (9. BB) : Laksrai, Pusti

(Prosperity), Daya (Compassion), Nidra (Sleep), Kyama,
Kiinti (Beauty), Sarasvatl (Learning), Dh.rti, Maitii

(Benevolence), Rati (Venus), Tnsti (Satisfaction), and

Mat! (=Medha). These play a part in the Avatara

theory and elsewhere. For instance, the fourteenth

Avatara is said to be waited upon by Lakrimi, Nidrfi,

1 For another "
eight women "

see XXVI, 37 ML of Aliirb.
Sarnhita.

2
Who, as we have seen (p. 52, note 8), is subordinate here to fi

higher aspect of G-od.

>' J'

1

i
.i

'> 1
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Prlti (=Maitri), and Vidya (=Sarasvati) ; and the thirty-

ninth by Laksmi, Ointa (=Mati), Nidra and Piusti.

Of the two classes
3

of Jivas or individual souls

existing in the Highest Heaven, the more exalted ones

are the so-called N i t y a s (eternal ones) or S u r i s (sages,

masters), which two words can be fairly accurately
rendered by "an gels".

2

They differ from the other

class to be dealt with hereafter not in point of know-

ledge, both being declared to fully participate in tho

Lord's omniscience, but (1) in having been always free

from defilement
3

,
and (2) in holding perpetually

certain offices as coadjutors of the Lord.
4

The duties

they have to discharge are, however, so mysterious that

hardly any attempt has been made at defining the same.

These angels are, besides the "door-keepers" and "town-
watchmen" of the "Holy City of Vaikuntha ", called

respectively Canda, Pracanda, Bhadra, Subhadra, etc.,

and Kumuda, Kumudaksa, Pundarika, Vamana, etc.,
8

the

so-called Parisadas or Parisadas, that is
"
companions

"

(retinue) of God, and in addition to [or among]
6

1
Mentioned together in several passages of Ahirb. Sanih., for

instance, IX, 30.
2 The existence of these angels is based on such scsriptural

passages as the famous Tad Visnoh paramaw padam mda pasfyauti
surayah and S'vetas'vatara TJpanisad VI, 13 : Nityo ui'tyanum catanas'
cekananam eko baJiunum yo vidadli-Cdi Jcamiln.

3

Kadap-i samsnram,
aprfiptuli, asprsfa-scwisara-gandhak (Tattva-

traya, ed. pp. 26, 28), the others being only nivrUa-samsardh "who
have done with the world "

(ibid., p, 28).
4

.

Tesam aAUltara-vis'esa tevwasya nity&ccliaynwtlnMlitvena vvava-
sthapitdh, Tat. Dip., ed. pp. 78-79.

3
Tat. Dip., ed. p. 83.

6 The Parisadas are distinguished from Kumuda, etc., as well afl

Ananta, etc in Padma Tantra I, 2. 36-40, but often the term isused in a wider sense. In Yat. Dip., ed. p. 84, "Ananta, Garuda,
Visvaksena, etc.'' are called ISTityas, but not the door-keepers

" andwatchmen
; still there being among the Muktan neither office-

bearers nor social distmchons at all (see below,), the rest can be nothing
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the latter the three more prominent: beings called

Atlanta, Garmla, and Visvaksena. OL:

these, Ananta
or S'csa, the serpent, is the couch of Vismi, and G-aruda,
tlio

"
king of birds", his .so-called vehicle (wJMwi.) t while

Visvakscna, the "
lord of hosts

"
\ is described as a sort of

chief minister to God in all affairs heavenly and
mundane. Thw part of Visvaksena, if taken in earnest,
would seem to clash with the . activities of! the

Vyiilias; and. he appears to have actually ousted
them in that sect described in the thirtieth

chapter of Anandagiri's B^Mn.vti.vifjct.-ijn., \vhich recom-
mends the worship of him only who "rules the
whole universe like a second Avatara of the Lord

residing in Vaikuntlia."
*

Lastly, it must he stated that

JXityas can incarnate at will in the world, just as

Visnu Himself.
3

The lower class of inhabitants of: the Highest
Heaven are the Muktas or Liberated. They are
described (0. 2 ?) as intensely radiating spiritual atoms
oi the size of a frasa/renu, (mote in a sunbeam).

1

This

description is evidently connected with Maliabh. XII,
346. is fll. where it is said that the liberated become
atomic after having been burned up by the Sun ; and in so

1
Called also S'esas'ana

" the eater of leavings ", namely, of God,
that is, presumably: the executor of Ilia plans; r

;

/'..tho commentaries,
Tattvatraya, ed. p. 2; the explanation, {bid., of the Serpent's name
S'esa

(*he_ "appurtenance" of Visuu, namely, His bed, seat, etc.) is
little convincing. Visvaksona occurs in the' story narrated in ndhy
XLI of Ahirb. Samh., stanzas IS and 30 fll.

2
Ibid, is mentioned a gorgeous Temple of Visvaksena in a

place [in Northern India] called Ma,rundha (spelt Marundha in the
poetical paraphrase, Anandas'rama Series no. 22, p. 559).

8

Of. p. 44, note 5.
4
Svarupam anumdtram syfij j^anunandaikalalcsanam \

trasarenu-pramtlntis te rasTmi-ltoti-vibliusitali. u,'

Visvaksena S., loc. ait., p. 13
;
the second half also in Ahirb. Samh.,

VI, 27.
' '
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far as this undoubtedly means that the liberated by

passing through the Sun get rid of their subtle body,

Tattvatraya (ed. p. 12) is right in teaching the " atomi-

city
"
of any, even the bound, soul, if described in itself.

1

The liberated, then, are bodiless. But this only means that

they have no "karma-made" body; they can assume,

whenever they like, a " non-natural
"

body, or even

simultaneously several such bodies
a

, and freely roam

about in the whole world.
3

They are, however, excluded

from actual interference in worldly affairs
4

, differing

in this respect from the angels, as already noticed.

Among the Muktas there exists no gradation or social

difference of any kind they being as equal, essentially,

as for instance grains of rice
5

still their mode of life

differs by the difference of devotional inclinations

preserved from their last earthly existence. " Whatever

form [of God] the devotee has been attached to in his

mundane 'existence, that kind does he behold as an inhab-

itant of the Highest Heaven." 6 We are not told

whether the liberated have any intercourse with each

other, but if the bodies of Pitrs (ancestors, etc., lost by

death) are created for them by God 7

, and if, as is often

said, they are intent upon nothing but service (Jcain-

Icarya) to God, then, indeed, they are practically alone

with their God.

1 The soul is also vibhu, in spite of its atomicity j see below
section 6 of this part of our Introduction.

2 As Yogins can do already while still alive, the classical

example being that of Saubhari (Tattvatraya ed., p. 31, Yat. Dip. ed.,

p. 70).
3
Yat. Dip. ed., p. 78.

'

*
Yat. Dip., p. 78

; of. Brahma Sutra IV, 4, 17.
B

Tattvatraya, ed. p. 33.
6 Ahirb. Saiph. VI, 29-30.
7 Yat, Dip., ed. p. 53.
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The Vis'istadvaita teaches that there exists a second
class of Muktas, namely the so-called Kevalaa or " exclu-
sive ones", who are actually altogether "isolated" because

they have reached Liberation, riot by devotion to God,
but by constant meditation upon the real nature of their
own soul. They are said to be living,

"
like the wife

who has lost her husband ",
"
in some corner

"
outside

both the Highest Heaven and the Cosmic Egg.
1 We have

so far not found this doctrine in any of the Pancaratra
Samhitas but should not be surprised if it were even-

tually discovered in one or several of them.

3. IXIKUAIEDEATE CREATION

(Evolution, Second Stage)

" Based "
on Pure Creation

3
but performed with

only one myriadth part of the infinitely small portion of

divine energy employed in if'
1

,
is that other manifestation

of the Bhuti S'akti which is
"
different from the pure

one" (st-uddheUvra), that is, partly "mixed" and partly

"impure "*, namely the Kutastha Purusa and the Maya
1

Yat. Dip., ed. p. 70, Tattvatraya, ed. pp. 28, 121.
3

Tanmula-iva, VI, 7.

""
IIT, 27

; Laksrni Tantra IV, 35.
1 The use, in our Sarnhita, of the terms tuddhtitara and

sfuddfwsfuddka is of a bewildering ambiguity. In VII, 68-70 the
term sfuddlieka,m has a different meaning- in each of the three stanzas,
namely, in 68 :

" comprising the pure and what is different from it
"

in 69 :

" other than pure
"

;
and in 70 :

"
belonging to both the pure

and what is different from it", "what is different from it"
(itara=tad-itara) being in 68 inclusive of, in 70 exclusive
of the "mixed" creation, the latter being evidently not included
either in 69.

_
Similarly the sense of s'uddMsfuddlia in V, 9 and LIX,

55 concurs with the first of the above meanings (afutWia implying
the "mixed"), and that of ffuddhy-affuddln-mayn in VI, 34 with
the third. Instead of "mixed "

( Visvaksena S.,' loo. cit., p. 128 fll.)
the present Samhifca says "pure-impure ".
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S'akti with their respective developments. This Non-pure
Creation falls into a primary and a secondary one, and
the former, again, consists of two well-defined stages

*

of

which the first, to be described in this section, may well

be called the Intermediate Creation.

The Kutastha Pur us a, called also simply
Kutastha 2 or Purusa, is explained in our Samhita (6. as-

34) in the words :

" An aggregate of souls, similar to

a bee-hive", the pure-impure condition of Bhiiti, such
is the Purusa piled up by souls blunted by beginning] ess

G-erm-impressions (vasand)" ; with which should be

compared the definition in Laksmi Tantra (7, 11-12):

"By Purina is meant the all-knowing, all-faced Bhoktr
.Kiitastha : as his parts go forth from him all the eternal

souls (jwa), and likewise at [the time of] Dissolution the

work[-bound] souls, go back to him, the highest soul

(wra)" The Kutastha Purusa, then, is the soul of souls,
that is. to say, the totality, regarded as the source,

"

of all disembodied but karma-bound
(non-liberated) souls

1 Treated respectively in adbyayas VI and VII of our Sarplrita.

! There are several speculations about the meaning of this word
which is, of course, the old Samkhya term, mentioned already in
the Buddliwt Xikayaa. The explanation rus'ivat sthika "existing
in the form of a heap (collection, aggregate) ", seems to bo favoured
in miY* SM^mnT^si 1-iv ^.liu -iT-nn/-* ^V- j.'i*^ k,. i._* /, i * \ >- . -

lotion, aggregate; , seems to bo favoured,
- - ,. image of the bee-hive (see below). Other

passages however (XVI, 38, r/. 46
; XXIV, 24

; etc.), suggent the
idea of the Purusa standing at the top

"
of the soul's pedigreeThe latter explanation is the one which' Vedantades'ika prefers

to the former; see his commentary on S'rlbhasya for Bhagavacl<nta
JLL1, d (anaJeesam santanyamandnam pwusanam sadharano 'hi vifvah
purdah Kutastliali}.

' ' " *

ob ..i

8 InJX'

?? *^ is ima 'e is used :Eor the M ja S'akti, while in IX27 the Kutastha is compared with [the hole of] an Udumbara tree
swarming with countless bees.

'

'The Kutastha (and likewise the four Manns to be mentioned)
IB not a mere collective being; cf. the description of ,Brahman afl

consisting of the totality of bound souls ".
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before the creation and after the dissolution of the

"non-pure
55

universe.
1

He is of 'a mixed nature (tfuddhy-asruddhi-maya,, 6. 34)
in that he is pure in himself but impure on account of

his carrying the above-mentioned Germ-impressions left

over from the latest life-period of the souls.

The Kutastha Punisa, and, as will be seen, also the

Maya S'akti, take their rise from Pradyurnna. The

origin of the Kutastha from Pradyuinna is made to

agree with the Puruwa Sukfca by describing the Kutastha

as consisting of four couples, namely, the male and
female ancestors of the four castes, springing respec-

tively from the mouth, arms, legs, and feet of Pradyumna.

Accordingly, the Kutastha is called "the Purusa of four

pairs
55

, "the Purusa consisting of twice four
55

, "the

aggregate of Manus 55

," the eight Maims 55

, "the four

Manus 55 a

, or simply
" the Manus'

55

; and he is imagined
as retaining this form while "

descending
55
the long line

of Tatfcvas in the manner to be described, until he is

fully materialized and thus prepared for further multi-

plication. It is stated (7. 54
fll.)

s

that the Manus are

the origin merely of the Pitrs, Devarsis,- and men'1

, and
that there are other " wombs "

(and, consequently, lines

1 Note that the liberated souls do not '.return to the Kutastha.
2 Visvaksena S., lac. cit., p. 126. These seem to be the "four

Manus "
that have puzzled all commentators a,iid translators of

Bhagavadglta X, 6, in which case the above conception of the
Kutastha (though not necessarily the Pancaratra) would be older
than the Grlta. Note that the Seven Rsis mentioned together with
the four Manus in the s'loka referred- to of the Grlta have the
same names as the Citras'ikhanclins who, according to the Narayauiya,
are the first promulgates of the Pancaratra.

3
In contradiction to IV, 13 : oetana-varga, unless this be meant

in a restricted sense.

4 Not of all men but only of the Sattvic onew, according to some
authorities

;
see below, fifth section.
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of evolution) such as those of the Devas, Daityas, G-an-

dharvaSj etc.
i

; but the latter are nowhere described.
3

The Maya S'akti, called also simply S'akti,-

further Bhagavat S'akti, Mulaprakrti, S'as'vadvidya, or

simply Vidya \ is the same to the material universe as

is the Kutastha to the world of souls ; that is to say, it

is the non-spiritual energy which comes into existence,

by the side of the Purusa, as the primitive form of bhe
" matter

"
or

" nature
"

(praJcrti) into which the Manus

are destined to gradually "descend". As "root-matter",

however (4. 4), it differs from the Mulaprakrti of the

Samkhyas (mentioned as such in 7. i) in that the

latter is only one of its two manifestations, namely, its

so-called
" Guna body

"
(gauna or gunamaya vapus), the

other one being the " Time body
"

(Jcalamaya vapus)

consisting of Kala " Time "
and its

"
subtle

"
cause,

namely Niyati
" Restriction ".

These three last-mentioned, that is Niyati, Kala, and

Guna, are declared to originate from the forehead",

eyebrows, and ears respectively of Pradyumna (6. 12),

1

Altogether eight such " forms "
(murttj-asfaka') are enumerated,

along with the Yibhavas, etc., in Padma Tantra (I, 2. 29-30), namely,
brahmi, prajdpatya, vaisnavl, divya, arst, manusi, dsun, and pcvisfdci ;

cf. Samkhya Karika 58,

2 And cannot, indeed, be consistently described after the
dissection of the Purusa for the purpose of man. Philosophy clashes
here with mythology.

8 Of all these names, to which may be added from Laksmi
Tantra : Mahalaksmi, Mahes'varl, and Bhadrakali, the first alone
(IV, 52

; c/. VI, 35-36)is fairly unequivocal. The usual one, in our
Samhita, is S'akti. Vidya, as an Agamic term, means "

magical
power ',

that is much the same as Maya, Avidya, and, after all, S'akti,and all of these are synonyms of more than one kind of Prakrti
and therefore, like dhenu, etc., in constant danger of misinterpreta-
tion. The adjective vaidya, rather frequent in our Sarphita, is as a
rule a mere substitute for prdkrtiJca.

* For the connection of Niyati with the forehead
c,f. the phrase

lalate likliitwm, "written on the.forehead"=fate.
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just as the four pairs of Manus have been derived from
his mouth, etc.

Having produced the Kutastha Purusa and the
threefold Maya S'akti, Pradyumna transfers both of

them, "the S'akti with the Purusa in it" (6. 14), "for
further development

"
(vardliw/dti, 6. is) to Aniruddha.

Developed for a thousand years (55. 4s)
1

by the Yoga
of Aniruddba (6. 14) there emerge now once more,
but this time successively, the already-mentioned mate-
rial principles (6. 4s

fll.) : first, directly from Aniruddha,
S'akti; then, from S'akti, Niyati ; from Niyati, Kala ;

from Kala, the Sattva G-una; from the latter the Rajo
Guna; and, from the latter, the Tamo Guna; and

simultaneously and in the same order the Manus
travel through these Tattvas by

"
descending

"
into

each of them, after its appearance, and "staying"
in it, for some time, "as a foetus" (Jcalali-bhuta, 6. 4&),

which means (to judge from their further devel-

opment) that they appropriate successively the in-

dividual faculty -which each of these Tattvas is capable
of bestowing. By the way it may be mentioned here

that the chapter on Dissolution (4. s4-eo) inserts the

Ktitastha between Aniruddha and S'akti, assigning
thus to the Kutastha a position similar to that of

Brahman in the Upanisads, creating the world and then

entering it.

We have now to say some words on each of those

educts of Maya S'akti.

Maya S'akti, Niyati, and K a 1 a occupy in the

philosophy of the Paficaratra the very place which is

1

Of. such passages as Brhadaranyaka TJpanisad 1,1.2 relatinghow the Year (that is, time) is born after having been "
carried "

by
Prajapati fo.r one year.



held in the S'aiva systems by the six so-called Kaiicukas or

"jackets ", that is limiting forces owing to -which the soul

loses -its natural perfections (omniscience, etc.)
1

. As a

matter of fact, the doctrine of the six Kaficukas called

Maya, Kala, Viclya, Raga, Niyati, and JKala seems to be

a mere elaboration of the older doctrine, found with the

Pancaratras, of only three powers of
" limitation

"

(samJwca), namely the three mentioned. These three appear
in Laksmi Tantra as

" the three mothers and creators of the

world" called Mahalaksmi
8

, Mahavidya
3

,
and Mahakall*

and representing respectively the Kajasic, Sattvic, and

Tamasic aspect of the Goddess ; and they are said to be

Aniruddha's wife Rati in the form of the " 8-h e a t h , o f

Maya" (maya-Jcos'a).
5

Niy ati, "the S'akti consisting of great knowledge"
6

,

is
" the subtle regulator of every thing

" 7 such as
" the

form which [a being] may have, its work, and its nature
"

(-6. 4s). It is clear from this definition
H

that Niyati
is not only wHat the Vais'esikas call Dis', to wit the regu-
lator of positions in space

B

, but that it also regulates, as

Karmic necessity, the intellectual capacity, inclinations,

1 For an able account of these see Chatterji, Kashinir Shaivaitim,
pp. 75 fll. Cf. also Schomerus, Der Qdwa-Siddhclnta, p. 137.

2 Or Mahas'rl, Paranies'va.ri, Bhadrakali, etc.
3 Or Mahavaui, SarasvatI, Mahadhenu, etc.
* Or Mahamaya, Kalaratri, Nidra, etc.

i T^
a
o!
m
on^nt^ YI1

'
13

;
IV

'
67

'
VI

'
18 -19

J
see for fclie names

also IV, 36, 39
fll., 62, and Y, VI, VII (passim)..

6

MahavidydmayZ s'aUili, IV, 51. Of. note 3.
7 Suksmak sarva-niyamakah, VI, 46.
8 Which is. foreshadowed in Brhadaraiiyaka Upaniad III, 8. 9 :"

By the order of this Imperishable One are kept asunder
(mdhrtau tisthatah) sun and moon are the gods dependent on
*f

e
7 P^ 1^ of sacrifices, the manes on the funeral gift;" Of. also

^b^d. IV, 4, 22 : setur vidhamnah. \ t

9

Chatterji, Hindu Realism, pp. 58 fll. -
, '..



and practical ability of every being; that is to say,

that it includes the functions of the above-mentioned

8'aiva principles called Vidyfi, Rfiga, and Kalfi.
1

. Kill a, Time, is defined
(-1.

4
a) as

" the mysterious

power existing in time, which urges on everything", and,

in another passage ((3. RL), as tho principle which "pur-
sues

2

everything to be matured, as the stream [is after]

the bank of the river." It is further said (6. 49) that this

is
" the cooking (maturing) form of time "." Killa, then, as

originating from jS'iyati and giving origin to the G-unas, is

not time as it appears to us (subjective time) but a subtle

force conditioning it. This distinction between the

ordinary or empiric and a higher or transcendental time

can be traced back
*

to the Killa hymns of the

Atharvaveda and is recognizable in the great epic in

such phrases as "Time leads me in time"
5

. One

Upanisad" speaks of "the time that has parts" (fiaJcaXa

Icdla) and " non-time having no parts ", the former

being
"
later

"
than the sun and stars, the latter

"earlier"; further on, time that "cooks" (matures)

all beings, but is excelled by "him in whom time

is cooked ". From these two famous texts and

similar ones it was eventually concluded that the

1 The S'aiva principle ]NTiyati, as distinct from Vidya, etc., was

originally in all probability nothing more than the Dis' of the

Vais'esikaN
;

but the u,so of the word in common language in the

sense of: Fate has (at least in the Dravidian school) obscured its

relation to the other Kanculcas.
2 Or "

courifcB, measures" (kulayaU).
8

Kalaaya pncanam rupain.
4 See my comprehensive sketch of the earlier history of Kala

in Ucber den Stand der Indischen fhilosnpliie zur Z(-At Mahaviras und

Buddkas, pp. 17 to 30.

5 KalaJi kale nayati miim, XII, 227. 29.

Maitrayaua VI, 15,

9
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changing time which we observe in daily life is

only "time as an effect" (Mrya-lcdla) the cause of

which must be a " time without sections
"

(akhanda-

kola) and unchanging
1

; and (2) that there must
be a sphere or condition which is totally unaffect-

ed by time
3

, though time exists in it as an instru-

ment to be used at will ; that is to say that there are,

strictly speaking, three kinds of time, to wit : (1) effected

or "
gross

"
time, which plays no part until after the

creation of the Tattvas"; (2) causal or "subtle
"

time

which, though relatively
"
eternal

"
(and often called so)

is also created, namely, by Aniruddha (or Pradyumna) ;

and (3) "highest" time existing in Pure Creation. It

is, evidently, in this sense that our Samhita declares

(53. 10-n) : G r o s s is called the time possessing the
lava (one-sixth of a second), etc.

; s u b 1 1 e the one deter-

mining the Tattvas; while that which pervades the

activity of the Vyiihas is styled Highest Time ".
That there may be a still higher time connected with
Vasudeva alone is denied in the words (53. n-i 2 )

"Effecting by time belongs always to the triad of

'

Vyiihas [only] : the Lord Vasudeva is not a Vyuha
4
nor

a possessor of time." It follows, then, that the Tattva
called KaJa emanating from Myati is the second or

;

''subtle
"
kind of time.

5
;

'

1
Yat. Dip., ed. p. 50, and elsewhere.

|
i

a

Tattvatraya, ed. p. 122. I
j

25 26
Th Ugh Sald * f rin a tetrad to^ether *h the- Vyflhaa V

'

!
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" The G u D a B o d y, or that form of S'akti mentioned
above which is manifested gradually from Kala"

(6. si-

ea) consists of the three Gunas, as already remarked.
It has to be added that each Guna, while evolving in the
manner described, comes under the special protectorship
of Aniruddha in the form of the Trimurti ; that is to

say : Aniruddha as V i R n u becomes the superintendent
of Sattva, as B r a h rn a n that of Rajas, and. as R u d r a

that of Tamas. These three gods, together with their

S'akti s (LakHini, Sarasvati, GaurT)
l

, regarded as the
forces underlying the formation of the Avyakta, are
called in LaksmT Tantra (6.20-21) the "Sheath, of
Generation" (pmsuti-kos'a) \ In the same text

(4. 82
fll.) it is stated with regard to the first

origin of the Gunas that they have been formed from

[an infinitesimal part of] the first, second, and third of

the six Gunas of the Lord.
8

The qualities which
become manifest through the Gunas are according to

Ahirb. Sainli. : (i) lightness, brightness, healthiness,

pleasure ; (2) motion, passion, restlessness, pain ; and (3)

heaviness, obstruction, inertia, stupefaction.

After the Guna.s have evolved separately, they be-

come,
"
for the purpose of creation ", a uniform mass

called as a rule Avyakta (the Non-manifest)
or Miilaprakyti (Root-nature), but also, according to

1

Who, however, according to Laksim Tantra V, 6 fll., have
sprung: Brahman and Laksmi from Mahalaksml + Pradyumna :

Rudra and Sarasvati from MahakalI-]-Samkarsana,

;
and Visuu and

Gaurl from Mahavidya-fAniruddha.
2 This is the third kus'a or material " hnsk "

of the Devi, the
second, being the above-mentioned Maya Kos'a, and the first the
S'akti Kos'a comprising the Vyuhas and their S'aktis. Three more
Kos'aa are connected with the lower primary and the secondary
creation to be described in the next two sections' of this Introduction.

a The other three being employed J'or the creation of Kala : ibid.

V, 24-25.
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our Samhita (6. as), by such names as Tamas (Darkness)
1
,

'Guna-samya (Equality of Gunas)
2

, Avidya (Ignorance),

Svabhava (Nature), Aksara (the Imperishable), Yoni

(Womb), Ayoni (the Unborn), Guna-yoni (gunamaya
yoni, Guna-made Womb).

4. LOWER PRIMARY CREATION

(Uvokition, Third Stage.)

The "
descent

"
of the Manus into Matter having

reached the Tamo Guna (6.e), and the three Gunas
having joined to form the Miilaprakrti (6. 01

fll.), there
follows now that evolution which is the only one
known to the Classical Samkhya with which, as we
shall see, the Paficaratra does on the whole, but not

throughout, agree.

At the very outset there is this difference that,
whereas the Classical Samkhya has only two principles
to start with, namely, Purusa and Prakrti, our Samhita
begins this chapter with stating emphatically (though not
in a polemic way) that the development which now sets
in, results from the combined

activity of three prin-
cipal agents,. namely, Prakrti, Purua, and Kala (Matter,
Soul, Time).

3

The mutual relation of the first two
is explained in exactly the same way as in the Classical

\TLat is, undiferentiatedness. Of. the expression ttotdtman used
promiscuously with amjakta in Kathaka Upanisad III, 10-13.

a

Meaning that in this condition, as distinguished from the later
mequalxty^f Guuas" (guna-Vais>amya), the three forces areTau^ydistributed m every particle of matter

4 UMl"y
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Samkhya : Prakrti changes, like milk and clay [changing,
respectively, to curds, etc., and pots, etc.], owing to the

proximity (=magnetic influence) of the unchangeable
Purusa. But both these Tattvas are being

" cooked "

by Time.
1

Again, there is this difference, that there are
not many Purusas, as in classical Samkhya, but at this

stage only the one Kutastha or Samasti (Collective)
Purusa.

As the first product of this combined activity of the
three there emerges from the Avyakta the Mali at

(masc., neutr.) or " Great One", called also Mahat
Tattva "the Great Principle".

2

Our Samhita enume-
rates (7. fi-o) the following more or less pregnant syno-
nyms for this term : Vidya

3

, Gro (Cow) ", Avarn (Earth),
Brahmi (the Cosmic One), Vad.hu (Woman)", Vrddhi

(Growth), Mati (Intellect), Madhu (Honey)
4

, Akhyati,

(Non-discrimination), Is'vara (Lord), and Prajfia (Wise)
5

to which some others, mostly synonyms of Mati, have
to be added, notably Buddhi.

About Mahat two seemingly contradictory state-

ments are pub side by side, of which the first clearly
shows that the Pancaratra has drawn from an older
form of the Samkhya philosophy than the one which
has survived in the Karika and the Sutras. The

1

How, in spite of tins, the Purua remains "unchanged"
(aparmdmin, VII, 6), i not explained.

- The Mahat and remaining principles are symbolized by the
lotus

growing^
from the navel of Padmanabha (Aniruddha); see

Iridraratra I, 18 (Mahad-adyam pankajam), etc.

a

Of. note 3 on page 62.

*

Of. Brhadarairyaka Upauisad II, 5.

5 The last two names are from Maydukya Upanisad where they
are ufsed with reference to the susupti plane of consciousness. For
Akhyati see below p. 78.
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Mahat, we are first told (7. e-n)
1

,
is threefold, in

conformity with the three Grunas, its Tamas element

appearing as Kala (time), its Sattva element as

B u d d h i (reason, intellect), and its Rajas element as

Prana (vitality). The next statement, which would

hopelessly conflict with the preceding one, unless

we refer it not to the cosmic Mahat but to Buddhi
as an individual organ (cf. below), is essentially identical

with the teaching of the twenty-third arya of Samkhya-
Karika, namely that Mahat manifests itself in four Sattvic

and four Tamasic forms, being respectively good actions

(dharma), knowledge, dispassion, and might, and their

opposites.
2

Now, as regards Kala, which is here defined as
"
consisting of trutis, lavas, etc."

8

,
it is evident that in

this passage a different and lower form of Time must be
meant than its

"
subtle

"
or "

cooking
"
form originating,

as we have seen, from Niyati. For, Subtle Time
belongs to Urimanifest Nature, while Mahat is the

beginning of Manifest Nature.
4

It follows that Kala as

1
Of. Laksmi Tantra XVI, 2-4 :

Sa Mahan ndma, tasydpi vidhaa titrah praMrtitah I

sattviko Buddhir ity ukto, rujnsah. Prana eva lii II

"

^masaJ}
Kala, ity uUas ; tes'dm ^yUkhyam imam s>rnu |MAator
adhyavastiyasya, Prdnah prayatanasya ca II

Kalah, kalanarupasya parinilmusya Mranam I.

-
f

{
he Taijasa (R^"a8ic ) Mahat is, according to the

C "
Perate With b th the

"And similarly fn the
corresponding passage of Laksmi Tant

quoted above note 1 on this page ; for which reason we cam^J buTbe"lieve that really time is meant here and nof.the Time
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a form of Mahat can be nothing else but Gross Time

referred to above, p. 66. And that this is not

only the form of time which we perceive, but

first of all the one with which we perceive
1

, must

be concluded from the fact that the two other forms

of Mahat, namely Buddhi and Praiia, are regarded as

individual powers acquired by the Manus during their

" descent
"

through the Great Principle. "With regard

to Buddhi it is expressly stated (7. 13-14) that to the

eight Manus, while dwelling in " the womb of Vidya ",

there originates that " natural organ (v&idyam indriyam),

called Bodhana, by means of which they can ascertain

[the nature of] things, discriminating between the real

and the unreal." The five Pranas are in Classical

Samkhya
2
a common function of Buddhi, Ahamkara,

and Manas, which three together form the so-called Inner

Organ (antah-kaarana) ; whereas, according to the men-

tioned statement of our Samhita, corroborated by 7.

42-48, they come from Mahat only.
3

1 Time as a " form-of-perception ", Anschauungsform. We admit
that it is almost impossible to believe these mythologizing philosophers
to have been capable of discovering a Kantian conception, and we are

far from asserting that they were clearly conscious of distinguishing

objective and subjective time, but we do not see how the above con-

clusion can be avoided without straining the passage. Drawing
parallels is undoubtedly a dangerous thing in comparative philosophy,
but it is equally dangerous to adhere at any cost to one's prejudices.
We shall see (in section 6, below) that the idea of spatial transcen-

dence, to which according to Deussen Indian philosophy has not been
able to rise, was perfectly familiar to the Pancaratrins. and not only
to them, in spite of the misleading terms used for it.

2 Karika 29
;
Sutra II, 31.

3 There is in Laksmi Tantra (V, 27b-33, ed. 37b-43) an

enigmatical explanation of the Mahat which does not agree with the

stanzas quoted (p. 70 note 1) from the same work and representing
the view of our Samhita. The Mahat, according to that text, is

called so ("The Great One") "on account of its comprehending the

Lotus, the Male, and the Woman "
(padma-pum-stri-samalambhat

tnahattvam tasya tfabdyatB), the Lotus being subsequently identified
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"We now turn to the question : "What is Mahat?,
which question, on account of its importance for the

history of Indian philosophy, must be answered at some

length.

The one important thing to be noticed in connection

with Mahat is that Buddhi is not a mere synonym for it,

as in Classical Samkhya, but one of its three forms : the

Sattvic one; and that the individual organ Buddhi is a

product of the Sattvic Mahat in exactly the same sense

as Manas is a product of the Sattvic Ahamkilra \ This

is a sign of antiquity; for in Kathaka Upanlsad also

(3. 10-1 a) Buddhi and Mahat are not yet identical, the

former, called jndna dtman "Knowledge Self", being a

lower principle than the " Great Self" which, in its

turn, is inferior to the "
Quiet Self

"
(s'dnta dtman)

which, again, is excelled by the Purusa. On the other

hand, this distinction between Buddhi and Mahat, to-

gether with the synonyms of the latter, furnishes the

solution to the riddle, never before satisfactorily

answered, as to the origin of the term Mahat. The

synonyms may be divided into two classes, to wit
(1.)

those that are mere names of Prakrti, such as Gfo, Avani,
Brahmi, Vadhu, Vrddhi, Madhu ; and (2) those referring to

consciousness. Of the latter class, again, those which are

with Praua (whose quality is spanda
"
vibration "), the Woman with

Buddhi and the Male with the Purusa as the performer of goodand evil deeds Then there follows, just as in our Saiphita after the
description of the threefold Mahat, a passage on the 2X4 Sattvic and
lamasic manifestations of Buddhi, and after that the Ahaipkara and
the remaining Tattvas are explained. Yat. Dip., ed. p. 50, in reiect-

fh
g
t S

6

*
l

*\ at
?
me i8 T *mas Ma]yn

'
e^n% means to saythat the definition is too narrow. -According to a view mentioned inthe comm. on lattvatraya, ed. p. 79, the several kinds of time differ

be compared the

J On the latter, generally called Vaikrta Aharnkara, see below,
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common to Maliat and the organ Buddhi, namely, Buddhi,
Mati, Trayi, and Vidya, are for this reason as little signi-
ficant in themselves as are the names of Prakrit But the

remaining three names referring to the subconscious life,

namely Akhyati
l

, Pnijfia, and Is'vara, clearly indicate'
that nothing else can be meant by Mahat than the Prana
or Mukhya Prana of the ancient Upanisads, which is both

vitality (prdnn, dyus) and sub- or super-conscious intelli-

gence (pmjnd), and on whom the five Pranas as well as
the senses are said to depend like servants on their
master.

2

MahatisoosmicPru n a, the "
Breath of the

World", the "Unconscious", that is the physical, yet
in tel 1 i g e n t energy at work at the building up and pre-
serving of organisms." .Prana in this sense is called in the

Upanisads : Brahman, protector (ruler, lord) of the world-,
breath (dtman) of the gods, generator of beings, eater, the
one sage; and in Chandogya Upaniyad 3. T an [apparent-
ly current] stanza on the Prana is quoted in which the

phrase occurs :

"
great they call his might (lit. : great-

ness)
"

(rnahdnbtm asya, mahimdnain, dhuh) which is

perhaps the source of the name Mahat. A proof for
the correctness of our equation Mahat=Praria is

contained in the enumeration, in the twelfth chapter
of this Sanihifca, of the principles taught in the

Samkhya system, where in the tenth place we do not find

1 The "
non-discrimination "

in dreamless sleep : for the next two
names see note 5 on p. 69.

'The principal passag-es to bo compared, also for the following
are :

Kauptakl,
III, IV 20, II IfChandogya IV 3; MaitrayZ?II I'

Jrras'na 11.
^ ' '

3

Of. the mahad bralvma ai Bhagavadgita XIV, 8-4, and note that
Jfrfltou Mi among the synonyms of Mahat, and Brahman among-those of Praoa (see below) as well as, in some Samkhya treatises
(tor instance the (Jomra. on Tattmsamasa), those of Prakrti

10
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Mahat, as should be expected, but Prana.
1

This equation
throws also an unexpected light on the connection
of Buddhism and Samkhya, namely, in that it permits of
tie proportion Mahat: Buddhi=Vijfiana-dhatu: Vijfiana-
skandha. For, while there can be little doubt

a

as to the

correspondence
3

of the organ Buddhi with the Vrjnana-
skandha, it is practically certain that Mahat=Prana is

the very same thing as that "
re-connection conscious-

ness"
(pmtisandM-wjndncb) which, according to the

Buddha's doctrine, descends into the womb of the mother,
at the time of conception, bridging over death and
birth, and to which Liberation alone puts an end,
whereas the personal consciousness

(vijndna-sfamdha)
is destroyed in every single death.

4

Again, one cannot
help thinking that even the Atman taught in the
famous

Yajilavalkiya Kanda is very nearly identical
with our Mahat. He is the subconscious enemy
the "place of union"

(ekdyana^ the Prana to which
in dreamless sleep and death, all OUT conscious
functions return

5

, in order to go forth from it once
more in awakening and birth

respectively; he is the

sub-^nd
super-] ".conscious self"

( pvdjfia diman}embraced by which in dreamless
sleep man "has no

[longer any] notion of outside and inside" (IV, 3. 21
) ;

- a <
- e regarded

through it, the cmtaMah ^andha^eyo f4-y<*M, and,
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he is
"
this great being (mcihad bliiltam), infinite,

shoreless, all-consciousness (vijndna-ghcwia)
"

which, [in

the form of limited conscious functions] arises "from

the elements
" and vanishes into them again (II, 4. ia) ;

he is the " name "
(ndman) surviving the decay of the body

(III, 2. 12) and building up the new embryo (IV, 4. 4)

just as the Buddhist vijndna element which moreover,

as contrasted with the body (rurpa) t
is also called ndmcm ;

he is, in short,
" that great, unborn Self which,

among the Pranas, is the one consisting of

consciousness."
1

And, finally, this description

of the " Self
"

seems to agree, in all essential points,

with that also in the Tattvamasi section of Chandogya

Upanisad, though there already two higher prin-

ciples appear than the Prana (namely Tejas and Para

Devata), while in Brhadaranyaka Upanisad only a very

feeble attempt is made at distinguishing the Atman

from the Prana. The position of the 1?rana, then, is

still unsettled in the older Upanisads; and it is,

we hold, from this half-settled idea of the Prana or

Atman that the pre-classical Samkhya, on which the

Paiicaratra is based, has derived its conception of the

Mahat as the Unconscious consisting of intelligence,

vitality, and time,

From Mahat, again, originates the cosmic Tattva

called Ahamkara or "I-maker". As its syno-

nyms the usual ones are given (Abhimana, Abhimantr,

Ahamkrti), besides Prajapati (Lord of creatures) and

Boddhr (Attention-maker). It has a Sattvic, a Rajasic,

and a Tamasic form called respectively Vaikarika,

Taijasa, and Bhutadi. It manifests itself individually as

1
8a> vii, esa mahan aja atma yo'yam vijnanamayah pranesu

(IV, 4.22.)
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sammmbha (egotistic interest) and samlcalpa (imagination,

will) in accordance with the two organs called the

[individual] Ahamkara and M a n a s with which
it endows the Manus passing through its

" womb "
(7. 20,

42-43). Manas is declared a direct product of the

Vaikarika, and Ahamkara evidently comes from the

Bhutadi, while the Taijasa seems to participate equally
in the production of both those organs.'

1

From Ahamkara the Manus further receive the ten
I nd r iy as (senses), but only indirectly, that is, in the
course of the evolution of the Elements. To
understand this somewhat complicated last phase in the
evolution of TafctvHs it will be useful to remember the

following table :

Almnikara,

__
Tanmatras : Bhfltaa

s'abda > akas'a s'rotra Vao
spars'a > Vayu tvac pftu
rupa ~^ tejas caksus
rasa > apas rasana
gandha prtiiivl ghraiia

From the Bhutadi, assisted
"
by the Taijasa

a

, is

produced Sound-in-itself
(ffabda-tanmdfra) ; the latter is

the immediate cause of Ether (ak.d#a\ while at the
same time, with its co-operation (sahakdritva,) and that of
the Taijasa, the Vaikarika produces Hearing (#rotra),and then, with the co-operation of the latter, Speech
(vac). Hereafter, from Sound-in-itself is produced Touch-
in-itself

(spars'a) which in its turn is the immediate
1 See p. 70, note 2.

Tamas (alUtah saUvatamasi gunau ^autasa hL* Bi^ ***



cause of Air (vdyu), while as a mediate cause it helps in

producing the Skin sense (tvao) with the help of which,
finally, the faculty of Handling (pdni) originates. And
so forth.

It must be admitted that our Saijihita mentions
nothing about co-operation , and that from the seventh
adhyaya it would rather seem as though each Tanmatra
originates directly from the Bhubadi, and, simultaneously
each pair of indriyas directly and only from the
Vaikanka.

1

But according to the chapter on Involu-
tion

2

each pair of Indriyas dissolves together with the
particular Bhuta in the

corresponding Tanmatra, so that
evidently for the author of our Samhita the whole
process takes place as in the account accepted as authentic
by Tattvatraya."

The Manus, then, by entering successively the five

Elements, are furnished, at each of these steps, with one
sensory and one motory faculty, so that they are at last in
possession both of the five

"
Knowledge-senses

"
and of

the five Action-senses ". The equipment of the Manus
is herewith complete

*

: provided with all the organs they
were in need of they are standing, in perfect loneliness," on the earth resembling the back of a, tortoise

"
(4. n)'

1 As is apparently the doctrino of the Samkhya Karika (cf

Dolmen AUg.^uno (ktdkMtio <l,r Philotoph,^ I, 3, p" 446 bottom)
'

It should however, not be forgotten that the Karikf gives oTlvThebarest outline oi the system.
<y

a

Adhyaya IV, see especially s'l. 35 fll.

,r , !
Ed '

?'
56 fIL>other Sutra (ibid., p. 57) mentions thethat from ak<l*a springs the s'aUa-tanmutra, from the latter

and stm mother view (an intermediate one) is found in
11, 55 fll. where the ffabda-tanm&ra is said to Droducp AT,',-,*,, ,

latter (not the former) the sp^a-tanmatra, this on
P
e > etc

'

The
/ollowin^, up to the end of this section, presupposes thecreation of the Egg and therefore belongs, properly speakintto the next .section of our Introduction."

5

Howeverf the exact
place to be assigned in our account of Secondary Creation
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The four couples now place themselves under the

protection of Aniruddha
1

and, by his command, begin

to multiply: each of the four pairs generates a

hundred descendants, male and female, called M a n a-

vas, and these, continuing the work of generation,

become the ancestors of numberless
a Manavama-

n avas .

There follows
3

what corresponds to the Fall of

Man in Jewish and Christian theology, to wit the

jnana-bhramsu or
"

fall from knowledge
"

of all the

Manavamanavas (7, ei). This mystic event is narrated

thus: Vidya* becomes, with "some portion" of herself,

a cow; which means, continues our text, that she

obtains the condition of a cloud
8

; then the milk called

varsa (rain ; year) proceeding from the latter becomes food ;

and the souls eat of that " milk of nature
"
(material milk ;

vaidyam payah) and their naturally unlimited knowledge
becomes limited (obscured, contracted). Thus religion
becomes necessary, and the " Manus of old

" 6
start the

to the events related here being rather doubtful, it was not found
advisable to interrupt the account of our Samhita.

1

Atmany adJiyaksam Isfanam Aniruddham dadhati (VII, 48).

3 In the account we are reproducing, though perhaps not
in the order of events. Yisuutilaka teaches (11,63) that at the crea-
,tion of the JMahat Tattva " there originates, together with the
Gunas, the delusion of men "

; while, on the other hand, delusion
seems to set in gradually towards the end of the first Ynga : see
below, next section.

*
Prakrti, in the highest sense, namely the Bhuti S'akti which

according to adhyaya IV, 3-5, is alternately a " cow in the form of a
cloud" and a "non-cow" "called the Unmanifest ". (Correct
accordingly the second bracketed gloss on page 70 of the text-
edition; the Mahat cannot be meant because it belongs to Manifest
Nature.)

5 That is, a Brahmanda
; cf. above, end of section 1 of this part of

our Introduction, p. 29. .

"^ TT
co?rse> the four collective beings, but the historical

ones
; cf, XLIII, 3. .
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S'astra by following which the soul may regain its

natural purity,

5. SECONDARY OB "G-ROss" CREATION 1

The appearance of the last. Tattva (Earth) marks

the end of the Cosmic Night and the beginning of the

Day.
2 Not immediately, however, after the Tattvas

have originated, can the Manus commence their activity

on earth, it being first necessary that the Cosmic Egg
(Brahmancla) and in it the god Brahman should come into

existence ; while for the creation of the Egg the Tattvas

must first join to form a compound just as a wall

cannot be erected with clay, sand, and water, as long as

these are still unmixed.
3

Of this so-called Secondary or Gross Creation,*

referred to but occasionally in our Samhita in one or two

places
6

, Padma Tantra gives the following short account

(I. 5. 10-2 1)
8

:

" The principles [thus] created, existing separately
with their respective faculties, could not without

1

Origin and internal evolution of the Brahiaanda, that is the Cos-
mic Egg in the avydkta and in the vyakta stages corresponding respec-
tively to the Brahmanda Kos'a and the JivadehaKos'a (fifth and sixth

Kos'as) taught in LaksmI Tantra VI, 23-25, unless, as seems to be
done in some texts (including perhaps the one in question) the

origin of the Egg is reckoned from tha,t of the Lotus (Mahat, etc.),
in which case the fourth or Prakrti Kos'a would be merely the

Avyakta from which the Lotus originates.
2 P. Prakas'a S. 1, 2 end. Primary (preparatory) creation takes

place during the eighth part of the Night.
8

Tattvatraya, ed., p. 64
* As we may call it, though the use of these terms (sadvarika" mediate "

srsti, stJiula srsti') seems to be, as a rule, restricted to the
internal evolution of the Egg j see, for instance, Tattvatraya, ed.

p. 65, etc., and Indraratra, 1, 17 fll.

" XXX, 8 fll, XLI, 5-6.

Of.
Laksmi Tantra V, 74 fll. ; Visvaksena S., loc, ait., p. 64
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coalescing into a mass (samhatim vino) create beings.

They, then, from Mahat down to the Gross Elements,
became massed together, under the influence of the

foremost Purusa. Then [oat of them] an egg was

produced from the navel of Padmanabha, who is a

portion of Myself, and [in the egg] thou, Lotus-born

one, becamest the womb of the world. It is thus that

at the beginning of creation this whole world came to

arise from Prakrti."

A fuller account
1

says that from the navel of

Padmanabha there springs a golden egg containing the

Tattvas in a subtle condition ; and, while the egg is

growing, a shining white lotus appears in it (sic), and
in (on) the lotus

2

, finally, Aniruddha creates "the
four-faced creator (Brahman).

3

Then Brahman *
makes

three attempts at creating the world, the third of
which only is fully successful, by generating (1) the
four Youths (Sanaka, etc.,) who refuse to have offspring ;

(2) the androgyne Eudra (S'iva) who by self-partition
creates the eleven principal and many minor Rudras ;

1
Hid. I, adhy. 3

,- cf. Visnutikka II, 40 fll.

In the pericarp, says Pras'na S. II, 41.
*

P. Prakas'a S. (Ill, 37-3S) says that Bruhman has sprungtrom the lotus-bud, the prakrtic one, being of the nature of the
world (lokamaya), which [bud] itself has sprung from the navel of
Visnu sleeping in its (the egg's) interior, namely in the midst of the
water According to Laksmi Tantra V. 15 fll. the egg containing the
Avyakt-a ivas created by Brahman and Sarasvati (that is, Pradyumnaand his Sakti) after which Hvslkes'a (=Aniruddba) havingxnoistaned" ,\vyakta had a good sleep" in it togetherwith Padma, the result being the Sacrificial or Time Lotus
springing from

HrpkesVs navel and Brahman and Sarasvati
(Hiranyagarbha and his S'akti) springing from the Lotus.

*
Pras'na S. II 21 fll. mentions some more events intervening1

here: Brahman, desirous to know his origin, makes a futile

tttT-lJ> f ?gj tll

??
ugl1

*?
e navel

> at the cause of the fc*w,then meditates for a thousand years, and finally receives from

the^Purusa
appearing to him th(J instrument of creation, namely the
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and (3) the six Prajapatis (Marioi, etc.) from whom
all the remaining beings, movable "

and stationary ",
descend.

The sources are at variance as to the number
and names of the Prajapatis, and between these and
Brahman some authorities insert a "

Manu". Maha-
sanatkumara Samhita (Indraratra 6. 20

fll.) describes
as follows* the origin of an "

intramimdane tetrad
"

(antarandastUtd caturmnrti) corresponding to the four

Vyiihas : the first of the Prajfipatis, Daksa, had a mind-
born son, Acyuta (Vasudeva), whose mind-born son was
Samkarsana, called Rndra (Siva), whose mind-born son
was Pradyumna, whose mind-born son was Aniruddha. 1

There are, as will be understood from the above,
more attempts than one at combining the very ancient

story about the Golden Egg giving birth to god Brahman
with the later one of the lotus springing from the navel
of Padmanabha and these again with the theory of the
Tattvas ; as there are also, of course, more authorities
than one dispensing advantageously with either the
navel or the lotus or both in explaining the origin of
the Cosmic Egg.

8

The plurality of Brahmandas" is emphasized in
several Samhitas. Of such Eggs ", says Visvaksena
8. (he. at., p. 6G), "there are thousands of thousands
or even myriads of them ", and more. They are

fllfl v^S
00?in

?
tothl

'

Blf? tl!flreilret]hpee S'

ivas
> namely (1)

theVyuhaSa^arsana; (2) the sot, of Brahman and father of theBndra
; (3) the grandson of Daksa

; further t h r e e B r ah ml n s

anT f
: TO V

i
flh

S
Pra

ôra
5 <2> th6

"
fiMt OfGi Option ''

and Lord of the Egg ; and (3) the great-grandson of Dak?a

flL

'

11
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invariably described as consisting of fourteen spheres

(lolca) surrounded by seven enclosures (dvarana)
l

; and

they are said to arise simultaneously like bubbles of

water.
2

Owing, no doubt, to conflicting statements in the

Samhitas themselves, the beginning of individ-

ual life within the Egg has become a problem
to the expounders of the Pancaratra.

3

Th.6
" mediate

creation
"

(sadvankd srsti), that is the creation mediated

by Q-od Brahman 4

,
and the " immediate creation

"

(advdrihd srsti) preceding it, are held to be the same,

by the scholiasts, as what is commonly understood, in

Indian philosophy, by
"
individual creation

"
(vyasti-srsti)

and "
collective creation

"
(sa-'masti-srsti) respectively.

But according to Visvaksena Samhita (loc. cit.,pp. 1.26-

129) the offspring of the Manns, namely the so-called Pure

Group (s'uddha-varga), is the creation of Pradyumna,
while the Mixed group (mis'ra-varga) of souls [dominated

by Rajas or Tamas] is created by Aniruddha through
god Brahman; from which it seems to follow that

the Pure Group, in spite of its being vyasti, is

advdrilcd. The contradiction appears also in the present
Samhita which says, in adhyaya 7, that the Manus, who

like the Devatas, etc. have emerged as individuals

from the K-utastha Purusa
(si. 58), have "

many lineages

by which has been spread this whole [mankind]
"

(si

51) including those who, owing to the deteriorating
progress of the Yugas, have become addicted to selfish

1
See for instance Padma Tantra I, adhyayas 10 to 12.

a

Tattvatraya, ed. p. 66.
8 See Varavaramuni's comm. on Tattvatraya, ed. p, 118.
*

in evolving the contents of the Egg, is regarded as

f M>Z* ^und souls" Qia
; Tattvatraya, ed. p. 65 oomm., and elsewhere.
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wishes, (d. 58); but then, in adhyaya 15, confronts
the descendants of the Manns "

(manu-santoMdh,
s'l. 7) with "those who have sprung from the
mouth, etc., of Brahman

(bralwia-mirfchddy-udgatdh, s-1.

20)," A chie to the solution of the riddle is
furnished by the version contained in Padma Tantra
(I, 1. a*

fll.) and Visrmtilaka
(1. 140

fll.), though in
some particulars it is not likely that it represents the
original theory. It runs as follows: The original
religion (ddya dluirma, to wit the

Pfificaratra) was first,
in the Krta age, proclaimed by god Brahman to
"the sages of sharpened vows 331

who taught it to
their disciples with the result that, everybody
following the Pfmcaratra, people were liberated [or went
to heaven, Visnutilaka], so that hell became naughtanda -great decrease of creation took place
(srsti-lcmyo mtihdn dslt). Brahman, consequently, felt

uneasy, went to the Lord, and, on the latter's' kind
inquiry as to how the world was progressing under
his rule, replied :

" What shall I say, Lord of gods !

All men, being full of faith and masters of their
senses, sacrifice as prescribed in the Great Secret; and so

they go to the Place of Visnu from which there is no
return. There is [now] no heaven and no hell, neither
birth nor death."" This, however, was against the plan of
the Lord, and so He started, with the help of Brahman,
Kapila, and S'iva, five more systems (Yoga, Samkhya'
Bauddha, Jaina, and S'aiva) conflicting with each other
and the Pafioaratra "for the bewilderment of men 3J

.

Now, the s'loka containing the phrase
" a great decrease

of creation took place
"

is also in Visvaksena Samhita
1 The Oitras'ikliandius appear to be meant.
2 That is, no death followed by re-birth.
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(ho oil., p. 129), which shows that that Samhita,
although deriving the Pure Group from Pradynmna
and the Mixed Group from Aniruddha and Brahman,
must have held a view similar to the above as regards
the mutual relation of the two. Our present Samhita
speaks twice (6. is

; 7. 4,-48
) about the Manus passingfrom Pradymnna's care to that of Aniruddha, and once

about their withdrawal into Aniruddha, in the period of
Pralaya (4 ..

ffl.). This suggests the idea that, while
both classes of souls are introduced into the Ega by
Aniruddha (Padmanabha), the pure ones only are so
introduced

directly, the impure ones, however, indirectlyand later, namely, by being first transferred to Brahman
-tor it must be remembered that the great majority of
unhberated souls left over from the preceding Kalpa andnow to be reborn enter of necessity this new period of
then- swmsdra with a remainder of good and bad Karaan
or only the latter, that is as impure

"
beings. These'

evidently, must be re-introduced into earthly life by the'
highest representative of fiajas, that is the god Brahmanand they cannot appear on earth as long as the first
Xuga, in wkch Sattva prevails, is not over. The small
minority, on the other hand, in whom Sattva predomi-
nates, must for this very reason, in order to terminate their
career, appear in the first Yuga without passing throughBrahman : a. L d> tWefore)^ v .

?vaksej g
(loo. *. p 129), creates "with the bit of goodKarman

(sukrta-l^na) they have left, and for which theymust stall recerve an
earthly reward, the mfcfta^/These pure bemgs of the Krta age, then, correspond to the

Anagarmns [and Sakrdagamins] of Buddhism, that is

"
Pure Creation "

or " Pure
of mga nsed
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those almost perfect beings who return for one life fortwo lives] only, because they have very nearly reached
Liberation m the preceding one. And so, if it is said
that at the end of the Krfca Yuga the "descendants" of

the^
Manus began to deteriorate, this can only refer to

their bodily descendants among whom the pure souls
were more and more

disappearing (having reached
Liberation), while the gaps were being filled by Brah-
man with the better specimens of the mixed "

ones, the
process going on, in this way, in a descending line, until
in the Kali age even the most depraved find their chance
for reincarnation.

The four hundred Manavas of the Ahirbudhnya
Samhita have become eight hundred "Vignua"
inMahasanatkumara Samhita (Indraratra, sixth adhyaya)which even enumerates the names of them all, locatingthem in eight ideal realms situated in the eight regions

x

Among those eight hundred Visrms, each of whom is the'
chief (ndyaba) of a thousand subjects (of. the Manava-
manavas of our Samhita), there are the original three
hundred twice born Manavas, while the group of original
S udras has been replaced by five mixed groups in such,
a way as to eliminate altogether the male S'udras. The

?!
y live in the eastern rea] calledw ' (descendants) of Brahmana fathers and

Ksatriya mothers in the Bama world of the south-east
; (3) Ksatriyasin the Narasirpha world of the south

; (4) children of Ksatriya fathersand Vais'ya mothers in the south-western region (namemisstg)
2thZiT? ^ Swdhara^Loka:

of
Tr
^e west

; (6) children of Brahmfnafathers and Vais'ya mothers in Yamana Loka of the north-east (7)children of Brahma,a fathers and S'udra mothers in Hayarfna Loka ofthe north; and (8) children of Ksatriya fathers and S'udra mothersin Vasudeva Loka of the north-east. - The names of the Vis^us are
partly very strange, For example, Jmiavrauin, S'oka, Tisada
Lobha, Pancatman and Bahyatman are names of nortLwelfcern
VisyuSi and Bhata, Bhavya, Bharisyat, Delia, Dehavat, and
Sariras'asana some names from Hayas'irsa Loka.
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chapter closes by mentioning that there are innumerable
Visnus in Kapila Loka.

1

6. JNATUBB AND DESTINY OP THE SOCJL

When the Day of the Lord has expired and the
Great Dissolution is finished \ nothing remains but the
Waters of Infinity and, floating on them, on the leaf of a
banian-tree (vata-pattra), a babe whose name is

"
the

Void "
(s'unya). The babe is Vknu, the sleepless one,

sleeping the sleep of Yoga
8

. In His "womb" (Iwkpi)
are sleeping all the souls : in the upper part the
liberated ones (muUa); in the middle part those who
[owing to Sattva prevailing in them] are "fit for
Liberation

"
(muUi-yogya) ; then, near the navel \ the

"ever-bound"
(nifya-baddha), and, in the region of the

loins, those who [on account of the predominance, in

them, of Tamas] are "
fit for Darkness "

(tcmo-yogya).'
The souls in this condition are called Naras. 6

The above account, though taken from a fairly
recent work 7

, contains undoubtedly the original orthodox

thre optara^ an ^ tetter the

Blagavata (I, 12. 7^ 32)

bel S"= *o the Sattvio eta, the

^**^.Kr%^$&^&^M^ft^TSfe 1 be so ***> a8th
The

following, abbreviated from P Prakas'a S I first

S I l

Y^a"mdram uPWato vinUw'svapad Js>vara7i, P. t>-i--'- * I

^TB^^ Wil1 8Pring the Lotus and

P. Prakas'a S. I, 1. 11
fU/Ccorrupt) ; 5. 10-11- etc .

/ /-i/i ft fi/I \ A J~V /* i 1 -. '
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view of the Pancaratra as to the fate of: the souls chmnc,
the Great Night; and it is an important document chieflybecause ,t clearly shows that the Liberation taught in the
Pancaratra is not, as might be understood from certain
passages, something like the Gradual Liberation (l^no-
mul-.U) of the Advaitins in which the soul

finally, toother
with the god Brahman, loses its

individuality. The PM fica
rnta* says indeed, using the Advaitic term^ that the soul
becomes one "

(eti.-lhavati) with the Lord in Libe-
ration and then once more in the Great Dissolution

; but
the meaning of this is, in the former case, that the soul
joins the Lord '

in Vaikuntha, and, in the latter case
that lt becomes latent in Him when Vaikuntha
with everything else is

temporarily withdrawn.
2

It is this very view to which we are led by the Ahir-
budhnya Saiphitn ; for, if the soul is a part of Laksrnl

"

it

cannot, of course, become one with the Lord "
in any

higher sense than that of the "perfect embrace" of
the divine couple'

1

from which the two emerge again as
separate beings as soon as the time for creation has
come.

1 More exactly: His heavenly form, the Para Vasucleva

that of the Egg). But ,re can find no orerice 'to thi,
10 hiSae bU' eVid

.,
. n*n,, ul

j. cuvuiu lutujbionjiJiy
ion

'

Possibly this has something to do
by, or

impossibility, of deciding to what extent l,e is
to what an Avatarn of Visnu. The withdrawal of

_-- ,., ^..^iitionecl in P. Prakas'a S I 1 14- V -'It tl ~J'
m/wrat ca Mtvn. Note also the following

'

saying-,' ibid "Jl *'l8

tion."
1S Disso^tio by the wise, is noJTreallv Di,^.'

it i

* See below our resume of adhyaya IV.

"^f Lak mS
. aa the Gtoddeas

> 36: pmm>m
calls
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difficulty, however, is that there are numer-

ous passages in the Samhitas where this view is

apparently set aside. For, although animate and
inanimate nature, soul and body, subject and object

1

,

are declared to be two aspects or parts of the one
Bhuti S'akti, still the idea, obtaining since the earliest

times in Indian philosophy, of a closer relationship of
the soul than of matter with God is by no means
absent in our Samhitas and quite conspicuous, naturally,
in those Samhitas which operate either not at all or
but a little with Laksmi. as a philosophical principle.
And it is this idea, in all

probability, which is ultimately
responsible for the intrusion into the Paficariitra of cer-
tain foreign elements such as those we will now point
out.

If creation means re-appearing, then there seems to
be no room for the question of a first beginning or
original sin. Still the question is asked and answered
in more than one text, for instance in the following way
in chapter 14 of Ahirbudhnya Samhita.

In addition to the three well-known powers of
creation, preservation, and destruction, the Lord has two
more S'aktis called Nigraha (or Tirodhana) and Anugraha,
by means of which he prepares and pre-determines the*
soul for bondage or liberation

respectively. The
entering of the soul into the wheel of births, commonly
accounted for by its own previous acts, is here explained
by the Lord's "obscuring" its divine nature through
reducing its original omnipresence, omniscience, and
omnipotence, so as to make it (!) "atomic" (2)"
httle-knowing ", and (3) little-achieving '. Vfoa

versa, those three restrictions called Taints or Fetters
1

Oetanacetya, dehindeha, bhoJctr-^bhagya (V, 9
fll.)!
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grace
may again be cancelled through the divine

(miugmlict) ,

l

Now, whether the five S'aktis mentioned are the
Lord's or LaknmiV, the fact is undeniable, I believe,
that the soul is not here regarded as a mere portion of
Laksmi 3

but as a third principle distinct from both
Vasudeva and Hatter (or Laksmi

respectively), jnst
as in those passages (40. a-*; 88. is

; etc.) which speak
of Avidya or Maya as

"
veiling

"
the true nature of the

fm, and the para (soul and Qocl). That is to say ;

we have here nearly the standpoint described in Visrui-
tilaka in the words (2. 8 4- 8ff

) : There is a triad here :

Brahman, Jiva (soul), and Jagat (world); Brahman
is a mass

(rdsfi) of Light, Jagat a mass of elements
(bh'Ma), and Jiva a mass of knowledge."

Secondly, the conclusion seems to be inevitable that
the liberated soul is not only omniscient, as it is, indeed,
often described to be, but also omnipotent and even
omnipresent. As for its omnipotence, this word may
here have the restricted meaning in which it is elsewhere
used with regard to the liberated (who cannot interfere
with or participate in the governance of the world) ;-but
the question remains : how can the liberated . soul be

omnipresent (vibhu), which is. the less intelligible as in

chapter 6
(s'l. 27) it has been described as

"
of the

1 For further particulars see our re'sume' of the adhyaya, below
next chapter. .

J
/'

3

They are, indeed, also described as the paiioa hrt-ydni of the
Devi, for instance in I, 2 and XXI, 12 of Ahirbudhnya Sarahita.

"From the general standpoint of our Samhita we should
have to say that Vigyn causes Laksmi to act with one
part of herself (namely STigraha, etc.) upon another part (the
soul), thus bringing the latter into connection with a third part
of herself (namely matter) ! (which would reduce the cosmic
process to something like a physiological disturbance in the Q-oddess.)

12

I
Ki
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size of a mote "
(trasannu-pramana) ? The scholastic

view 1

, namely that the liberated soul, though essentiallyatomic (like the bound one), is omnipresent in that
its consciousness is "ever omnipresent" (mdd-vibjm)-the latter being related to the former as the
light spread in a room to the lamp (or flame) from which
it radiates -is a plausible explanation of the soul-mote
and its millions of rays (2. , T), but must be rejected in
the present case where omnipresence is

expressly distin-
guished from omniscience. As a matter of fact, nothing
remains but to admit that we have here a S'aiva tenetm Vaisnava garb. For, the S'aivas do teach that the soulsare

naturally omnipresent '", that is: not hampered
by space, though limited, while in bondage, by niva ti or
spatia restriction/ The latter, as we know already' isone of the five

(or, including Maya, six) limitations of
the soul called Kancukas, and the connection of our
chapter (14) with these is the more evident as the two
other Taints, to wit those of

"Little-knowing" and
Little-achieving" are

absolutely identical with the
Kancukas called Vidya and KalaV The surprisingsolution of the problem, then, is that in our passage theword afu does not mean atomic "

but small, little !'m the sense of "
spatially restricted

"
and as the opposite

Tattvatraya, ed. p. 35; Tat Dip., ed. pp. 69 and 78.

a -r> j. i .
* v> *

iLjuaigtu- eu. p. zz etc

^
Pratyabhijfia Hrdaya, loc. cit., and elsewhere.

'
"

OcG cbJQOV T)n OB** f\A. TIT* n Ti 1" **
i

T7~ A Jr
" ^v

j X/TG, JL j[j[(j X 9/TlCfljT*xl TT*r

\r fx QS ft \VLS d.f*VP1 rmp/^l ITTT J-T-* j-v C*' *

fj. 1-1 ",
VCJ

;

uiJt!U y liae oarvas into the thenw n-P
atter which the latter inflnflno^ 4-k p p5^ n _

u""^ 01
.is Jrancaratra.

said uU "oac ^ *^ *t*M
nityatou, and wfoatoL
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?rti>a, *ca,-fctoa,

to. c&.
Wpatotm respeottvely ; PratyabhijfiS
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of that which is, not so much omnipresent, as beyond
space.

1

The relation between the jwa and the para (individ-
ual and highest soul) is, in several Samhitas, described in
a language so thoroughly Advaitic

2
that an influence from

that quarter is, indeed, beyond question, even admitting
that several such passages may be mere echoes of those

(seemingly or really) .Advaitic passages of the Bhagavad
G-ita such as 13.27 fll. of the latter work. However, with
one or two exceptions, the said borrowing will always be
found to be a merely formal one, which is only to be

expected, considering that the general trend of the
Pancaratra is clearly non-Advaitic.

The most perplexing passages of this sort are

perhaps to be found in Padma Tantra. In one of
them

(I, 4 14-1*) Brahman puts the straight
question: "What is the difference, Highest Spirit,
between Thee and the liberated soul ?

"
to which the

Lord answers no less directly :

"
They (the liberated)

become I
; there -is no difference whatever." This seems

to be plain Advaita, but the answer goes on :
" As I

live (mliardmi), just so live the liberated souls", which

immediately brings back the idea of plurality, and so

'

Professor Rehmke of Greifswald, teaching (in his book Die Seele
des Menschen) this "

ubiquitas of the soul ", namely that " the soul is no-
where in the strictest meaning of the word ", admits that it is logically
possible from this standpoint (though not probable) that one soul
should be simultaneously connected with several bodies, which
comes curiously near to the Pancaratra ideas about liberated souls
and Fogins (see above, section 2). Should not also in the
bamkhya, Mlmaipsa, and Nyaya-Vais'esika, the doctrine of
the mlhutva of the soul originally mean this ubiquitas and not
omnipresence" as it is always interpreted?? For an exhaustive

definition of the concept in the S'aiva sense see Chatterii, Kashmir
bhaivaism, p. 77 : "Unrestricted access to", etc.

2

Particularly in the treatment of Toga ; of. below, in part III
our resum6 of chapter 31 of Ahirbudhnya Sarphita.
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renders it at least possible that
.
the Lord is meant to

say :

"
They become like Me, except, of course, with

regard to the governance of the world." For, all

Pancaratra Samhitas recognize the existence of the

Nityas or t(
ever-free

"
beings (Visvaksena, etc.)

1

and

cannot, therefore, admit that a previously bound soul

should become more inseparably united with the Lord
than these are. In Visnutilaka, which is closely
related to Padma Tantra \ and which also uses the phrases
"he will become Brahman", "is absorbed in the

Highest Brahman", etc.''
1

, this union is declared
to be one with the Kaustubha of the Lord

1

and is

further referred to as follows :
" Just as gold, in

the midst of fire, shines separately, as though it were
not in contact [with the fire], even so he who is clinging
to Brahman (Brahmani lagua) is seen to exist in the
form of a gem (mani)

" B

; tie who has become at-
tached to the Jewel of gems (mcwi-ratna, the Kaustubha)
is said to have attained identity [with the Lord] ".

In another passage of Padma Tantra
(I, 6. i*

fll.)
the great problem is stated with unusual precision:"
Scripture emphasizes the oneness of the highest Self and

the one called Ksetrajfia (Knowev-of-the-field, the soul) ;

[but] the plurality of this Kgetrajfia is proved by the

diversity of bodies." Three well-known Advaitic images

a />..._ f
for instance in I, 2.35

A

The mutual relation of the two is, however, not quite dtar
3

I, 33 51,114; etc.
*

4
II, 30

j of. above, pp. 58, 59.

Visyutilaka II, 100. The soul in itself, that is in its
form, is often compared with a gem.

e Ma&ratne vilagnasya s&ytyyagatir ucyate ; II, 54, ibid.
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are used to illustrate the relation of the One and the many :

the pot in the water, the pot in the air, and the one figure

reflected in many mirrors.
1

Yet, none of these (as shown

by the rest of the chapter) is used in the Advaifcic sense :

Grocl as the Inner Ruler pervades the soul, while He

is, of course, also outside it ; and the reflected

images proceed from their original like the rays from

the sun :

" Just as, by means of gates of various kinds,

people go forbh from a town, even so the souls go forth

from .Bnihinan tins is called Creation; and as, through
those gates, the inhabitants of that town enter it again,

just so [the souls] go [back] to that Brahmaa this is

called Withdrawal."
a

It may be objected that the rays

sent out and again withdrawn by the sun
8

have no

separate existence in the sun itself, but this is not the

common Indian, or, at any rate, not the Pancaratra

view; and even the Aupanisadic image of the rivers

entering the ocean
*
means for the Pancaratrin only that in

Liberation the souls become practically but not really one.
5

The conclusion to be drawn from all this is : that,

although the language of the Advaita is occasionally met

with in the Pancaratra Sarnhitas, the chief charact-

eristic of that philosophy, namely its illusionism (mdyd-

vdda), is altogether absent from them.

1 The first find second imngcs occur in Maitreya Upan isad II, IS

(see my edition o;f the Minor Upariisads, vol. I, p. 118) ;
lor an elabora-

tion of. the second see Gaudapada's Mand ukya Karika III, 3 fll.
;
the

third is a transformation of the image found, in Brahinabindu Upanisad
-12 and other texts, of: the one moon and its many reflections in the tank.

8
Visi.mfcilaka I.I, 95 fll., being an elaboration (if not the original)

of Padma Tantra I, 6, 43-44.
8 Padma Tantra I, 6. 24.
*
Ibid. I, 6. 61-52, referring to Toga (=temporal Liberation).

5 That the famous Glta passage Mamaivdmsfo, etc. (XV, 7) is

also to be understood in this sense, can be gathered for instance from
Tat. Dip., ed. p. 74, where the teaching of Yadavaprakas'a,

namely
" Brahmdw s'v jwah ", is rejected as erroneous.



III. THE AHIRBUDHNYA SAMHITA

THE selection, for .publication, of the Ahirtmdhnya
Sainhita was determined by the consideration that
the Sainhita to be published as an introduction fco

the Pailcaratra should be (1) one of the older Samhitas;
(2) one of the Samhitas to an appreciable extent, or

exclusively, concerned with the theoretical part of the
system; and (3) a Samhita of which a sufficient number
of manuscripts was available to ensure the production of
a

practically complete and reliable text. The Ahirbudh-
nya Samhita was not only found to fulfil these
conditions but moreover to be a work of unusual interest
and striking originality.

1. THE MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL

With what success certain Sanskrit works are still

being kept secret in India, is shown by the fact that for
editing the present Samhita, which is not represented in
a single European library, no less than six (nine) MSS
could be obtained within three years. Unfortunately, as
can be seen from a few common omissions and errors, all
of these MSS. go back to one

already corrupted
anginal Still, on the whole the Samhita is well
preserved. The two oldest and best MSS. are those
called E and D. The former is a Grantha MS. from
Kaale m Mysore, the latter a MS. written in the
Malayalam character and

belonging to H. H. the Maharajaof Travancore. B is-more accurate than D. From E de
scend the four Melkote MSS. JF to H, all of them written in
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G-rantha characters and so
completely identical that the

common symbol F could be used for them. From D (or
a similar MS.) descend 0, A, and B (in this order)
being the Adyar Library paper MS. in Grantha characters
(with large omissions), A the Adyar Library palm-leafMb. in G-rantha characters, and B the Telugu MS. belong-
ing to the Mysore Government. The badly damao-ed
Tanjore A1S. described in Burnell's catalogue could not
be borrowed and was, on inspection, found to be not
worth taking into account.

2. NAME OP THE SAMHITI.

As a rule one of the eleven Eudras is understood by
Ahirbudhnya. In our Samhita, however, this is a name
of S'iva himself in his Sattvic form, as the teacher of

liberating knowledge, as which he appears for instance in
Jabala ITpanisad.

1

How he came to be called by this name, must I
fear, remain a problem

3
. The serpent (aM) of the

bottom (budhna)", in the Veda an atmospheric god
(mostly associated with Aja Ekapad, another being of
this kind), seems to belong to a number of minor
deities who amalgamated with Rudra-S'iva in such a way
that their character and name became some particular
aspect of that god. If "in later Vedic texts AM
budhnya is

allegorically connected with Agni G-arha-

patya
" 3

, this certainly shows that he was a beneficial

being, not a malevolent one like Ahi Vrtra, and this is

l In the Purauas of. such passages as Padma Purana LXXXI 5where Siva is addressed :

Magavad-dharma-tattva-jna.
'

'Notwithstanding the explanation attempted on pn 3 fll nf
the Sanskrit preface to our edition.

3

Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 73.
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particularly clear in a passage of the Aitareya Brahmana
which may be directly connected with the Paficaratra

view of Ahirbudhnya, namely the passage 3. se running as

follows
1

:

"
Prajapati, after having sprinkled the creatures

with water, thought that they (the creatures) were his own.

He provided them with an invisible lustre through Ahir-

budhnya
J

''.

2

3. PBOVEN[KNf!B AND AGE

It has already been stated
*

that one stanza of Ahir-

budhnya Samhita is evidently quoted by Utpala Vaisnava

in his Spandapradipika. This would, of course, prove that

the Samhita (like Jayakhya S. mentioned in the latter and

also in Utpala's work) must have once existed in Kasmrir.

That it was actually composed in that country, must be

concluded from two other passages, namely 26. TK and 45.

ea, recommending, or mentioning respectively, the wear-

ing, as an amulet, of a certain diagram (yantra) drawn on

a sheet of birch-bark (bhurja-pattrra). Birch-bark, as

is well known, was the writing- material of ancient

Kas'mir. In chapter 39 we read (si. 28) :

" He shines

like the sun freed from the confinement (or obstruction)

by hima,", which evidently refers to the sun rising
from behind the"snow-mountains (hima), that is to a sun-

rise in the Kas'mir-valley. A. third indication of the

1 In Hang's translation.
2

Sayana's remark that by the two names Ahi and Budhnya
" a

particular kind of fire
"

(the Gfarhapatya) is meant, need not be
accepted. Perhaps, however, it is noteworthy that a hymn in

Vajasaneyi Samhita (V, 33) which also mentions Ahirbadhnya (

Grarhapatya agni, comm,), contains the name of Visjau, five times in
the first Mantra and no less than twenty-four times afterwards,
that is, more often than that of any other deity.

8 Above p. 18.
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Kas'mirian origin of our Samhita is probably the story
of Muktapida told in the forty-eighth adhyaya. A
prince of this name is not known from any other

work (according to B. and R.'s dictionary) than the

famous Kas'mirian chronicle, the Raja Tarafigmi (4. 42).

About the age of the Samhita hardly anything
more can be said with certainty than that it belongs to

that class of Samhitas for which we have fixed the

eighth century A. D. as the terminus ad quern.
1 The only

passage which might seem to indicate a later date,

is the stanza 45. is where king Kus'adhvaja says to

his teacher :

" From tbee have I obtained the Higher
Science and also the Lower one ; and by the fire of the

Higher Science all my Karman has been burnt up." It is

difficult to read this without thinking of S'aiikaracarya's

system. But Kus'adhvaja, being a Paficaratrin, refers,

of 'course, to the two " methods
"

(riti) described in the

fifteenth adhyaya, distinguishing between the Veda and

the inferior systems on the one hand, and the Pan
1

caratra

on the other. The distinction is based on that in the

Bhagavad-Gjta between the orthodox who swear on the

Vedas and the enlightened ones who worship the Lord.
3

Nor does the definition of avidyd (ignorance), in 45. a -4,

1 Above p. 19.

2 The Pancaratrins have ever since emphasized this distinction,
which is one of the chief causes of their having been decried as
heretics until' the present day. The contrast between the two
classes has been so much deepened by them that the Yaidikas are

actually made despisers of the Lord, e.g., in the following s'loka of

Yisvaksena 8. (Zoo. ait. p. 126
; cf. Bhag.-Gita II, 42 fll.) :

Trayvmdrgesu nisnatah phalavade ramanti te (

devudm eva manvtincl na ca mam menire pcvram, II.

But trayl (as, indeed, veda in the Gita) is never meant to
include the Upaniisiads, as can be seen from Yisvaksena S. calling
the two classes veda-nisnatah and vedanta-msndtah. The idea of the
fire of true knowledge destroying karman is, of course, also quite
familiar to the Gota (see,

for instance JY ? 37).

13
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as the power obscuring the real nature (pa/ram ruparn,)
of the jwdtman and the pardmdtman necessarily point to

S'ankara's Advaita, because in the Paficaratra the

Nigraha or Tirodhana S'akti is the cause of the "
obscura-

tion
"

of the souls but not of their plurality.
1 In both

'these cases, however, there remains, of course, the

possibility of Advaitic terms and phrases (earlier perhaps
than S'ankara) having been adopted by the Pancaratra.

If, on the other hand, there is in our Samhita an indica-

tion of an earlier date than the one mentioned, it

would seem to be the fact that the "
sixty topics

"
of the

older Samkhya are enumerated in it.
2

For, these sixty
topics, as I hare shown elsewhere

3

, could no longer be
enumerated by the Samkhyas themselves as early as the
fifth century A. D. The brilliant Samkhya Karika of
Is'vara Krsna having by that time completely eclipsed
the older Samkhya, no later author could speak
of the latter as though it were the only existing
one, as does our Samhita.

4

As for the tenmnus
'a quo of the latter, I venture to say that a work in which,
as, apparently, in the eighth chapter of the Ahirbudhnya

1 See above, p. 88 fll.

See, below, our resume" of the twelfth adhyavaT_ -LI I 1 ~ J J

of fh

^
2 1 fln w q 7? (c

,?
m< n Brah^asutras II, 2. 3? fll. and

ans

\
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Samliita
i

,
and as in S'aiikara's Brahmasutra Bhasya (ad

II, 2. is,), Buddhism is understood to be divided into

the three great schools of the Skandhavadins (Sarvasti-

tvavadins, S'.), Vijnanavadins, and S'unyavadins, cannot

well have been written until some time after the Ma-

hayana had established itself, say : after 300 A. D.

4. CONTENTS OF THE SAMHITA

Examining the Ahirbudhnya Samhita with regard

to the ten chief subjects into which, as stated at the

end of part I of this Introduction, the subject-matter

of the Pancaratra can be divided
3

,
we find that there

is nothing in it about the tenth subject, and only a

few occasional contributions to the sixth and seventh ;

that there are : one chapter on sociological matters,

one on initiation .and two on worship (eighth subject),

also two on Yoga; and that the science of diagrams,

etc., is represented by some eight chapters, while sub-

jects 1, 2, and 4 occupy each of them about one-fourth

of the Samhita, subject 1 not being confined to

chapters 1 to 14 but naturally also often referred to in

the rest of the work. Roughly speaking we may say

that half of the Samhita deals with occultism, theoretical

and practical, one fourth with philosophy, and one

fourth with the remaining subjects.

Chapter 1. The Samhita opens, after a salu-

tation to the Lord and His consort, with a dialogue

between the two Rsis Bharadvaja and Durvasas, the

1

See, below, our resume. There is one more direct reference to

Buddhism in our Samhita, namely in XXXIII, 17, where the Lord is

stated to be worshipped as Buddha by the Bauddhas.
a
See p. 26.
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latter of whom is asked by the former for an explanation
of that mysterious discus

1

of Visnu called the Sudars'ana.

On many occasions in connection with the divine

weapons (astra), powers (s'a/di), and magic formulas

(mantra) the dependence on the Sudars'ana having
been mentioned, Bharadvaja wants to know :

" Due to whom [or what] is its majesty ? Is it innate
or created ? What is that Sudars'ana ? What is the mean-

ing ascribed to the word ? What work does it perform ?

How does it pervade the universe ? Who are the Vyuhas,
how many and of what kind, that have sprung from

it, sage ? And for what purpose do they exist, and of

what nature is He to whom they belong (the vyilhin) ? And
of wliat kind is its (the Sudars'ana's) connection with Visnu

supposed to be ? Is it (the Sudars'ana) necessarily and

always found in connection with Him [alone] or else-

where too ? This is the doubt which has arisen in me
from the perusal of various S'astras. Solve it, holy one !

I have duly approached thee. Teach me, master !

"

Durvasas answers that this is a common doubt

among the wise, and that its solution was once obtained

by JSTarada from the only one in this world who is able
to solve it, namely the great god S'iva [who in the form of

Ahirbudhnya is] the highest representative of knowledge.
3

1
Calvra " wheel ", a favourite symbol already in the Vedas and

probably long before. The word is used in conjunction with cakrin
discus-bearer ", to wit VISQU, in the first stanza of this chapter.

rr Q

3 S
r!
n de

P?
ndeiit ** tte Jatter on Samkarsaua, his teacher, see& 3 '

lsn
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.7^5
e

vSUrpnS1?gA
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1

ha
!

! **"** *?* w this chapter
(as also m XXXY, s 1-91) Ahirbudhnya, a bound soul, is praised asthe absolute one (mrfwrira), ever-satisfied one (mtya-trpto), creatorand destroyer of the universe, etc.; but it should be remembered :

tost, that he is a secondary Avatara, and secondly, that this sort of
hymns is simply propagating that bona fide exaggeration of theandent Suites which moved Max Muller to indent the namehenotbeism for the religion of the Yedic bards
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Narada had been induced to approach S'iva because he

had observed the amazing strength of the Sudars'ana in

Visnu's fight with the demon Kalanemi.
1

Durvasas

agrees to impart to Bharadvaja this dialogue between

Narada and Ahirbudhnya, that is, the Ahirbudhnya
Samhita. But he only agreed to give it in an abridged

form : the extent of the original Samhita was two-

hundred and forty chapters; then, time having
advanced and human capacity deteriorated, it was

reduced, "for the benefit of men ", to half the original,

and now a further abridgment to only sixty chapters

had become necessary.
2

Chapter 2. Explanation of the word Sudars'ana

(s'lokas 7 to 9) : it denotes Visnu's "Will-to-be (aydm iti

acwnJcalpa) \ dars'ana (seeing, sigbt) meaning prelcscina

(prospective thought) *, and sit (well, perfectly) expres-

sing its being unimpeded by time and space. Everything
in the world being dependent on the Sudars'ana, the

latter's power is, of course, natural (sdmsiddhika, s'l. 12)

and not created. Two of Narada's questions are

herewith answered. After some more questions of

Narada (to be answered in the course of the

1 After which. Visi.m vanished so that Narada had no means of

applying to Him directly, whereas S'iva, as a mundane being with
his residence on the Kailasa, was, on the contrary, accessible to him.

a In the same way Padma Samhita claims to have been re-

duced from 15 millions to 500,000, then to 100,000, and finally to 10,000
stanzas.

8

Syam=ba,hu syam ; of. the beginning of adhyaya XXX.
* The divine will is inseperable from wisdom and action ; see III,

30. The root ~tks (combined with pro, in preksana} is used in this

sense in Chandogya Upanisad VI, 2. 3 : Tad aiksata bahu sydm
prajwjeyStt

" That [Brahman] wished ; I will be many, I will be
born ", which passage is clearly the basis of the above definition. Cf.
also Maitrayana Upanisad II, 6 narrating how Prajapati being tired

of his loneliness contemplated himself and by this act

became the creator of all beings (so. atma/nam abhidhyayat, so, bahvlh

praja
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Samhita) there follows (si. 22 fll.) a long explanation

of the concept of the "
Highest Brahman ", the real

nature of which is experienced in Liberation only, and

which nobody can hope to attain by his own efforts,

even if he would fly upwards in space like the king of

birds (G-aruda) for a thousand years with the velocity

of thought. The last section is concerned with the

definition of the six G-unas of Grod (see above, p. 31 fll.)

Chapter 3. The object of this chapter is to

explain the Sudars'ana by identifying it with the Kriya
S'akti or active side (force aspect) of the Lord as

distinguished from His formal side (matter aspect)

called Bhuti S'akti. The chapter opens by explaining

the meaning of S'akti : it is the subtle condition

(suJcsmdvasthd) or thing-in -itself (idamta) of any existence

(bhdva), recognizable by its effects only. Each mani-

festation of life (bhdva) has a S'akti inseparably connected

with it, but there is
1

also one omnipresent S'akti, the

S'akti of God. Laksmi is the Lord's "vibration in

the form of the world
"

(prasphuratd jaga/nma/yj) ;

she is connected w.ith Him as the moonlight is with the

moon, or the sunshine with the sun ; different from

Him only as an attribute (dharma) differs from its bearer

(dha/rmin), or existence (bhdva) from him who exists

(bjwiat). Many of the names of Laksmi are enumerated

and explained in s'l. 7 to 24 Then, after mentioning
that S'akti is twofold and Bhuti S'akti threefold (details

of. which follow later), the rest of the chapter (si. 29-

56) is occupied with the mutual relation of the two
S'aktis and the identity of the Kriya S'akti with the

Sudars'ana. The Sudars'ana is, according to stanza 30,
will (icchd) embodied in wisdom (preksd) and resulting
in action (kri/yd).
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Chapter 4 turns to " that cause
"
which,

"
pervad-

ed by the Sudars'ana", "takes to creation", namely
the Bhuti S'akti or material cause of the <vorld, in order to

explain how that principle, after having been " a cow in
the form of clouds" (meglia-rupim dhenuh)

1

becomes
once more " the non-cow, sapless and withered, called the
Non-manifest

(avijakta) ". The pratisamcwa" re-absorp-
tion" or "in-volution" (=pralaya, 5.' i) described here
at great length is the exact reversal of the process of
creation (described in part II of this Introduction). At
the end of the involution the S'akti of Visnu returns to
the condition of Brahman (brahma-bhdvam vrajati) in

exactly the same way as a conflagration, when there is no
more combustible matter, returns to the [latent] condi-
tion of fire (vahni-bhdvam).

"
Owing to over-embrace "

(ati-sams'lesdt) the two all-pervading ones, Narayana and
His S'akti, have become, as it were, a single principle
(ekam tattvam iva).

Chapters 5 to 7 contain an account of creation
which has been fully utilized in part II of this Introduc-
tion.

Chapters 8 to 12 endeavour to show the
various forms of the activity of the Sudarsana : (1) as

the ddhdm "
base

"
or "

support
"

of the world during the

periods of creation and dissolution (chapters 8 and 9) ;

and (2) as the pramdna
" measure ", that is, regulating

principle during the period of the continuance of life

(sthiti) in which it appears as the regulator (a) of things

(artha) (chapter 10 ), and (b) of sounds (s'abda) (chapters
11 and 12).

Chapter 8, before taking up the above subject,
answers a question of JSTarada as to the diversity of

1 For "
cloud "=Cosmic Egg see above pp. 29 and 78. -
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philosophic views (s'lokas 1 to 23). Narada complains
that there are so many different opinions about creation,
some holding that it is effected by three elements

1

,

others assuming four
2

, again others fiye
3

, six
4

, seven
8

,'

eight
6

, nine
7

, ten, or eleven elements ; some tracing it

back to an egg
8

, others to a lotus
8

, others again to fire
,

to "
another body

" 10

,
to knowledge (vidyd)

11

, or to the Void
(s'unya). Ahirbudhnya answers that the variety of opin-
ions has several causes: first, the natural

impossibility for
human speech to express adequately truths concerning
the Absolute; then, that people ignorant of synonyms
(aparydyamdo jemdh) often mistake different names for
different things; that the intellectual attainments of men
differ considerably; and, finally, that God has an infinite
number of different aspects one of which only is, gener-
ally, grasped and taught by a philosopher. Ahirbudhnya

*

Fire, water, earth
; Chandogya Upanisad VI, 4 fll.

E^W^?' Wa
1

tei>5 fir6
'
a
T J view of a materialistic teacher of theBuddha B time, also apparently of a Buddhist sect (the Janakas)

Ur *"* *****
' W f mMly UPani?ads a <* <* certain

and ca ^^^ *^ '*> **>**<"

and evidently also of some later philosophers

aJCUdha

ri^^^
ennmeratea

7 The eight and the soul
; Bbagavad Gita VII 4-58 See above pp. 80-81.

' '

tu " n
"

or other Stand-
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concludes by mentioning that of the " Brahmic days
some are pleasant, while others show an excess of rain,

war, etc., and then, at the request of Narada, turns to

the question of the ddhdra
(si. 34 fll.).

The Sudars'ana is the perpetual support (ddhdra) of

this whole Bhuti or -universe [of names-and-forms]
which is borne (dJvriyate) by it just as gems (pearls) are

borne by the thread running through them, or as the

leaf (betel leaves) by the pin [pierced on which they are

offered for sale].
1

The Sudars'ana, in upholding the uni-

verse, is the Oalana Oakra or "Wheel of Motion"
(9. 41-42)

and as such has a peculiar form in each of the three

periods, appearing respectively as the " Wheel of

Creation", the "Wheel of Withdrawal'*, and the "Wheel
of Continuance", while each of the three again operates
as a whole as well as through a number of minor
"wheels" corresponding to the several Tattvas. Then
there is, as the counterpart of the Calana Oakra, the

Maharatridhara Oakra or " Wheel carrying the Great

Night
"

which is said to have a single spoke and to be

meditated upon by the sages. When creation begins,
there appears first the " Wheel of Dawn "

having two

spokes ; then, as the disk of Samkarsana, the " Wheel of

Sunrise" having three spokes
3

; then, with Pradyumna, the
" Wheel of Lordship

"
having four spokes ; then, with

Aniruddha, the "Wheel of Potency
"
having five spokes ;

after this the " Wheel of the Seasons
'"

having six spokes
and representing the twelve Sub-Vyuhas ; then the

twelve-spoked
" Great Suclars'ana Wheel "

connected

with the Avataras, chief and secondary ones
*

; and .finally

1

Of. Chandogya Upariisad II, 23. 3.

2 .Read (eoj cow/,) : vyfiutam triltadharakam,
3 Does this mean that there are twenty-four chief Avataras ?

14
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ly a thousand-spoked wheel holding the Highest Heaven.
Then

(9. 1-9) there follow the wheels engaged in Non-

pure Creation, namely : the Paurnsa Cakra with three

spokes
1

,
and the S'akti Cakra having thirty spokes

2

and comprehending the Naiyata Cakra (with thirty

spokes), the Kala Cakra (with six spokes), etc., the
" Wheel of Space

"
(with one spoke), the " Wheel of

Air "
(with two spokes)

3

, etc., and finally the " Wheel
of the Senses

"
(with eleven spokes).

Chapter 9, after the enumeration mentioned be-
fore of the "wheels" of Non-pure Creation, gives a most
circumstantial description of the " Wheel of Motion " *

(creation, continuance, withdrawal ; si. 33) called here
Mahavibhuti Cakra,

"
the Wheel of the Great Splendour

(or: of the Powerful Manifestation) "; and then describes,
by means of only five stanzas (36 fll.), the " Wheel of
Withdrawal "

(Sanatoria Cakra) which does apparently
not differ from the

(practically indescribable)
" Wheel of

the Great Night'
3

except in having, like the " Wheel of
Great Splendour ", an infinite number of spokes. The" Wheel of Great Splendour

"
is described as wearing a

garment variegated by milliards of milliards of Cosmic
Eggs; infinite numbers of Spaces [each pervading a
"universe ", but] appearing [from this higher point of

view] like insignificant specks; crores of crores of
Mahats which are a-mahai (not great) ; etc. etc. Among
the images there is the one mentioned above (part II,
section 1, end) of the clouds, and the following bold

above p

V

H
n
D
y
7.

C nneCted ^^^ ClaSS6S f Souls

2

Probably : Niyati, threefold Kala, the three Ghiaas and thelower twenty-three principles.
^ULIUS, ana tne

* Air being perceived by two senses (ear and skin).4
0aZona=iatfjnulone motion, that

is, spanda,



comparison unchaining a torrent of verbosity, at the

beginning of this section: "As the cloth of a big banner
unfolded in space is upheld by the ever-purifying wind,
even so Bhiiti of the nature of Visriu's S'akti, from
Samkarsaiia down to Earth, is upheld in the Support-
less Place 1

by [His] Will-to-be (samfailpt)."

Chapters 10 to 12 are devoted to the description
of the Sthiti Cakra, that is the Sudars'ana as the regulative

principle (pmmdna) of the various forces active

during the period between Creation and Dissolution.

Chapter 10, on the one hand, and chapters 1.1 and 12, on

the other, refer to what the S'aivas call the Artha Adhvan*'
and the S'abda Adhvan. Pramdna is defined (in si. 1 5)

as
" that by which everything obtains its fixed measure

(iyattd)". Another definition (d2-83) runs :

" The course of

Hari's Will possessed of the Regulative Wheel (pr<imdna-

oaJera) is [to be recognized in] the limit (nw-ryddd)

eternally fixed for every principle (tattmi)"
"

Chapter 10 shows how the "things" (artha), that

is, manifested nature without the universe of sounds (to be

dealt with in the following chapters), are governed by
the Sudars'ana; that is to say: (I) how the "divine

pleasures
"

in Highest Heaven are regulated by it ; how

owing to it the Kutastha is kept in his place (between
Pure and Impure Creation) ; how Time appears always in

the form of kalas, kiasthas, etc., and Buddhi as righteous-

ness, dispapsiou, etc. ; how each of the five elements

keeps its characteristics ; etc. etc. ; (2) how, owing to it,

the cherishing of the. Sattva Gruna is rewarded with food,

rain, etc., and indulging in Tamas followed by famine

,

x The reading pade appears after all preferable to pafe (with the

latter, however, of. bhitti in III, 7 and V, 8).
2 A third definition (prar\-m&) is found in XIII, 5-6.
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and the like; and (3) how it renders possible the con-

tinuance of the world by means of the divine S'astras
1

such as the Discus, Plough, Club, Conch, etc., used by the

Lord in His Avattaras in order to fight the unrighteous,
and how, on the other hand, it keeps effective the one
hundred and twenty magical Astras, the imprecations

by Rsis, ei hoc genus omne.

Chapters 11 and. 12 are intended to show
how the regulative power (pwtmana) of the Sudars'ana

manifests itself through the word (s'abda), that is, by
means of the systems of religion and philosophy. For,

says stanza 12 of chapter 1.1 : "To resist
successfully

the enemies of virtue, two means are required : the

array (vyuha) of S'astras and Astras, and the S'astra."

Chapter 1.1 begins by explaining why the
Avataras of God become necessary in the course of
time. The reason is the inevitable deterioration of
the world in the course of the Yugas : first, in-

deed, there is a predominance of the Sattva Guna,
but soon it begins to diminish, owing to the in-
cessant growth of Rajas and Tamaa, and so "this
Sattvio divine limit

"
begins to fluctuate

(s'l. 8). After
this introduction the chapter takes up the descrip-
tion of the original S'astra which, at the beginning
of the golden age, came down from heaven "like a

thunderclap", "dispelling all inner darkness ". It was
proclaimed by Samkar^ana. It was an harmonious whole
comprehending within it everything worth knowing for
man : the Vedas and Vedangas, Itihasas and Puranas
Samkhya, Yoga, Pasrupata, etc.

(srl. 20-46), and consisted

A,*
'"^^P0118

"
which however, in contradistinction to the

Astras, can never be used by mortals, but only by their divinebearer with whom they, are inseparably connected
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of a million chapters. The first men *

the divine Manns,
the Manavas and Manavamanavas regulated their whole
life by means of it to the satisfaction of the Lord.

2

But then,
"
by the change of time ", the division in

Yugas, and with it the shrinking of Sattva and the

growth of Kajas, became manifest at the beginning
of the Treta age ; and,

"
the high-souled Brahmarias

wishing wishes (longing for pleasures), that beautiful

system (sudd.rs'anam s'dsandm) took a slow course ".

Then the divine Rsis, taking counsel, decided that

from the original S'astra separate systems suited for

the diversity of intellects should be extracted, and,
after having practised severe austerities for very

many years, they set to work, with the r ssultthat Apantara-

tapas (Viicyayana) fashioned (tahiksa) the three Vedas,

Kabila the Sainkhya, Hiranyagarbha the Yoga, and S'iva

(Ahirbudhnya) the Pas'upata, while the Lord Himself

extracted, as the purest essence of the "
sole divine

S'astra ", the "
system (fa/W) called Paficaratra describ-

ing Him as Para, Vyuha, Vibhava, etc.
:, and being

recognizable by having Liberation as its sole result ".

Chapter l_2 . The five recognized philosophical

systems described in this chapter, namely the Trayl (or

Vedic science), the Samkhya. the Yoga, the Pas'upata,
and the Sattvata (or PaJlcaratTa), are the same as the

five
"
sciences

"
(jndndni) mentioned by Vais'ampayana in

the S'anti Parvan of the Mahabharata.
3

In the latter,

1 Ye proktd d(Usa/rge ;
for

"
original creation

"
as distinguished

from Brahman's creation see XV, 20.

a
Of. XV, 10 fll.

3 See my article Das ^asfaanbra in the Journal of the
German. Oriental S oo ie t j for 1914, also the first Sanskrit
Preface in our text edition, p. 40, quoting the s'loka Samkhyam
Yogah, etc, . ...
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however, merely their names are mentioned, for with
reason the present chapter has a claim to our special
attention, the more so as the Samklrya described in it

is not only called by the name Sastitantra,
"
System of

the Sixty Topics", which is the name of the source of
the oldest Samkhya treatise we possess, the Samkhya
Karika but actually consists of sixty topics which
are enumerated though unfortunately not explained on
this occasion. We have analyzed this chapter and tried
to identify the sixty topics in a paper read in Athens
in 1912 before the Indian Section of the International

Congress of Orientalists and
subsequently published

(see previous note). Here a few remarks must suffice.

By Trayl or [Vedic] Triad is meant the whole
authoritative literature of Brahmanism, that is, not only
the three Vedas, but also the Atharvana 1

and all the
twenty-one so-called

auxiliary sciences down to politics
(mti\ and the science of professions (vartta).

The Sastitantra consists of two so-called "
circles ",

the "circle of nature"
(prdJcrta-mandaki) and the circle

of educts"
(vaikrta-mandala), comprising respectively

thirty-two metaphysical and twenty-eight ethical topics.
All the former have been adopted by the Pailcaratra \
which, however, has expanded the first of them (Brah-
man) by advancing the theory of the Vyuhas and the
conception ofLaksmi. The second, purusa, is evidentlythe Kutastha Purusa (Samasti Purusa) of the Paficaratra-
the third to eighth are identical with the Maya S'akti'

i, Kala, and the three Gunas taken
separately ; the

"
beca*8e ^ ^ie% deals with exor-
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ninth, aksara, must be the guna-samja called Avyakta ;

the tenth, prdna, is Mahat 1

; the eleventh, kartr, the
Ahamkara ; the twelfth, sami (very likely a corruption
of svdmi; cf. Bhag. Q-Ttfi 10. 22) is Manas (the central
or ruling

"
organ) ; and the rest are, of course, the

ten senses and ten elements. To what extent the
other "

circle
"

agrees with the Pafioaratra, cannot be
made out by means of the mere names, though all of

these can be discovered in the Samkhya and the Yoga
literature, as shown in the paper quoted.

2

There are, declares our chapter, two systems
(samUta) of Yoga, to wit the "

Yoga of Suppression"
(mrodha-yoga) which is, of course, the one dealing with
the "levelling of_the mind" (cAtta.-vrUi-niroclha) and the
"
Yoga of Action

"
(karma-yoga).

3

The former has twelve

topics, the latter is divided into "
the Yoga of manifold

works "
and the "

Yoga of one work ", each of which is

again divided into "
external

"
and "

internal
"

Yoga.
The Pasupata system characterized by the enumera-

tion of eight topics is, to judge from the latter and the

three sflokas referring to it in the preceding chapter (11. 4

fll.), not identical with that "
wild and outlandish" system*

usually referred to as Pasupata by philosophical authors,
but rather with that Agamic S'aivism on which are based
the later S'aivite systems both of the north and of the south
of India, although, when speaking of the Pasnipatas as the

1 See above pp. 72 fll.

a For " Guna "
(no. 20) we should now also call attention to the

guna-parvani of Yoga Sutra II, 19.

The Nakulis'a Pas'upatas, who also distingiiish these two
kinds, understand by Toga of Action the muttering of Mantras,
meditation, etc., (Sarvadara'ana Samgraha). The twofold Toga
taught in LaksmJ Tantra (XY1) is (1) samyama, and (2)sam&dk t

the latter being the fruit of the former.

Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism^ etc., p. 124,
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"people of strong vows" (13. 14), our author seems vague-
ly to include in the name also the less philosophical sects

(Kapalikas, etc.)

1

.

The Sattvata system, finally, is said to embrace the

following ten topics : 1. Bhagcwtit, 2. Mrman, 3. vidyd,
4. Jcala, 5. kartamja, 6. vais'esilti Jcriyd, 7. samyrtmn,,
8. dntd, 9. mdrga, and 10. molcsa. Of these, the first

and last require no explanation; no. 2, said to be bhirbeen-

fold (15. 7), must refer to the Kriya Pada a

; no. 3 is, ac-

cording to 15. 12, the knowledge of the seven pad&rthdh* ;

Ji'dla appears to refer to the panca-kdld-mdh/i or rule of the
five "timely" observances of the day (abUgamana, etc.)

described, for instance, in the thirteenth adhyuya of the

Oarya Pacla of Paclma Tantra
; by fairtaw/d in all probabi-

lity are meant the five ceremonies (lc<mn<m} or sacraments

(samskdra) constituting the initiation (difon), while no. 6,
as -shown by 15. so

fll., are the "special duties"
connected with the several castes and stages of life ; no.
7 refers to Yoga, no. 8 to meditation \ and no. 9

presumably to Bhakti \

About the remaining systems (Buddhism, Jainism,
etc.,) s'loka 51 simply remarks that they are fallacious

systems (s'dstrdbJidsa) founded by Gods or Brahmarsis

onr , however, is later than

2 See above, pp. 22.
- !

"Things, topics, categories", cf. VIE, 45 the sevenfold
ndya-ryariHtona called tho seven LMahabhutas. But praRoems to be distinguished from

taptvpadarika-j^na in X7the seven categories of the Vais4kas the three called
" not regarded as

Margapanthd namananamavdn, LII, 33.
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with the object of spreading confusion among the

wicked.
1

Among the synonyms of the term Sudars'ana

enumerated towards the end, two, namely Prana and

Maya, are worth noticing.

Chapter 13 is a review of the objects of life.

The only thing
" which is always and everywhere the

swn/mum bonurn, (hitcim atyantam) of men "
is, of course,

" the absolute discontinuance of the succession of sorrows, v

and the eternal happiness implied in it
"

(s'l. 9), which is

tantamount to the attainment of one's real nature, that is,

the nature of Grod (bhagava/n/ma/yatd, bhaga/uattd) (si. 11).

The two ways (sddhanci) leading to it are sacred know-

ledge (jndna) and religion (dharma), of which the latter

is the stepping-stone to the former. There are two

kinds of sacred knowledge, to wit the direct (saksdt-

Jcdramaya) and the indirect (po.rokw) knowledge of Grod.

Of these, again, the latter is the cause of the former.

Eeligion is also twofold in that it is either (1) mediate

(vyavadhdnavat) worship, that is worship of some repre-

sentative of Grod such as the god Brahman, or (2) the

immediate worship (salesdd- firddhana) of Him whose

manifestation (vibhuti) all those gods are. Pancaratra

worship is of the second kind, Vedic and Pasupata

worship of the first. Study of the Samkhya results in

1 In Padma Tantra I, 1. 44 fll. the systems founded in addition

to (not derived from) the Pancaratra are : the Yoga of Brahman,
the Samkhya of Kapila, the Buddhist S'unyavada and the Arhata

S'astra (Jainism) both of the latter, like the Pancaratra, pro-
claimed by the Lord Himself (namely in the Buddha and Rsabha Ava-

taras mentioned in the Bhaga-vata Parana) and the three S'aivite ^

systems founded by S'iva
;
the Trayi being, indeed,, mentioned as

conditio sine qua non of the Pancaratra (I, 1.68) but not reckoned

as a philosophical system. Possibly these six systems are the same

as the six sam(w/u,-dharmd.h which, according to XXXIII,- 64 of our

Samhita, the ideal Purohitia must be acquainted with,
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indirect, of the Vedanta in direct knowledge of G-od,
while Yoga practice also leads finally to direct know-

ledge. The two mundane objects are wealth (artha)
and love (Jcdina). These and religion are characterized

by mutual interdependence in that each of them may
become the means for attaining one or both of the other
two. However, neither wealth nor love but only religion
is an unfailing instrument, while Liberation (moks<() is

never a means for accomplishing anything (sddluma) but

only a thing to be accomplished (sddhya). For the
attainment of any of the four objects both internal and
external means must be employed. In the case of love,
for instance, these are : (1) the sincere resolve [to fulfil

one's duties as a householder], and (2) the ceremony of

marriage.

Chapter 14 treats of Bondage and Liberation.
The soul belongs to the Bhuti S'akti, being that portion
of hers which, owing to Time, passes from birth to re-
birth until, having entered the "

path of the S'astra ", it is
at last reborn in its own (natural) form "

(svendWiijdyate,
so.: riipena), that is, liberated. The reason and object of
this scmsdra is shrouded in mystery : it is the "

play
"

of

G-od, though G-od as the perfect one can have no desire
for playing. But how the play begins and how it ends,
that, indeed, may be said. The Will of God called Sudar-
sana, though of innumerable forms, manifests in five

principal ways, to wit, the S'aktis called Creation, Pre-
servation, and Destruction [of the universe], and Obstruc-
tion (mgraha) or Obscuration

(tirodhdna.) and Further-
ance (amugraha, favouring) [of the

soul]. At the
beginning God "obstructs" the souls by obscuringor

contracting
"

their form
(dkdra), power (aiwarya),and knowledge (vijndna), the result being the three

1
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Taints (mila) or Fetters (bandtui) of tlie soul, to wit
(1.)

atomicity (anut>va) \ (2) impotence (akincitkaratd, Jdncit-

favrata), and (3) ignorance (njnatva, Jdnoijjnatva). These

are, of course, the counterpart of three perfections which

the soul in her natural condition has in common with the

Lord, namely omnipresence
1

, omnipotence, and omnisci- v
ence

a
. It is owing to the three Taints, according to our

chapter, as also to the passions arising from the contact

with Matter, that the soul finally treads the path of action

and so produces Vasanas (Germ-impressions) leading to

new births ; and it is the Karman so produced which (like

the seed producing a tree, and the tree producing seeds,

etc.) ultimately necessitates a new Creation, and so

establishes the Creative, .Preservative, and Destructive

S'aktis of the Lord. This is called the "
transmission of

obscuration" (tirodhdnd-parampdrd, s'l. 25) of the JSTigraha

S'akti. It comes about with the assistance of the two

parts of BhCiti called Time and [Maya-] S'akti (si. 26). It

has no beginning, but it may have an end, so far as the

individual is concerned, by the breaking in of the Power

of Furtherance or the divine grace (anugrahaafakti-pdtaf,
1 In the sense fixed above p. 90.
2 This doctrine, closely connected, as we have seen, with the *s

S'aiva doctrine o:li the Kaneukas, has, on the other hand, nothing in

common with the S'aiva doctsine of: the three Taints. For, in the latter

the Auava Mala consists in the loss or absence of both knowledge and

power, while the Mayiya Mala is the evil of being connected with
matter (Maya and its products), and the Karma Mala that of the per-

forming of good and bad deeds. Of. Pauskara Agama I, 4. 2-5 quoted
by P. T. Srinivasa lyengar in his Outlines of Indian Philosophy
p. 159, and the three s'lokas of Vamadeva, in the Tippaul on

Pratyabhijrwhfdaya, S'rinagar edition, p. 15.
3

S'akti-pdta is the reading of all the MSS. in s'loka 85
;

in

another stanza (30) all of them have s'akti-jpdka, and in a third (33)
all except one read tfakti-bhava. The term is stated to be used by
"those who follow the Agamas

"
(agama-stha, 30), which, to judge

from the unfamiliarity with _it betrayed by the varietas lectionis,
-

seems to point to the S aiva Agamas as its source. The term mala*

traya is apparently also taken from the latter and is mentioned several

times in our Sarphita in connection with the Pas'upata system.
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resembling a " shower of compassion
"

coming down

upon him who has been "beheld
1

by God "
(Vimu-su/nu-

ksita). It is impossible to determine when and how the

"sublime mercy of Visnu" breaks in. But no sooner

has it happened than both the Earmans (good and bad)

become "
silent ". For, with regard to a soul seized by

the grace of God, they are as powerless, and, consequent-

ly, as indifferent, as robbers are towards a traveller

guarded by a strong retinue. The breaking in of grace
causes the soul to discern its goal (Liberation) and to strive

after it by means of the recognized systems (Samkhya,

Yoga, etc.,) singly or conjointly. The Nigraha S'akti

has the following synonyms (s'l. 17): Illusion, Ignorance,
Great Delusion, Great Gloom, Darkness, Bondage, and

Knot of the Heart.

Chapter 15 takes up the "question as to who is

entitled to the several objects of life (purusdrtha).
The answer deals first with the five systems (sid-

dlidnta) only. Of these the Sattvata or Pancaratra alone

is destined for the Manus and their pure descendants.

Those "
illustrious

"
first men called Siddbas (perfect

ones) live a hundred years each in absolute purity,

observing the rules of caste and periods-of-life (affranui),
and then obtain Liberation.

3

Those, on the other

hand, who have sprung "from the mouth, etc., of

Brahman" are primarily entitled to the four lower

systems only, though they can " ascend
"

to the

1 That is, chosen
; cf. Kathaka Upanisad I, 2. 23 : yam evaisa

tornute tena laWiyak.
2 These ideal first men are described at length and contrasted

with the later men (offspring of Brahman) in Visvaksena Samhita,
LOG. at., pp. 126-129 (note especially p. 126 bottom : Vyukcmuvrttim
satatam Tuvrvate te Jngatpateli). See on them further Padma Tantr'a
1, 1. 65 fll where, however, as in Yisyutilaka 1, 146, it is the god
J3rahman from whom they receive the holy s'astra
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" Sattvata statute
" l

. If they embrace the Pamipata, etc.," """*'

v

they have to give up the Vedic rites which are compati-
^

ble with the Yoga only.

Then follows the discussion of the castes and the

periods-of-life (s'l.
26 b fll.) the conception of which is,

on the whole, the orthodox one. For a S'iidra it is
.

more meritorious to serve a Brahmana than a man of

either of the other castes (33). ^Ton-hurting (a-Mmsa),

truthfulness, forgiveness, and conjugal loyalty are

obligatory virtues for all castes. The Samnyasa As'ra-

ma is for the Brahmana but may exceptionally be

embraced by the Ksatriya also ; the Ksatriya and the

Vais'ya are entitled to the first three Asramas. The

second birth is the investment with the sacred thread,

the third the initiation into the Pancaratra. When

Brahmacarya is completed, the student may stay

with the teacher as a Naisthika, or he may enter

any of the other As'ramas. The Grhastha as well

as the Vanaprastha will reach the heaven of Brah-

man by strictly observing their respective duties ;

while, by acquiring, at the same time, the highest

knowledge, they will be liberated. Unless he be one of

the latter class (a Jnanin or Knower), the Vanaprastha

will end his life by means of the Great Departure

(mahd-prasthdna) [or some other lawful kind of religious

suicide
2

] (59). In the long description of the Samnya-
sin there is nothing extraordinary except perhaps that

his end is compared, just as the Buddhist Nirvana, with

the going out of a lamp.
3

1 "
Sattvata-s'dsana ", cf. p. 15 :

" s&tfvata-*Mdhi" .

Like those enumerated in the Law Books and Saipnyasa Upa-

Pradipa iva sfanka/rtykh, s'L 75. Of. the similar image employed
(in IV, 76) for Laksml's absorption into Visnu at the end of: a
cosmic day.
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Chapters 16 to 19. In addition to the forms

described, the Sudars'ana or Kriya S'akti manifests

v itself also in the form of Mantras, that is, sounds (and
their graphic symbols) and the holy utterances composed
of these. The description of this so-called Mantramayi
Kriyas'akti (16. e-io) or "

Sound-body of LakHmi "
(16.

44) is the object of the next adhyayas.

Chapter 16 begins by asking who is en-

titled to benefit by this form of the S'akti. The
answer is that it is the prerogative of the Brahmana who
acts in agreement with his king. The latter is praised
in exalted terms as the tout ensemble of the gods,
etc., and a forcible description is given (grl. 20-27)
of the interdependence of the two higher castes which
are like Agni and Soma, and neither of which can pros-
per without the other. The higher a sovereign, the
more is he entitled to the use of the Mantra S'akti :

most of all the cakravwrtin, then the mandales'vara, further
the visayes'vam, and finally also the chief minister

(maJidmdtra), supposing he belongs to the twice-born.

(SI 36
fll.) Speech begins with the Nada l

resembl-

ing the sound of a deep bell and perceptible to perfect
Yogins only ; the Nada develops into the Bindu -(Anusva-
ra) which is twofold, as the s'aMa-brahman or
"Sound Brahman" and the Bhuti (related to each-
other as the name and the bearer of the name);
and then from the Bindu proceed the two kinds of

sounds, to wit the vowels (svara) and the consonants

(mjanjana). The vowels appear in the following order :

first the a called ^wmttwra. ("chief" sound), then the i,

' Or the last lingering of the nasal sound in the correct chanting-

Mantra)"
7 f' ^^ adiWa 51 (explanation of the Tara
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then the u s from which spring the corresponding
long vowels and, on the other hand, by mutual union,
the diphthongs: a,+i=e t

a+ e=ai, etc., and further, by
amalgamation with a consonantal element

(r, I), the r
and I sounds. In accordance with the theory of the
four states of sound (Para, Pasyanti, Madhyama, and

Vaikhari) it is then shown how these fourteen vowels (or
rather the n as their common root, si. 45) gradually

emerge from their latent condition by proceeding, with the

Kundalim S'akti, from the Muladhara (perineum) to the

navel, the heart, and finally thethroat where the first uttered

sound arising is the aspirate, for which reason the

Visarga is interpreted literally as "
creation

"
(srsti), its

counterpart, the Anusvara or Bindu being in an

analogous way declared to represent the "withdrawal"

(snmhdra) of speech. The Anusvara is also called " sun
"

(nwy<t) t
and the Visarga

" moon "
(sovw\ and the sounds

a, i, u
9 r, I, e, o, and a, i 9

u
} r, I, ai, au are respectively

"
sun-beams

"
and "

moon-beams "
and as such connected

with clay and night and with the Nadis called Pingala
and Ida. The vowels a, i, u, and r are said to be each

eighteen-fold (how, is not stated), the I twelve-fold, etc.

From the first consonant, the h sound, which re-

presents Vasndeva, originate successively (each from
the preceding one) the s, s, s> sounds which, to-

gether with the 7i, are the Fourfold Brahman (catur-

bralmtw), and, with h and k$, the Fivefold Brahman

(panca-brahman)
1

. From the s' springs the v, from
the v the Z, from the I the r, and from the r the y;

then, from the y the m which represents the totality

of the souls, that is, the Kutastha Purusa. Then
1 The three Vyuhas, the four-armed Yasudeva, and the two-armed

Highest Yasudeva (P)j c/. above p. 52, note 3,
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there appear: the bh sound or world of experience

(bhogya), namely Prakrti; b, ph, jp=Mahat, Ahamkara, and

Manas
; the five dentals and five cerebrals representing

respectively the five
"
knowledge senses

"
and the five

"
action senses

"
; the five palatals and the five gutturals

corresponding to the Tanmatras and Bhutas; and

(finally ?) from the ordinary I the cerebral (Vedic) I which,

however, is not counted as a separate letter.

Chapter 17 shows how each letter of the

alphabet has (1) three "Vaisnava" forms, namely a

"gross", "subtle", and "highest" one, expressed by
certain names of Vinnu; (2) one " Raudra" form called

after one of the Eudras (that is, by one of the names of

S'iva) ; and (3) one "
S'akta

"
form being the name of one

of the limbs, organs, or ornaments of the S'akti of

Visnu. For instance, the k sound is expressed in the

Vaisnava alphabet by the three names Kamala (Lotus),
Karala (Lofty), and Para Prakrti (Highest Nature), and
in the Raudra alphabet by the name Krodhis'a (Angry
Lord, or Lord of the angry), while in the S'akta alphabet

1

it is identified with the thumb of the right hand of the

G-oddess. For Mantras connected with Visnu, S'iva, or
S'akti the respective alphabets should always be em-

ployed. These alphabets seem to serve a double

purpose: enabling the initiate to quote the Mantras
without endangering their secrecy

2

, and providing him
with a handle for their mystic interpretation. These

A ll
n
*
^e

. ?%?* of ttia alphabet the vowels (vaguely

^entafied
with the face of the Goddess) are not expressed (as in

A- i i"$A **Pressed bl tooseof the Yaisoava alphabet (as in-
cheated wid. Q ftL).

v
. .

\?: Ramapurvatapamja Upanisad, end
(s'l. 84), naively assert-

ing that the Bama diagram (containing the Mala Mantra in the
mystic language) is a secret hard to understand even for the
Jlignest Lord (rahasyatn Paramefmrasydpi durgamam)
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lists, then, are an indispensable key to the Man-
tras. There are, however, more such symbolic words
in use, as can be gathered, for instance from the second of

the opening stanzas of our Samhita, where the word indu

(moon) means the letter i
1

; from the mystic alphabet

employed in Ramapurvatapaniya Upanisad (s'l. 74-80) ;

etc. etc.
2

Chapter J8 takes up the uddhara- or quotation

(which is, in reality, a sort of d e v e 1 o p i n g) of the

S'akti Mantra and Saudars'ana Mahamantra (both of

which contain as their chief constituent the word
Haliasrdra

"
thousand-spoked

*'

expressed respectively

through the S'akta and the Vaisiiava alphabet), of the

Brjas ("germs") hum and phut and of the Anga
(auxiliary) Mantra cakrdya svd/id; and chapter 19
continues the subject by describing the well-known five

Anga Mantras
3

referring to heart, head, hair-lock, armour,
and weapon ; further an Upaiiga Mantra, the Cakra

G-ayatri, and a number of Mantras referring to the Conch,

etc., and other "
weapons

"
of Visnu.

Chapter 20 describing the dlksd or initiation,

opens with a beautiful definition of the ideal teacher who

should, among other things, be capable of sharing in

both the sorrow and happiness of others (Mtileid and

Mitfreude), of being lenient towards the poor of intellect,

etc., and must be well versed in Veda and Vedanta

(Upanisads), Pancaratra, and other systems (fantra).

, referring
1 to the letter in the name

S'ri.

2 An important contribution to this subject is vol. I of Arthur
Avalou's " Tantrik Texts ", namely

"
Tantrabhidhana, with Vlja-

nighantu and Mudranighantu ",. containing collections of such
words used, among the S'aktas (and elsewhere), as symbols for letters.

3

Of. Krsimhapurvatapini TJpanisad II, 2 with commentaries.

16
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The disciple, unmarried or married, but belonging of

necessity to the "twice-born", must with perfect

sincerity confess to the teacher everything he has
" done or not done ", after which, he" may be accept-

ed on probation and, after some years, definitively,

if he has succeeded in convincing the teacher

that he is free from greed and infatuation, capable

of guarding the secret tradition (riih.dsija'miidijiL-gupin),

etc. In that case, with the usual Ny lisas, etc., the

Sudars'ana Mantra is imparted to him, of which the

three Rsis are : the Paramatman (in the "
highest

sense "), Samkarsana (" subtle "), and Ahirbudhnya

("gross"); the body being also, on. this occasion,

regarded as threefold, namely, as consisting of the gross

body, the subtle body called purya$6a7ca \ and the anava

or atomic body. The duties of the disciple are described

at some length (s'l. 48-48), the importance of
"
confessing

himself and whatever belongs to him "
being once more

emphasized. The Mantra should on no account be used

for a mundane purpose or trifling object, but only for

the protection of the three worlds, government, or king;

only for welfare, not for destruction.

Chapters 21 to 27 are descriptive of

magical diagrams called ruJfsa or yantra, their

respective merits, and the way of meditating upon the

Yantra Devatas. The latter, among whom are the

Sudars-ana Purusa (26. e
fll.) and the twelve Snb-Vyuhas

(26. se fll.), are described at some length on this occasion.

Incidentally there is a description of the Kali Yuga
1 "The octad of [constituents of] the town [called body]."

For three different explanations of the eight see, (1) the stanza from
Yogavasistha explained by Vijnanabbiksu in his comm. on Sftipkliya
Sutra III, 12

; (2) Sarvadars'a,na Saip'graha, Pooua ed. pp. 71 fll.
;

and (3) Pratyabhijna Hrdaya, ed. p. 69.
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s-o). In these chapters the mystical alphabets

play an important part.

Chapters 28 and 29 deal with worship (drd-

dJi.nna) : the former with the obligatory, the latter with

the optional worship which a Ksatriya is recommended
to perform for ensuring victory. In the latter case the

rites vary with the region (east, south, etc.) in which the

warrior wishes to attack.

Chapters 31 and 32 consist of an outline of

the Yoga theory arid practice. The Yoga, as the

counterpart of the c< external sacrifice" (bahi/u-i/dya), is

"
worship ofjhe heart

"
(hrdti'i/H-drdd/i-unti) or the self-

sacrifice (dtma-/Mms) offered to G-od by giving Him one's

own soul separated from matter, that is, in its original

purity (31. 4-r). In this condition the soul is in

touch with, everything (mr-wu/tt) and all-supporting

(stWMibhrt) ; without eyes, ears, hands, and feet,

yet all-seeing, all-hearing, with hands and feet every-
where

l

; "far and yet near" 3

; "the imperishable part
in all beings

"
(al^aram stmw-lhutastham) \ the "

Highest
Place of Visnu" 31. 7-11). Yoga, in fact, means
" union of the life-self (soul) and the Highest Self

"

(jlvdtma,p(ir(.iinat
fm(moh samyogah, 31. is). According to

this passage, then, Yoga would be the temporal attain-

ment, during life, of a feeling of perfect oneness with

the Lord, Of a feeling only of such oneness ; for that

a soul ever actually becomes one with the Lord, is

excluded by the premises of the system, as we have
1

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad IV, 3. 23 fll.

2

Is'avasya Upanisad 5.

8
It may be useful to remember here that Uamanuja and his

followers find no difficultly in relating all such expressions (for instance
in the Bhagavacl Q-ita) to the individual souls jis separated from
matter, that is, in their pure condition in which they are essentially,
though not numerically, the same.
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seen in the last section of part II of this Introduction.
Such feeling of identity is also attributed to the
liberated.

1

From 31. is to the end of 32 the eight Yogangas
are described at some length and not without some
originality: (1) the ten constituents of Yama (bruhma-
mn/r^not regarding one's wives as objects of enjoyment;
y=concordance of speech, thought, and action) ; (2)

the
^

ten Niyamas (grnMia- confidence in the work
enjoined ; asi%fcconviction that there exists, asti, a

something, vctstu, accessible through the Vedas only)
-

(3) eleven chief postures; (4) the Pranayama, with a lon^
physiological introduction on the tubular vessels called
Nadis (forming the "wheel" in which the soul moves
about like a spider in its web ; 32. M

) and the ten winds
of the body, and directions as to the purification
within three months, of the whole system of Naclis (5)
Pratyahara, which is not merely a negative act (with.drawal of the senses) but also a positive one (nwes'anam
MagnvaU "entering into God 3

'); (6) Dharana the
"keeping of the mind in the Highest Self"; (7) DlLva
meditation on the "wheel-formed'' Visnu (Saudc^na
Puru?< f} who 1S here described as eight-armed, clad in
jewels, with

lightning-flashes as the hairs of his head
etc.

; and (8) Samadhi, which is reached by gradually
intensifying Dhyana until the Siddhis or magical powers
(of making one's body infinitely small, etc.) become
manifest and spirits and gods begin to serve the Yogin

J!
aPt

u

e
.

PB 8
' H 85

' and 4 are Ooc4edthe subject of the Astras or magical weapons,

but do^^fT**& (Scl-nerus, loo. ,, p. 405),
wi* i
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that is, occult forces of nature, of an obstructive or

destructive character, which can beset loose, directed, and
withdrawn by those who know the spells connected
with them.

Chapter SO traces back the origin of the Astras

to the creation of the world.
1 '

Before creation the Lord,

having nothing to play with (Ulopahmina) '\ could find

no satisfaction (no. ratim lebhe). He, consequently, made
Himself manifold (atmdnam bnhu akalpayat)

s

by
creating Pradhana and Purusa (primordial matter

and the soul) and then from the former, with the

help of his S'akti in the form of Time, the Mahat,
the Ahamkara, etc., down to the gross elements.

Out of these He then formed the Cosmic Egg, and in the

latter He created Prajapati (the four-faced Brahman)
who,

"
looking at the Vedas, framed, as before, the mani-

fold names and forms of the gods, etc/'. So "
the Highest

Lord, though all of His wishes are ever fulfilled, could ex-

perience, by means of the beings created by Himself, the

flavour of playing (tild-rasa)
"

. He discovered, however,
that there was in His creation a tendency towards the bad

which could be counterpoised only if He with a portion of

Himself would become the protector of His creatures.

So He created, as an instrument against the wicked

(Daiteyas and Danavas), His Suclars'ana form, and, the

1 With the beginning of this chapter of. chapter XL1 arid

XXXVIII, 10 ffl.

2 (C; For Him all of Whose wishes are fulnlled, creation, etc., can
have no purpose" (P. Prakas'a S. I, 1. 4) and is, therefore '-'play"

3 So far the chapter is a paraphrase of some well-known Upa-
ni^ad passages which belong to what the Vis'istadvaita calls ghataha-
tfrutayaTi or texts' reconciling monism and pluralism in that they
show that the world, that is, the "body of Grod" (cf, LII, 23, being
a reproduction of Bhagavad Grlta XI, 7), tras latent in Him before
creation.
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gods and kings being unable to use the latter, He

produced from it the Astras or magical weapons. These,

a little over a hundred \ are enumerated by name and

in five groups according as they have sprung from

the mouth, breast, thighs, feet, or
" other limbs

"
of

the Saudars'ana Purusa. The first four classes constitute

the Pravartaka (offensive, destructive), the fifth class the

Nivartaka or Upasamhara (defensive, obstructive) Astras.

A definition of these two kinds is found in 36. is-ie

where the second are described as having the hands

joined in supplication (Kdnjalmi), while the first are said

to look as though they were to devour all the worlds

(attum ivds'esdbJmvandni) .

Chapter 34 gives the spells enabling one to

use the sixty-two Pravartaka Astras, Chapter 35

those for the fourty -three Nivartaka Astras. Here again,
as may be expected, the occult alphabets are extensively
used.

Chapter 35, towards the end (si. 92), raises the

question as to whether the Astras have a material form

(murti) or not. The answer is to the effect that they

have, indeed, visible bodies of a dreadful appearance,
more or less human-like, with a mouth studded with

terrible teeth, rolling eyes, lightning-flashes instead

of hairs, etc., and that they differ in colour, some being

grey like ashes, others radiant as the sun, others again

white, etc. ; further that they carry their mighty

weapons with arms resembling huge iron bars.

In continuation of this general description Chapter
4 describes individually each of the one hundred and
two Astras by which here, however, the yisible weapons

1

Chapter XL enumerates 102, but chapters XXXIV andXXXV mention appGently some more.



carried by the various Astra Purusas seem to be meant ;

for, the Sammohana Astra, for instance, is said to look like

"a lotus with stalk", the Madana Astra like a chowrie,

the Saumanasa Astra like a cluster of roses, etc.

Chapter 41 contains the story of the first

intervention of the Lord in order to fight evil. It is the

Patiranic story of the two demons Madhu and Kaitabha

who wrested the Vedas from Brahrnan before he couldf

make use of them for creating the world. Brahman, in

his distress, goes to
"
the other shore of the Sea of

Milk" and addresses a hymn to the Lord 1
in answer to

which the Lord appears to him and hears his complaint.

By Ilia mere thought of the two demons these are forced

to appear before Him, yet sfcill they refuse to return the

Vodaw. The enraged Lord now orders Visvaksena to

kill them, but V., in spite of leading against them
"

all the Vaisnavite armies
"

(sarvah send Vaisnamh),

is unable to do so. Now the Lord Himself * {
in His

discus-form" (Mikntriipin), with sixty-two arms, wearing

all His divine weapons, appears on the battle-field with

the splendour of a thousand suns, and the armies of

the demons, unable to bear the sight, are instantly

destroyed, whereupon the Lord hurls His discus against

the two evil-doers, decapitating both of them.

h a p te r 86 teaches how the Sudars'ana Yantra,

the construction of which was explained in chapter

20, is to bo worshipped. There are two aspects of

this Yantra, namely the form aspect and the Mantra

aspect, called respectively the prior constituent (pwrvdhga)

and the posterior constituent (ayaranga), the former

1

Giving Him the following epithets among others : sfuddha-

jniinaavarua, vitfvdntary&wbn, s'uddhcusattvailcamurti, Visvakssena-

ih sevyamana, (Uwjanandamaya-vyoma-mlaya.
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consisting of figures (namely the Sudars'ana Purusa sur-

rounded by the twelve Sub-Vyiihas, etc.), and the latter

of Mantras only in the place of the figures. The medita-

tion on the second form is for the teacher of Mantras,
the Brfihmana, only ; the worship of the first is much
recommended to kings and others desirous of material

prosperity (s'rz) who, to ensure complete success, may
build a special vim&iui. (kind of temple) for the purpose.
The very preparation of the soil (J^irmna} for such a

building is a highly meritorious act.

The final part of the chapter (s'l.
49 fll.) answers

some doubts such as how Kes'ava, etc., being the Lord

Himself, can be meditated upon as His retinue (ptmvdru).-

Chapter 37 has two parts. The first part

enjoins that in times of great danger, when the enemy is

overrunning the country, the king shall construct and

worship an image of the sixteen-armed Sudars'ana, of

whom a detailed description is given.
The second part (s'l.

22 fll.) is devoted to the

explanation of Nyasa which is declared to be a third

sadlwwi (religious expedient) in addition to worship and

Yoga. The word w/dsa, (putting down, giving over,

renouncing) is here understood in the sense of bhnkti, the

six constituents of which are enumerated, and which is

defined thus :

"
Taking refuge (s'urandf/fUi) is the

praying thought : I am a receptacle of sins, naught,
helpless; do thou become my remedy (itpxyu)",
the Mantra to be employed being :

" Lord who art
invincible through the

all-conquering thousand spokes
[of Thy discus], I am taking refuge in Thee."
The act of taking refuge implies all austerities, pil-

grimages, sacrifices, and charities, because it means
self-sacrifice, than which nothing is higher. 'The



devotee should meditate on God as a sacrifice (yajnar?2pa-
dliamm demim) : His body being the altar, His mouth
the Ahavanlya fire, His heart the Southern fire . . . the
enemies of His devotees the sacrificial animals. . . , His
sixteen arms the priests, . . compassion His sacrificial

gift, etc. Warning to the kings not to neglect the
Sudarsuna worship,

Chapter 38 deals with the origin and cur of

diseases. In order to explain the former the author

begins by describing (in five s'lokas) the dissolution of

the world/ When Pralaya [and the Great Night]
was over the account continues the Lord, in order
to- play, created the world once more : first (pimmn)
the "names and forms", then (pwwh)

2

Prakrti

consisting of the three G-unas, called Maya, with
whom He began to enjoy Himself. "

She, however,
possessing a sraleti (female energy) for each of the
creatures" and giving them pleasure, made them eager
to enjoy her, and so became

(lit. : becomes) the cause of

the obscuration of the [true nature of both the] individ-
ual and the highest soul." Owing to her influence man
begins to identify himself (that is, his soul) with his body;
then, having sons, etc., he forms the idea of the " mine "

;

this leads to love and hatred, and herewith, the seeds

(vdnandh) have appeared, the fruits of which are inevit-

ably a new life conditioned by the good or bad use made
of the preceding one. The diseases, therefore, are

nothing but the sprouting forth of the sins we have
committed in former lives.

1

Indicating thus that the Karmic chain (to which the diseases
belong) has no absolute beginning.

8 The creation of:
" names and forms "

here referred to as
connected with primary creation is, of course, different from the one
attributed to the god Brahman.

8 That is, souls ; bhwtdni-=purusah.

17
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There follow five magical recipes for caring (1)

fever, (2) consumption, (3) urinary troubles, (4)

dysentery, and (5) epilepsy. Tn the several cures the

throwing of certain substances into the sacrificial fire,

the use of vessels with Yantras etc. engraved on them,

and presents to Brahmins play an important part, while

practically no internal medicine is prescribed for the

patient.

Chapter 39. Narada wishes to know whether

there is not one remedy for curing all diseases,

destroying all enemies, arid attaining whatever one

might desire to attain. The answer is a description

of the ceremony called Mahabhiseka " Great Baptism
"

which everybody can have performed, though it is

specially recommended to kings and government officials.

It should be executed in a temple or other sacred

building, on even and purified ground, and commences

with the drawing of the Mahendra circle and Saudar-

s'ana diagram, culminates in a fire sacrifice (homa.)

performed by eight Rtvijs (corresponding to the eight

directions of space), and ends with the baptism by the

chief priest who successively sprinkles the person con-

cerned with sacred water from each of the nine pitchers

employed. He who has gone through this ceremony,
"

will promptly attain whatever be in his mind ".

Chapter 42, before relating the two stories to

be summarized later, contains the following :

(1) Narada inquires about the origin, denatd (pre-

siding deity), etc., of the Anga Mantras described in

chapter 19. Ahirbudhnya answers that he has extracted

them from the Atharva Veda, and that their devoid is the

Lord Himself in His Sadarsana form, their purpose the

protecting of the body of the devotee, etc.
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(2) How a king may recognize that divine weapons
and black magic (uhldcdrn) are being used against him,
and how he may neutralize their influence. The

symptoms (enumerated in ten stanzas) are among
others: the sudden death of horses, elephants, and
ministers j a violent disease attacking the king ; poor

crops ; the appearance of snakes and white ants at the

door of the palace or temple ; the falling of meteors ;

frequent quarrels among the ministers; enigmatical

conflagrations breaking out in the town; appearance
to the king, in dreams, of his own figure showing a

shaved head, clad in black, and driving to the south

(the region of Death) on a car drawn by donkeys. The

remedy is the construction of a picture or image of the

Lord carrying the Nivartaka Astras, and the meditation

on, or worship of, the same. Not only the king but

also his ministers should do so. Then the Lord will

at last be pleased and check by His Upasarnhara Astras

the magic or the divine weapons threatening His

devotee.

Chapters 43 and 44. On the power of the

great Siidareana Mantra, the root of all Mantras (44. 12),
^

enabling one to cause to appear before .oneself the

Sudars'ana Piirusa in persona (with two arms, etc.),

clad in a yellow robe, of dazzling splendour. Chapter
43 narrates how Ahirbudhnya, chapter 44 how Brhas-

pati, obtains this sight. The latter asking with surprise

how He, being known as eight-armed in the world,
can now stand before him in a human form, the

Sudars'ana Puruga declares that Lie has four forms

(VJ/U!M) showing respectively two, eight, sixteen, and

sixty-two arms, and moreover a fifth form in which

He appears as the All (visrvawMyartlpft). At Brbaspati's
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request He appears to him in the All-form and finally as

eight-armed.
1

Chapter 4 6. Definition of the ideal Purohita. Pre-

parations for, and description of, the Sudars-ana Homa, a
fire sacrifice to be performed for the king. At the end
the latter, seated on a consecrated throne, is anointed.

Chapter 47. Description of the iVJahas'anti Kar-
man, a great ceremony to be employed by kings, which
alone has the power to avert every evil and secure

complete prosperity both in this world and the next. Of
former kings who have performed it the following are
mentioned : Ambarisa, S'uka, Alarka, Mandhatr, Puriira-

vas, Rajoparicara, Dhundhu, S'ibi, and S'rutaklrtana. In
this ceremony the Astras divided into eight groups ,are

worshipped with eight different materials and Mantras.

Chapters 33, 42, 45, 48, 49, and 50 con-
tain "ancient stories" (purdvrtta itihdsti, 45. 9)
intended to illustrate the effect of the divine weapons
and of certain amulets or talismans.

Chapter 3 3. The Sudars'ana is the Wheel of

iTime, the Highest Self the one who turns it and who
appears as Brahman, Visnu, and S'iva at the times of

creation, continuance, and dissolution of the world, as
Buddha to the Bauddhas, as Jina to the Jainas' as
the Yajna Purusa to the Mimamsakas, and as the
Purusa to the Kapilas, but preferably in His discus
form

(cakrarupadhcira) and always so when He
wants to protect some devotee and to check his
enemies, to illustrate which the story of Mani-
s'ekhara is narrated. There reigned in the town

1
God in His All-form is called in the G-ita "thousand-armedwhzle He usually appears, according to that source (XI, 46) in His

four-armed^
shape It is noteworthy that, instead of the latter wehaye above the eight-armed shape.

uuc wwer, we
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of Naicasukha a king called Pramaganda
1

. His son

Durdharsa, a Rajarsi and Oakravartin (royal sage and

emperor), had by his principal wife Vatsala 1 son
called Manis'ekhara who married Praci, ascended the
throne when his father retired to the forest, and had
born to him through Praci seven sons. At that time
the demon Vikataksa and his numerous descendants
had become the plague of the country, and Vikataksa

having obtained from Brahman the boon of invincibility,

nothing was left to the king but to apply for help
to the Lord Himself. 80, in order to learn how to

approach the latter, Manis'ekhara went, on the advice
of his Purohita, to the sage Durvasas, and, directed by
the latter, to Salagrama on the Sarasvati (the holiness

of which place is brought infco connection with the
Varaha Avatara and described at length in si. 78 to

86). Here he worships the Lord for one month with

arcana, japa, and dhyana, after which He appears
to him, eight-armed, etc., and emits out of His breast
the Aindra Oakra (being the Astra described in 40.

28-24) : first one, then ten, then a hundred, etc., filling all

space and killing the asuras.

Chapter 42, after having described the symptoms
betraying the approach of hostile magic (see above

p. 131), tells two stories illustrating how the latter

may be counteracted.

Story of Kas-iraja (si. 35
fll.). Kas-Iraja

3

, a

worshipper of Mahadeva, calls into existence, with the

help of his god, a Jcrtyd or magical formation, which he

These two names are also mentioned by Sayaua in the preface
to his flgveda Bhasya, ed. Max Mueller, vol. I, p. 4, where also the
country is mentioned in which the town was situated, namely, Kitaka
(probably a part of South Bihar).

2 There is a Kaslraja among the kings of the Lunar Dynasty.
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sends out to destroy Dvaraka and Krsna. The latter

(Blut(/(tvcit), seeing the Mi/d approaching, emits the
Sudarsana against it, whereupon the "

frightened
"

fortyd hurries back to its master and perishes with him
and his town by the Sudars'ana which, after having done
its work, returns to the Lord.

Story of S'rutakirti (si 40
fll.). S'rutakirti,

king of the Saurastras, reigning in Bhadras'ala, "devoted
to the great Sudars'ana Mantra, highly virtuous ", was
not satisfied with ruling the seven continents but wished
to conquer also "another world". He, consequently,
having worshipped the Sudars'ana, entered his gorgeous
aerial chariot, and, "accompanied by his army", wet out
to conquer Svastika, the capital of the Gandharvas, ruled

by king Vmavinodana. The latter, amused, sends out his

army of Siddhas and Ganclharvas, but they are beaten. The
G-andharva king then appears himself in the battle, but
S'rutaldrti defeats him in a ferocious single combat, and
the G-andharva army is completely beaten a second
time. Then the G-andharva king, in his despair, employs
the G-andharva Astra (being the thirty-fourth of the
Pravartaka Astras) which spreads confusion among the

enemy, though it cannot reach Srutaldrti himself who
is protected by the Sudars'ana. The battle having thus
come to a standstill, Srutakirti is instructed by his priest
in the meditation on the great Wheel having sixty-four
spokes and in its centre the God, sixty-two armed and
carrying the Samhara Astras l

; and he learns from him
also the Mantras for all the Astras of the two classes.
He then returns to the battle, and meditating, with
his eyes fixed on his army, in the manner indicated

^ ^
8{C'

} *h
?
uek aocorclill

8'
to chapter 34 sixty-two is the number of

th.e Pravartaka Astras.
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and muttering at the same time the appropriate Mantras,
he easily achieves, through the divine weapons now at

his disposal, a definite victory. The chapter ends by
describing how the king, in order to secure his Libera-

tion, constructs a magnificent temple (vimttna) contain-

ing
"
in the midst of a beautiful wheel the sixty-two-

armed [God] with the Nivartaka Astras", and how
he appoints for the temple, and loads with presents, one
hundred and twenty Brahmins,

Chapter 45 relates the story of Kus'a-

dhvaja, intended to show that through the power of

the Sudars'ana even a prdmhdlut-htrmnn canbeanni-i
hilated. Kuaradlivaja, the high-souled king of the

Janakas, feels possessed by a devil (mah-d-maha) caus-

ing failure of memory and other ills. His Guru tells him
that this is due to his having once, in a former life,

murdered a righteous king, and recommends him to build

a sumptuous temple in order to obtain the grace of the

Sudars'ana. The king follows the advice, and the Guru

performs in the temple a propitiatory ceremony lasting
ten days, after which the king is cured.

Chapters 48 to 50 contain five stories
intended, to show that for those who cannot perform
these great ceremonies, the following five talismans, each

of which boars the Sudareana Mahayantra inscribed on

it, may on particular occasions become useful, to wit :

(1 )
the "

seat", (2) the "
finger-ring ", (3) the "mirror",

(4) the " banner ", and (5) the "
awning ".

(1) Story of Muktapida or Harapida, son

of Susravas, He is so much addicted to sensual

pleasures that, owing to them, he neglects his empire
which is, consequently, harassed by the Dasyus. The

Purohita, asked by the ministers for his advice, constructs
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a seat (mstcmi, asann) furnished with a Yantra, and
causes the "

amorous king
"

to sit clown on it. Then he
induces him to arrange for Veda recitation, music, and
dance, and to go himself, for the time of one month,
through certain meditations and ceremonies, eating only'
food that is seven times consecrated. The final effect of
this is that all the enemies of the country die through
disease or the sword, and the king has again a "thorn-
less" empire. Incidentally are mentioned various
methods for producing rain \

(2) Story of Visala, a righteous king reign-
ing at

Vis'ala(Vais'alT). His wife receives the news,
through a voice from heaven, that her son will die with-
in four days. The king, having gone to the hermitageof the sage Pulaha, is advised by the latter to wear a
finger-ring (anguliyn) bearing the Sudars'ana, which
would ward off death. He does so

; the servants of
Yama arrive and take to

flight, frightened by the
divine Aatras coming forth from the felly of the Wheel
Great astonishment of the gods at the cleath-conquenW
power of the Sudars'ana.

(3) Story of Sunancla(48. *
fll) There

reigned, at
S'rngarapura, a king called Sunanda who

had a son called Sumati. Once the latter, having -neout hunting, meets in a forest a very beautiful Naga rirlwho enchants him and takes him with her to the ^L
world. There she delivers him to

Anangamailjan, the
daughter of the Naga king Vasuki, who makes him her

I I

of a^ufoMta To MX toMl^^ *?
^ tea hi^

3
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husband. Happy beyond measure owing to his
intercourse with the princess he forgets his whole past
King Sunanda, after having had a rain search made for
him everywhere, ceases, out of grief, to take food.
Then his Purohita goes to the hermitage of his
teacher Kanva on the bank of the Tamasa and
reports to him what has happened, Kanva, having
entered into a trance, "sees" the "story of the boy"
which is as follows: After futile attempts at finding
in the Naga world a husband worthy of the beautiful

Anangamafijari, the Naga girls began to look out for
one on earth, and so discovered Sumati in the forest in
which he was hunting. One of the girls, called Rama,
specially proficient in witchcraft

(maya-ms'dradd), suc-
ceeded in enticing him to the Naga world, where he was
now living unaware of his past, as the husband of the

charming daughter of king Vasuki. There was one
means of bringing him back, namely the great Sudar-
s'ana diagram inscribed with golden letters on a mirror

(darpnna). With this message the Purohita returns to
his king. The latter, delighted, has the magical
mirror at once constructed and, with its

help-, enters the
nether regions and arrives at Bhogavati, the capital of the

Nagas. He finds his son and abducts him together with
his wife and female servants; he is, however, overtaken

by Vasuki and his army of Nagas. In the ensuing battle
the Nagas are conquered by the Prasvapana and Agneya
Astras (the sixty-first and twenty-first of the Pravartaka

Astras) coming forth from the magical mirror, the
former causing the Nagas to sleep, and the latter setting
fire to their town. Now Vasuki asks for peace, offering
precious jewels and a thousand Naga girls, whereupon
Sunanda withdraws the Astras and returns to his capital.

18
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i

(4) Story of Citras'ekhara (49. ifil.). There

was, on the bank of the SarasvatI, a beautiful town called

Bhadravati, ruled by a king called Citras'ekhara. The

father of the latter bad once, using an aerial chariot

presented to him by Indra, attacked and killed a Danava

called S'ankukarna, owing to which deed the son of

S'ankukarna, called Amarsana, was incessantly harassing

Citras'ekhara and his town. When the two armies

had met for the seventeenth time before Bhadra-

vati and returned home again after a drawn battle,

Citras'ekhara made up his mind to apply for divine

help and set out in his aerial chariot for the Kailasa.

"While he is driving over the mountains, his chariot

;
.

; suddenly stops short on the peak of the Mandara. He

alights, and, after having walked for a while, meets, on

the bank of a tank, Kubera, the god. of riches, who tells

him that this is the place where Mahalaksmi is Kving, to

worship whom he had come here ; and that, as it was due

to her that his chariot had stopped, he should therefore

apply to her. Hereupon Kubera disappears, but sends a

I

* G-uhyaka who offers his services to the king and proposes
that they should spend the night on the spot, which they do.

* Then in the morning, the .G-uhyaka takes the king to the

palace of Mahalaksmi. The king then sings a beautiful

hymn to Mahalaksmi, who is pleased and gives him a
'

banner showing the Sudars'ana diagram (yantrita dlvoaja).

,

The king then returns to his capital and conquers, by
1

8 {

means of the banner, the army of the Asuras.
'

'

(5) Story of Kirtimalin (50. i fll.). Kir-

I , timalin, the son of king Bhadras'rnga at Vis'ala, was a

great hero. Once, during the night, when he was taking a

walk outside the town, he saw a Brahmana sitting under a

tree, absorbed in Yoga and shining like fire, He
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asks him who he is, but receives no answer. He

repeats his question several times and at last, his patience

giving way, tries to attack him, with the result, however,

that he grows stiff, unable to move (stabdlia-cesta).
He

solicits and obtains the pardon of the Yogin, who

now tells him that, travelling to Salagrama, he had been

overtaken by night and had remained outside the town

because the gates were closed. The king takes him into

the town, and the next morning, when he is about to start

again, asks him for some useful teaching. The Yogin then

imparts to the king theSaudars'anaMahamantra together

with the Anga Mantra, Dhyana, etc,, belonging to it.

He declines the liberal dakpind offered to him, asking

that it be given to the Brahmins, and takes leave.

Everything on earth being subject to the king,

he resolves to conquer the gods, Gf-andharvas, Asuras,

and Nagas. He begins by marching against the

Nagas and conquers these by means of the Graruda

Astra
1

, forcing them to promise a tribute of jewels, etc.

He then turns against the Daityas, the Yaksas, the

G-andharvas, the Siddhas, and finally the Vidyadharas,

and, having conquered all of these, returns to his

residence. Missing in his retinue the Devas, he

sends, through the Grandharva Manojava, a message

bo Indra to send him immediately his elephant

Airavata, his thunderbolt, the Kalpa tree, and eight

Apsarases. Indra laughs and answers through the

messenger that he would now send the thunderbolt

and the elephant only ; that the king should come with

these and see him; that then he would give him the other

things too. The elephant with the thunderbolt enters,

1
"Which, appears to Ibe missing among the Astras enumerated

in chapters 34, 35, and 40.
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without being seen, the town of the king, and silently

begins to destroy his army. The king, unable to

recognize the cause of the growing disaster, is at first

alarmed, but then, informed by Manojava, who has
meanwhile returned, he employs the Vfirana Astra

*

causing the elephant to become motionless. On learn-

ing the news from some of his retinue, Indra becomes

angry beyond measure, and, by his order, the army of

the gods "like the gaping ocean at the time of

Pralaya" sets out for Vis'ala. A terrible battle be-

gins to rage and to turn in favour of the gods. Their
ranks are not shaken even when the king employs
the divine Astras

( Agneya, etc.
5

'); for Indra has
"
counter-weapons

"
(prcityasira) neutralizing their effect.

But then, the situation becoming desperate, the king
suddenly remembers the Yogin's instruction concerning
a chariot with a magical awning (mttn,) t has the
latter made, and returns with it into the battle. Now an
amazing change takes place: the Vknu Oakra' sent
forth by the king from his chariot causes all the Devaa
to fall on the ground, from which they are unable to rise

again, having become motionless; whereas all the divine
missiles cast by Indra, Astras as well as S'astras,
simply disappear into the Visnu Oakra "like moths
[disappearing] into the fire", "like streams [dis-
appearing] into the ocean. At last the raging Indra
hurls his thunderbolt at ICirtimalin ; but even the
thunderbolt is absorbed by the Visnu Oakra. The
highly astonished Indra now approaches the king's
chariot; and Kirtimalin, having respectfully risen before

'^
?

m hapter XL; probably the same as im 3ft f- +1*
*',.,'{; Saiuhara Astras. tne
! '

f '.
,

2 The fifth of tlie Pravartaka Astras (XXXIV, 14-16).
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.the king of the gods and saluted him with friendly

words, explains to him his invincibility, whereupon the

two part as friends.

Chapters 51 to 59 explain Vaisnavite Mantras,

some of which are described from three standpoints : the

"
gross ", the " subtle ", and the "

highest ". Incidentally

many items are mentioned which throw light on certain

philosophical and ethical doctrines such as those of the

VyuhaSj of Bhakti, etc. These chapters being too

technical to admit of a summary like the preceding

ones, we hare to confine ourselves to calling attention to

some characteristic passages.

The first Mantra explained is the Tara or Taraka

Mantra, that is, the sacred syllable CM. In its "gross

sense
"

it simply consists of the letters o and TO, mean-

ing respectively obi and mitn-, and thus representing

the sentence :

"
Everything (sarvam) limited (mitam) is

threaded (otam) on Him (a-wrnm)." In its
"
subtle

sense
"

it is composed of the letters a, u, m denoting

respectively: (1) the waking state and gross universe

with Aniruddha as their protector ; (2) the dream-

consciousness and subtle universe superintended by

Pradyumna; (3) the susupti state and corresponding

universe with Samkarsana as their guardian-deity ;

then (4) the echo of the m (ardhamdtrd) representing

Vasudeva (the twriya,) ;
further (5) the last lingering

of the nasal sound, which is the undifferentiated S'akti

of the Lord as the "
fifth stage

"
; and, finally, (6) the

silence observed after the pronunciation of the syllable,

which is Vismu as the Highest Brahman.
1

In its

"highest sense" it means the belonging together

1

Of. Dhyanalbindu Upaniad 4
;

also above p. 52, note 3,

and p. 53.
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(expressed by the letter m) of (1) a, that is, Visnu possess-

ed of the active S'akti and (2) u, that is, Visuu possessed

of the inactive S'akti, namely, during the cosmic night.

OM in its "subtle sense" is said to further denote:

Brahman, Visnu, S'iva, and the Avyakta of the Paura-

nikas ; the Sadakhya, Ais'vara, Sadvidya, and S'iy^i of

the Pasunatas
l

; and Vyakta, Avyakta, Purusa, and
Kala of the Samkhyas.

Another instructive example of this sort of linguistic
occultism is the explantion (52. a-ss) of the word namas

(" respectful obeisance, bow ", etc.) occurring in OM namo
Visnave and many other Mantras. In the "gross sense

"

the word is declared to mean prapatti or self-surrender
the six constituents and obstacles of which are here

explained at some length (si. 1.4-24). In the "
subtle

sense
"
the word is regarded as consisting of the three

constituents na, ma, and s, which together represent the
sentence :

" No (na) selfish regard (mamya) for one's self
and one's own (svasmm svnje ca) ", namely the famous
Samkhya formula ndsmi na me ndham", if properly under-
stood

(si. 28). The "highest sense", finally, is explained
by means of the Mantra key (1 7. 21, 24

, n) in the follow-

ing way: na signifies "path", ma "chief", and the

Visarga
"
Highest Lord ", the combination of the three

meaning that the chief path for
attaining God is the

one called reverential obeisance
(namana).

The "gross sense" of Visnave Ndrdyandya, etc., in
the Mantras containing these words is discovered in the
dative relation (self-surrender t o God), for which reason
here and often elsewhere, the "

gross sense
"

is called
1

LI, 41.
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the meaning deductible from the case-relation or connec-

tion with the verb
(Jcriya-karaJca-samsarga-labhya, etc.).

Similarly, the "
subtle sense ", in that it is derived from

the crude or uninflected form of the noun, is called the

meaning derivable from the uninflected base (pratipadika-

sthti) and the like.

No less than three chapters (54 to 56) are exclusive-

ly devoted to the explanation of the renowned
Narasimhanustubha Mantra 1

. The "subtle sense" is

here explained in five different ways, namely, from the

standpoint of each of the five recognized systems (of.

chapter 12), while the "gross sense" (explained in

chapter 54) is supposed to be the same for all of these,
and the "

highest sense
"

(explained in 55. a 4 fll. and

56) is peculiar to the Pancaratra. In the explanation
of Che "highest sense" all of the thirty-nine Avataras
are enumerated, Padmanabha being identified with the
letter j of the word jvalantam, Kantatman with the v,

Ekambhonidhis'ayin with the a, etc.; then Piyusaharana
with the letter s of sarvato (the word foilowingjvalantam},
and so on.

The fifty-ninth -chapter gives, in srlokas 2 to

39, an explanation of the first five stanzas of the famous
Purusa Sukta. This section is particularly interesting
because of the use made in it of the Yyuha theory. The
first stanza, so we learn, refers to Vasudeva whose
connection with Laksmi, the Purusas, and Prakrti

respectively is expressed by the three epithets saMs-
rastofa, etc., whi]e by "earth" (bhumi) the Bhumi
S'akti as the material cause of the world is meant,
the fourth quarter of the stanza, finally, indicating

\The same which is the subject of
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;

the infinity of the cause as compared with its

i

products. The second stanza refers to Samkaryana ;

: for he is the Lord of Immortality or the one with
1 whose help the soul through "food" (uwna), that is, the

! . material universe, readies Liberation. The third stanza,

:

after praising the greatness of Sainkaryana, states that

'. Pradyumna's service is still greater (from the worldly
'

standpoint ?) because he is the creator of Puru#a and

Prakrti. In the fourth stanza the " one quarter
"

: of G-od which alone has become this world is naturally
i

.., ''."-. identified with Aniruddha, the Inner Ruler (antdryamin)
;

' of all beings who pervades both "
tliat which has food

(= experience of pleasure and pain) and that which
has no food", namely the animate and the inanimate nature.

}

, After this, the strange saying of the fifth stanza,

that from the Purusa has sprung the Virfvj, and from
! the Viraj the Purusa, is no longer enigmatical : the

first Purusa is of course Aniruddha, and the second

Purusa the god Brahman, the Viraj being the Para
i

, Vidya or Highest Prakrti, that is, the matter (in the
i

i

^

;

.

[

form of an Egg) out of which the god Brahman is created.
1

I The above interpretation of the Purusa Sukta
s

being probably connected with the origin of the
!

| theory of the Vyiihas, a word on the latter

j
, niay not be amiss here. The original worship, proved

by archaeology and the Buddhist scripture, of only

I

Vasudeva and Baladeva Sarpkarsana can signify notli-

I- ing else, in our opinion, than that by the original

,
Pancaratrins Krsna was worshipped as the transcendent

I / Highest G-od. and his brother, the " God of Strength ",

1

'

*
'"'" as His immanent aspect appearing as the world, this

-;
dogma of the double aspect of* G-od being simply the

i Of. above p. 81
,
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Paticaratra solution of the old, old Indian problem of

a Grod becoming the world without sharing its imperfec-
tions. Afterwards, when this original, non-Brahmanic

Pailcaratra
'

was to be brought into agreement with the

Veda and the famous saying of the Purusa Sukta (fourth

stanza) about the four quarters of G-od, one of which

only had become the world, two more members of the

family of Krnria, namely his son and grandson, were

deified, that is, made aspects of God, the grandson naturally

taking the place formerly occupied by the brother. And
with this identification the parallelism of the Vyuhas
with the other well-known tetrads (states of conscious-

ness, constituents of the syllable OM, etc,) was of

course also established.
2

Chapter 59, towards the end
(si. 54 fll.), gives

a resume of "
this Samhita of the Paficaratra, the divine

one comprehending
'

Sarnkhya and Yoga, etc., the very
secret one ", "the highest science corroborating all Upani-
sads

"
*, and warns against imparting it to anyone except

a true devotee of Vasudeva.

1 The non-Brahman ic origin of the system has been emphasized
by Prof. G-arbe in the introduction to his Glta translation and
elsewhere.

2

Nothing about the origin of the Yyuha theory can be gained
from the Upanisads, it being referred to only in a few of the

latest, to wit Mudgala, Tripadvibhutimahanarayana, and Gopalottara-
tapini. Mudgala speaks of Aniruddha as the Pada Narayaua and
mentions one Purusa Samhita containing a succinct explanation of

the Purusa Sukta. Tripadvibhuti is'the only Upanisad which looks
like a Pancaratra treatise. Q-opalottaratapini (10 11.) identifies

Samkarsaua, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, and Krsna (in this order) with
the Vis'va, Taijasa, Prajna, and Turiya, and with the a, w, m, and
ardhamatrd. In the Upanisads, generally speaking, the Paficaratra
is as unknown as should be expected of a system of non-Brahmauic
origin.

8
Lit. : commensurate with

*
Or, if the compound ($arva-vedanta,-brmhan

!

l) is a Bahuvrlhi ;

"
containing the sweets of. all the Upanisads ", or the like,

19
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Chapter 60 consists of another resume of the

Samhita, another praise of it, and another warning not

to betray its contents to an unworthy person. The

following phrases are remarkable : "In which [Samhita]
the statute (vidhi) of the Samkhya-Yoga is thought out

in its totality
"

(17), and :

" This teaching of Ahirbudh-

nya called the Essence of Philosophy (tantra-xdra)
"

(20) ; further the statement (24) that the Samhita is

allowed to be imparted only to members of the three

higher castes.

The existence of the Paris'ista (Supplement)
seems to prove that our Samhita "was at one time a

much studied work. This Parisdsta, opening in the

form of a dialogue between Narada and Vyasa, calls

itself the "
Hymn of the thousand names of the holy

Sudars'ana ". It enumerates, however, after some in-

structions about the Mantra of the hymn, etc., only five

hundred and sixty such names arranged in groups

according to the consonant of the alphabet with which

they begin. The names beginning with a vowel, such as

Unmesa and Udyama mentioned in 12. ss of the Sam-

hita, are missing in both the MSS. available. The

Pandit, who attaches great importance to this little

work, is probably right in stating (in his second foot-

note) that its publication, though forbidden, is not likely
to do more harm than that of the Samhita itself.
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APPENDICES

(Three extracts from Sdttvaia SamMta)

I, THE DIVINE TWENTY-FOUR-FOLD MACHINERY

OF EXISTENCE

The ninth chapter of Sattvata Samhita, after

having enumerated the thirty-nine Vibhavas, twelve

S'aktis, and principal
"
bodily ornaments "

(divine orna-

ments and weapons), continues :

vcuksye bhdvopakaranam glrvdiMgonam uttamam \

ndndmWiavamwrtmdm yo'vatisthate s'dsane II (90)

and then gives the following extraordinary list

(s'l. 91-94):

1. Time (Jcdlah) ;

2. Space (viyat) ;

3. Regulator (niyantd) ;

4. The S'asbra with

Angas
1

;

5. The Vidyadhipatis ;

6. The Rudra^
a

;

7. The Prajapatis ;

8. Indra and his retinue

9. The seven sages of old
3

;

1.0. The planets and fixed

stars ;

IK The Vidyadharas
1

;

12. The^agas;

13. The Apsarases ;

14. The plants j

15. The animals ;

16. The sacrifices with Angas ;

$astram nanahgalaksanam, by which must be meant the Trayl
iucluding Dharmas'astra, Parana etc. (see above p. 110), and
possibly the " Vedantas "

(Upani^ads), but not the [non-Vedantic]
philosophical systems, these being referred to by nos. 17 and 18.

3 SamitdrdJi sagantlh srivah. This passage appears to be corrupt,
though samudra is, indeed, among the epithets of S'iva.

3

Munaydh sapta purve ; cf. Bhag. G-ita X, 6 ("and above
p. 61. no. 2).

4
Ji-mutah "clouds", i.e. atmospheric gods; cf. nabhaffcwtih,

khecarah, and the names of their kings (Jfmo.ta-vahana,-ketu) in

Nagarianda.
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17. [Higher] Knowledge 21. Tlie moon
;

(Mya) ;

18. Inferior Knowledge 22. The sun ;

(apara vidya)
l

;

19. Fire; 23. Water;
20. Wind (air) ; 24 Earth.

Then follow the concluding words :

ity uJctaan amaleksuna \

ccdurmms'atisamkliyiim cu, bha(H)v6pakaranam mahat II

The non-inclusion, in this list, of men and Asuras,
Pisaoas, etc., is explained by the word ylrndncu/anam in

si. 90 quoted above. For plants as devatfis cf.

Buddhism. The inclusion of animals, however, is

strange. It is also noteworthy that the Grandharvas are

evidently included in Indra's retinue, while the Apsa-
rases are not.

II. FOUR KINDS or WOESHJT

Sdttvata Samhitd 2, 2.12
a

" Samkargana said : Tell me
concisely, Eternal

One, in what manner worship (updsd) is enjoined on. the

worshippers devoted [to the Lord].
The holy Lord said: Listen ! I will duly explain to

thee that which thou hast asked me, having known
which one may be freed from re-birth.

That pure Brahman (sad Irahma) abiding in the
heart which was the goal (ideal) of those [Siddhas] who
held their [respective] offices at the beginning of crea-

^

Here we have once more the two Sciences mentioned above p 97A very different (premature) translation of most of this pass-
age has been given by Bhandarkar in his Vaimaoiam, etc

, pp 39 fll
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tion
1

, worshipping the [great light] called Vasudeva :

from It lias sprung a supreme S'astra expressive of Its
nature (tddr/c), bestowing discrimination, a great theosophy
(hmhmopani,^d fim tmhat) containing the divine path
(dwya-margu] and aiming at Liberation as the one

[desirable] fruit [to be attained]. I will impart to thee,
for the salvation of the world, that original [S'astra]
existing in many varieties, bestowing perfection (or:
magical powers) and Liberation, the pure one, mysterious
one, leading to great success.

(1) The Yogins familiar with the eightfold Yoga,
satisfied with the worship of the heart: they [alone] are

authorized for [the worship of] the One dwelling in the
t ,

D
heart .

(2) On the other hand, the Brahmanas fond of
1

mixed worship and extolling the Vedas
5

are authorized
for the worship, with Mantras, of the four Vyiihas.
[They should] not [worship the Lord] in any other way.

(8) Again, [tho.se of] the three [other castes, namely
the] KsatriyaH, etc., who have sincerely taken refuge
with the Lord, should also, but not with Mantras 6

,

perform tho several rites connected with the worship of

the four Vyfihas,

1

Literally oifclior
"
since creation

"
or "

till creation ". In the
latter CJIHO the moaning would bo : until creation, properly speaking-
be^ai) Oghm) by tlio appearing of tho liajo G-iuia, that is the activ-
ity of god Brahman. Agrffar adhikCvrinali is an epithet of the ideal
first men alwo in Ahirb. H. (XV, 11),

' '

(tf, abovo p. 52 n. 3; VoHudcvalwayam mahali, etc.
"

Tliiw wornhip, omieotod with the diagram of sounds (varna-
flofci-a), tho HJX AttrilratoH of God, etc., in decribed from s'l. IB to the
end of the chapter,

* For mukkdnam road yuManam.
6

Of. above p. 07 no. 2.

Of. our r&ram6 of Ahirb, 8. XXXVI, above p. 127,
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(4) But for [the worship of] the MaDtra diagram re-

lating to the [thirty-nine] Vibhavas
*

and for the cere-

monies connected therewith none are authorized but the

[truly] seeing ones, who have completely cast off.the idea

of the mine, are satisfied with doing their duty and wholly
devoted, in deed, speech, and mind, to the Highest
Lord '.

Thus much about the authorization of [those of] the
four castes who have embraced the [Sattvata] religion,

supposing they have been duly initiated with the
Mantras prescribed."

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE FODE VYUHAS, von THIS

PURPOSE OP MEDITATION

Sattvata Simhitd
,

9-ai
'

"
Wow, the first form of the Lord is as beautiful

[as to complexion] as [are] the snow, the jasmin,
and the moon [united].

1

It has four arms, a 'gentle
face, and lotus-like eyes. It has a garment of

^
Explained in chapter IX of the Saipbita, some later chapters

being apparently also referred to. In Ahirb. 8. the vaibhavam
devata-cakram described in chapter LVI should be compared.
,,

2 s
_
f u

.

rth cla
f
s

>
tlien

> consists of those Brahmanas, among-the Pancaratrins, who have abandoned mixed, that is Yodic
worship, and, on the other hand, prefer the path of devotion to thatof Toga (compatible with Vedic worship, above p. 117) Thev nrP
of course, also qualified for Yyuha worship

y

That is : in the Krta age. In the next age
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yellow silk and is glorified by a golden ensign.
1

With its chief (frontal) right hand it announces peace
to the timid, while with the corresponding left hand it is

holding a wonderful conch. With the other right hand
it is holding the Sudars'ana, and with the other left a

heavy club resting on the ground. Let him imagine a thus-

formed Vasudeva [dwelling] in the eastern direction.

Having the [beautiful red] appearance of the

Sindura tree and the S'ikhara
2

, one-faced and four-armed,
with a garment resembling the [blue] flower of the Atasi

(flax-plant), distinguished by a palmyra tree [as his

ensign]
8

; equal to the first Lord as regards his frontal pair
of hands, but holding a plough-share in the hand in which
the other has the discus, and a pestle where the other

has a club : on a thus -like Samkarsana [dwelling] in

the southern direction let [the devotee] meditate.

[Let him further meditate on] the third Highest
Lord, of the splendour of a multitude of fire-flies

assembled in a night of the rainy season, one-faced and

four-armed, wearing a garment of red silk, adorned with
his ensign (banner) showing the Makara (sea-elephant).*

1
This is, of course, the eag'le ensign (garnda-flhvqja). It

must apparently be imagined as being carried' by some one of the
Lord's retinue (a Nitya) ; of, below the note on Pradyumna's
banner.

2 Or S'ikhara, the compound (sindwraffikJiwahdra) admitting of
both readings, which mean respectively a kind of ruby and a species
of the hemp-plant. SinAwrasfikhat-a may be also translated :

" the
crown of a Sindura tree ".

3 When S'iva is called talanka, the word tala means a cymbal
(of. his damaru ). But Sarnkarsana's tdla is a dhvaja, as can be seen
from the parallelism in the description of the Vyuhas, not to
speak of other reasons. If Hindu sculptors represent Balarama with a
cymbal (?), this would seem to be a case of sculpture influenced by
literature misunderstood. The palm banner is nothing extra-
ordinary ; Bhisma, for instance, is said to have had one,

*
Compare the same banner (ensign) carried by an Apsaras in

the description of Pradyumna's earthly namesake (Oupid).
20
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His frontal pair of hands should be imagined as before ; in

the remaining left hand there is a bow, while in the right
there are five arrows. In this manner let him imagine
[as dwelling] in the western direction him who is known
as P r a d y um n a .

*

[Let him, finally, meditate on him who resembles

[as to complexion] the [deep blackness of the] Afijana
mountain, wears a fine white garment, is four-armed,

large-eyed, and glorified by the deer
2

as his ensign.
His first pair of hands is described like that of the first

[Lord]; with the two others he is carrying; in the

right hand a sword, and in the left one a shield (or club).
In this way let [the devotee] meditate on A n i r u d d h a

[dwelling] in the northern direction.

All of these [four] wear
"

the garland of wood-
flowers, are distinguished with the S'rivatsa (Visnu's
curl of hair on the breast), and are embellished with the

king of jewels, the Kaustubha, on their breast, [further]
with lovely diadems and crowns, necklaces, armlets and
anklets, bright marks (made with sandal-wood, etc.) on
the forehead, glittering ear-rings in the shape of a
Makara (sea-elephant), excellent chaplets of manifold
flowers, and with camphor and other delicious perfumes.
As adorned with all of these : thus should they always be
meditated upon."

ir-

* T
*

h
if' fVwi11

A
have been noticed, is essentially a description ofKama, the Indian Amor, as, indeed, Pradyumna is also the name ofKama re-born after his destruction by S'iva

; cf. above p. 45

, T^m^ff1 deer
' antel Pe ) is also the Idnchana of one of

*5
e J

*i"
Tirtharpka^ (S'anti), all of whom ean be seen reprinted with
then; respective

emblems added above (or below
P
) them

just
like labels attached to portraits, OB the wall of one o the cave

temples of Bhuvanes'vara (Orissa).
3 For the first three items cf. above p. 52.
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I. SUBJECT INDEX

ACYUTA (a Vibhava) : 48.

(a Vidyes'vara) ; 42.

(= Vasudeva): 81.

Adhara S'akti (power sustamiug the

Egg): 46, 55.

a d li a r a
,
Sudars'aua as : see support.

Adhoksaja (a Vidyes'vara) : 42.

Adivaraha : 48 ; cf. Varaha.
Advaita : 49 n. 3, 91 fll., 97 fll.

aerial chariots : 134, 138.

Agamic literature (generally) : 2, 13, 16.

Agneya Astra : 137, 140.

Agni Vais'vanara : 104.

Ahamkara : 39, 40, 52, 75 fll,, 111, 120.

Ahimsa (person) : 44.

Ahirbudhnya: 15, 52.95 fll., 100 fll.,

122, 131.

Aindra Oakra : 133,.

aisrvarya (second Attribute of God):
see Attributes.

alphabets, occult : 120 fll., 123, 126, 142.

All-form of God : 131 fll.

Amrtfiharana : see Piyiigaharana.

Apsarases : 139, Appendix 1.

Ananta (the serpent) : 57 ; cf. S'esa.

(a Vibhava) : 42, 44.

Anava Mala (s'aivite) : 115.

Anga Mantraa: 121, 130.

angels : 51, 52, 56 fll.

Aniruddha (a Vidyes'vara) : 42.

(the Vyuha) : 35-41, 48, 50,
63 fll., 64, 80, 82, 84, 105,

141, 144, 145 n. 2- Appendix
III.

(do., the Vyuha, intraniun-

dane) : 81.

Annee'a (a Vibhava) : 48.

Antaryami Avatara: 49, 52 n. 3,

Anugraha S'akti : 88, 114 fll.

Area Avatara : 48 fll.

Arjnna (an AvatFira) : 48.

arrows (emblem) : 52, Appendix III.

Attha Adhvan (s'aivite) : 107.

aspects, many different, of God : 104.

Asramas (periods-of-life) : 117.

Astras: 108, 124 fll.

Asuras (cf. Danavas, etc.) r 138 fll.
;

not included in list, Appendix I.

atomic (third) body : 122.

atomicity of souls : 57 fll. ; 88 fll.

Attributes (Gunas), sir, of the Lord :

31-39, 41 (adcfeiuZ.,TO),'67(obs. n. 3),

102, App. II.

Aurva (a Vibhava) 46.

Avataras : 1, 42 fll.,
55

fll., 57, 100,
105, 113, cf. Vibhavas.

, origin of : 48, 52.

, why necessary : 108.

Aves'a Avataras : 47.

a vi d y a defined : 97 fll. (= Tirodha.ua

S'akti, so Lak?ml Tantra XII, 20).

Avyakta: 67 fll., 80, 111; do. and

Vyakta: 78 n. 4, 79 n. 1, 70 n. 4.

BADABA.VAKTRA (a Vibhava) : 42, 46.

bala (fourth Attribute of God): see

Attributes.

Baladeva (c/. Saiukar$ana) : 35, 37, 144.

Balarama(clo.) (the second Vyfiha) : 35.

(an Avatara) : 44, 48.

Baptism, the Great; 130.

Bhadra (a Mtya) : 56.

Bhadrakali : 62, 64.

Bhagavat (topic) : 112, 25.

Bhagavat S'akti : 62.

bhakti: 24, 112, 128, 141, Appendix

Bhoga S'akti : 55.

Bhunn (wife of Vistiu) .- 53 fll.

Bhuti and Kriya S'akti, relation of ; 30

(obs. n. 5), 31, 107.

Bhfiti as part of the Bindu : 118.

Bhuti S*akfci or matter aspect of

LaksmI: 29-32, 34
fll., 59

fll., 87
fll., 102 fll., 114 fll.

Biiiclu: 118 fll.

bodies, simultaneously assumed : 58

three, of man : 122.

two kinds of : 58.

body, atomic : 122, 57, 58 (addendum).
non-natural 47, 49, 51, 58.

magical : addend-am, to p. 58.

subtle 58, 122. -

Bondage, cause of : 114 fll.

Brahman, Highest: seeVi^nu (1).
Brahman (masc.) : 11, 23, 27, 28 fll.,

36

(=OPradynmna), 36, n. 3, 43, 45 fll., 48

(twice), 52, 60, 67, 80, 81, (three

Brahmana) 82 fll., 87. 113. 116, 125,
127,133,142.

Brahman, days and nights of : 28, 105.
Bratnianda i see Egg.
Brahmanda Kos'a : 79.

Brahmavidya river : 58 (addendmn).
branding : 24.

Brliaspati: 131.
Buddha fa Vibhava) : 48 (twice), H3,"

132.
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Buddhism, Buddhists: 99, 104. 112
113, 132.

' '

b u d d h i
,
a name of

(1) the cosmic Mahafc, q.v. ;

(2) the individual Mahat : 70-74 3

(3) Manas, q.v.

CAKRA GAYATBI : 121.
Oanda (a Nitya) : 56.

castes, four : 117.
causa efficient, etc.: 31.
Ginta : 44, 56.

Citras'ikhandins, seven 61, 83, Appoii-
dix I.

club (emblem): 41, 52, Appendix

conch (emblem) .- ibid.

Cosmic Egg, Night, etc.; sec Egg,
.Night, etc.

Cow and Non-Cow : 103.
creation : 11 (sub no. 213), 29 fll., 103

HI., 114, 125, 129, 143 ill. ; </.
"
kinds

of creation" in Index V, also

Appendix I.

creation, fifteen opinions about : 104.

Creator, Preserver, Destroyer : see
Trimiirti.

DAYS, Cosmic : see Nights and Days.
Dovarsis, origin of: 61.
Devas : 62 (origin), 139 fll., Appendix

I ; cf. Indra, etc.

devil (incubus) : 135.

Dhanvantari (a Vibhava): 45 (twice).
Dharma (a Vibhava) : 42, 46.

. (father of four Vibhavas) : 44.
DJirti 55.

Dhruva (a Yibhava) 42, 45.

diagrams : see Yantras.

disciple, admission of : 122.
discus (emblem) : 41, 52, 100, 121, 127

fll., 132, Appendix III
; cf. Sudars'ana.

diseases, origin and cure of : 129 fll.

Dissolution : see Pralaya.
Door-keepers of Vaikurttha 56.

Durga=NilFi 54.

Dvapara age : 15
j cf. Yugas.

EGG, the Cosmic (Brahmanda) : 27 fll

38 (thrice), 50 (often), 59, 79
fll., 104*!

106, 125
; plurality : 81

fll., 29, 106.

H/kambhomdhitfayin or Eknrnavas'avin
(a Vibhava) : 42, 43, 143.

'

Ekas'rngatanu (a Vibhava) : 42, 43
5 cf.

Elements, tlie ton-: 76, 62, 104, 120.
emanation, theory of : 34 fll.

exorcism: 110; c/.- magic, black.

FlBE, CBBATION DBBIVBD FBOM : 104
y

-Sr
e a

^^Iatter : see Kriya S'a'kti and
Bhuti wakti.

GANDIIAUVA Astra : 134.
Gandharvas: 62

(origin), 134, 139
Appendix I.

garland (emblem) ; 52, Appendix 111
Garuda: 57, 23, 46, 102, Suttvata

Samhitfi XII 178-200.
Gfiruda Astra : 139.

Germ-impressions : see Viisanas.
Golden Egg: 80 fll.. cf. Egg, the

Cosmic.
Govinda (a Sub-Vyuha) : 41.

Group Soul : see Kiitastha Puruxa.
Guhyakas : 138.
Guna Body : 62, 67.

Gunas, six, of the Lord : soo Allrilwloa
three: 63, 67, 32, 40, 51, 54
n. 7, 64, 107111., 110

j how rola-
ted to the six : 67.

HAMSA (a Vibhava) : 43, 45.
Hari (a Vibhava) : 42, 44.

,, (a Vidyes'vara) : 42 (to bu entered
from errata list).

Hayafi'Irsa, Hayas'iras, or Hayagrlva (a
Vibhava) : 46, 48 (twice) j cf. Vfuns'.
vara.

Hayas'irsa Loka : 85.

Heaven, Highest: 49 111., 58 111., 1(J6 (II.

heavens, higher: one connected with
each Vyiiha : 50.

heavens, lower : 50, 49 n. 5.

henotheisrn : 100.

heresy of the PaJuoarufcrius : 97.
Hero Form of the Sudars'ana : 65.
Hiranyagarbha=Brahman : 109.
Hr?ikes'a (a Sub-Vyuha) : 41.
hum: 121.

iccha-rupa-dhara, Vi?nu aw 46
identity, fooling of: 124.
krliii S'iikii: 64.
Ida: 119.

ignorance, symbol of ; 52.

imprecations, efficacy of 108
Indra : 46, 138

fll., Appendix I.

initiation : 12.1
(II., 112, 117.

inner liuler, Aniruddha as : 144 38
<?/. Aiitaryiimi Avatara.

'

JAINISM: 104, 112, 113, 132.
Ja.nardana (a Vidyes'vara) 42
Jina: 132.

'' '

J 1

"^
and para: 89, 91

fll., 98,123,

JIvacleha Koa'a : 79.
Jiva-loka : 27.

jnana (first Attribute of God): see
Attributes.

KAITABHA: 44.

Kala, Kala
(s'aivite) : 64,- 90,

Kala ; see Time.
'

" '

,
, .1
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Kiiliigni : 104.

Kiilanemi : 46, 101.

Killanemighua (a Vibhava) : 42, 40
Kalaratri : 04.

Kali Yuga : 85, 122,
Kalkin. (a Vibhava) : 42 (11. 48_,_ ._, f *

j
*/i ^

Kama : 45.

Kama1;heavara (a Vibhava) ; 42 4'} .

c/. Kiirma.
' '

Kancukas : 64, 90, 115.
Kuntatman (a Vibhava) : 42, 45 (twice)

143. ''

Kiinti: 55,

Kapiilikas : 112.

Kapila (a Vibhava) ; 42, 45, 47 (twice)
teaching tho Samkhya.- 109, 118
132.

" *
'

Kapila Loka : 86.

Kapilas ; 182.

Kapila Vi?nu ; 86
; c/. 46.

Karma Mala ; 115.

Karman, tho two kinds of; 116.
Karmio chain : 129.
Kaustubha; 52 (twice), 02, Appendix III.
Kes-ava (a Sub-Vyuha) : 41. 128.
Kevalas : 59.

king (position of, advices to) ; 118. J28-
182 Omu'w).

KIrti i 65.

Knot of tho Heart ; 116.

knowledge ( v i dy a ) , creation derived
from! 104,

knowledge ( j n a ri a ) , symbol of { 62.
Kos'as of the Devi i 67 n. 2, 79 n, 1.

Kriya and
Bliftti, relation of: soo Bhiiti

and Kriyii.

Kriya S'akti or force aspect of LakamI .

v
2
?'?

2
> M, 102, 118

j r/.-Surlars-ana.

'

Kriyn StoktissBhuml : 54.

Kroijtttnmri (a Vibhava): 42, 46 (twice)
Kf.sna, son of Dovaki : 86, 42, 45 46 48

(P), 134, 144, 145 n. 2.
'

son of Ahimsii ; 42, 44.

(a Vidyos'vara) : 42.

Kfta Yuga : 83 fll.
.

cj\ Yugas.
Ksjiama : 65.

KjatriyauB SarjniyuBin : Ul.
Kubora:-48, 138.
Kumuda (a Nitya) : 50.

Knmudilksa (do): 66,
Kundalim S'akti : 4.19.
Karma AvatSra : 48, 48

;

vara.

Kutastha Purn?a (Group Soul)
l., 107, 110, 119.

Olie

w,''- 18 '.-;
the S'akti of a Vyfiha, or of a 'Sub-

^^r- a Vibhava : 36 (also n. 3)4 46, (tfarayana instead of her :) 53
'

th% wife of the Preserver - cr
Visuu (5) ;

' J

(5) referred to
indistinctly in one

SO fth higher asPects : 27
t

*^ vt

Liberated, the : see Muktas.
Liberation: 27, 39, 41,47,50 (obs. n.

1
X

v' r
1
,
09

' 113'116
> "7, 135,

Appendix II.
' '

Lokanatha (a Vibhava) : 42, 45 (twice)Lord of
immortality (Samkar?ana) : 144

48
" cafcaolysmio fire (a Vibhava):

Lord of the souls (Pradyumna) : 40
Viraj (Brahman) : 46.

Lords of the months 41.

'WSftSTttf 1 Time

Lotus of the heart : 49, 52.

(a Sub-Vyfiha) : 41
Madhu (and Kai|;abha) : 44, 127.
Madhusudana (a Vibhava) : 42, 44 127

.
t, (a Sub-Vyilha) .- 41

'

magic, black : 181, 183.

magical seat, etc. : 136 fll.

MJahfidhenu: 64.
MahnkaH : 64.

Mahalakfiml : 62, 64, 138.

Mahamaya : 64.

Mahas'anti Karraari : 132.
Mahfia'ri : 64.

MahavayT : 64.

Mahiiyana : 99.

Muhendra circle : 130.
MahesvarJ' : 62.

Mahat [Tattva]: 69
fll., 72 fll., 52,

(symbol), 111, 120, 125.
' '

Maitrl: 65fll.

Mala Mantra: 120.
Manas : 39, 40, 62. 72, 76, 120.
Manavas

^ancl Manavamanavas : 78, 85,

38,59

and Vi9nu, relation of : 30-32
102, 142.

'

Lak^mi (S'rT) as

(1) fcho metaphysical complement of

m,[-82
' 87> 89

'

, ,

Mango-tree as an Avatara 48
Mantras : 120

fll., 128, 134
fll,, 141 fll.,

Appendix II.
' '

Mantra exegesis, three standpoints of :

Mantra key : see alphabets, occult.

Mantra[mayi Kriya] S'akti : 118.
Mantras,

"
development

"
of 25 46

Manu, father of Btahman: 81,
'

Mann'Taivasvata: 46.

Manus, four pairs of: 60 n. 4 61 63
71, 76-79, 109, 116.

' ' '

Manus, of the several ages -78
Mati:66flJ.

'

- -

,
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.

i if

Matsya Avatara: 43, 47, 48 (twice);
cf. Eka&rfigatanu.

Matter, two kinds of : 51.

Mayii (=Avidya): 89, 129.

(=Bhilti S'akti ?) : 129.

(the Kaiicuka) : 64, 90.

(=Sudars'ana) : 113.

Maya Kos'a : 64, 30.

Maya S'akfci : 62
fll., 59, 60 n. 3, 1.10,

115, 143 fll. (Prakrti).

Maylya Mala : 115.

Medha : 55.

meditation: 49, 59, 105, 112,122,124,
128, 131, 133

fll., 130; Appendix III.
methods ( r I t i

), two religious: 97;
four : Appendix H.

MunFimsakas : 132, 91.

Mixed'Group of souls : see souls.

Months, Lords of the : 41.

Mothers of the world, three : 64.

Mulctas: 57 fll., 50n. 2, 51, 52, 86 fli

91 fll.

Mulaprnkrti : 62, 67, fll.

Muladhara: 119.

Omnipotence, etc. : 88
fll., 90 (obs. n. 5),

llo.

ornaments and weapons of God 52
108, 121 jc/. Appendix III.

' '

"
over-embrace "

of the divine couple:
103, 87.

118.

JSTadls : 119, 124.

Nagas : 45, 86, 136
fll., 139, Appendix I.

Naisthika i 117.
Nakulls'a Pas'upatas : 111.
Nara (a Vibhava) : 42, 44.
Narada (do.): 46; 6 (remark), 101 fll.

146.

Narasimha (a Vibhava) : 42, 43, 47, 48.
Naraaimha Loka : 85.

Narasimhanustubha Mantra : 143.

Narayana (the Absolute) : see Visnu (1).

(complement of the Vyuha
Vasudeva) : 53.

(a Sub-Vyuha) : 41.

(a Vibhava) : 42, 44.

Nidril:44, 56, 56, 64.

Nights and Days of Brahman : 28, 105.

f
the Lord : 28

fll.,

30, 52, 86 fll., 105. fll.
'

Nigraha or Tirodhana S'akti: 98, 114
fll., 116 (synonyms).

Nila:53fll.

Nirvana, Buddhist : 117.

Nityas : see angels.
Nivartaka (Upasamhara, Samhara) As-

tras ; 126, 181, 134-136, 140.

Niyati : 64
fll., 62 (obs. n. 4), 63, 106,

110, Appendix I.

Nrsimha (a Vidyes'vara) : 42 (to be
entered from errata list).

Nrsimha S'ankbodara (a Vibhava) 48
Nyagrodhas-ayin (do.) : 42, 43, 86.

"
OBSCURATION "

of thB soul: 88, 114
ttUj l7f VO

OM: 141 fll., 146.

Pada Narayana ( Aniruddha) 145
Piidas, four, of God : 144 fll

Padmii (= Laksml) : 43 n. 2.

Padmanabha(a Vibhava springing1 from
Aniruddha) : 26, 42-44, 143.

Padmanabha (a Sub-Vyuha) : 41,
Pakuclha Kaccuyana : 104.
Paramos'vari : 64.

Para, Pas'yanfcT, etc. : 119.
Puras'urfuna (a Vibliava): 42, 43 45
47 (also n. 3), 48 (twice).

' '

Para Vidyii ; 144.

Parijafcahara (a Vibliava) ; 42, 46.
Pan>adas, Pur?adaa : 56.

-Pas'upata system: 2, 108 fll.. Hi fli

118, 115, 1.17, 142.

Putiilaa'ayana (a Vibhava) : 42 43
Pauranikas : 142.

Pilvaka (a Vibhava) : 48
ph at: 121.

Pingalfi: 119.

Pitrs (creative), origin of : 61.

(deceased), bodies of : 58*

PIyii?aharana (a Vibhava) : 42 46, 143
planes, fourteen, of the Egg : 50, 55.

of consciousness : 141, 145.
Play of God : 114, 125, 129.
Pracanda (a Nitya) : 66.

Pradyumna (the Vyuha): 35-42 48
61-63, 105, 141, 144, 145 n. 2.

' '

Pradyumna (a Vibhava) : 46.

i, (a Vidyea-vara) : 42 (to be
entered from errata list),

Pradyumna (an intramundane Vyuha) :

81.

Prajapatis: 81, Appendix I.

Prakaras, five, (~ fivefold self-maniios-
tation) of God : 25 fl]

f| 51 fli

Prakpti (or Vidya) ;

(l)=Lak?mI(l)j
(2)= Maya S'akti

;

(3) Avyakta;
(4)== Vyakta (Mahat and remaining

Tattvas).
e

Prakrti Kos-a : 79.

Pralaya: 28 (two kinds), 36, 48,60
(twice), 60, 103, 129, 140.

p r a m a n a, Sudare'ana as : see regula,
rave principle.

Prana (= Mahat) : 78 fll.

,, (== Sudars-ana) : 113.

Pranas, the five : 71.

prapatti: 23, 142.

prarabdha-karman
, how to

neutralize: 135.
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Prasuti Kos'a : 67.

Prasvapana Astra : 137.

Pravartaka Asfcras : 126, 133
fll., 137,

140-

presents to Brahmins ; 130, 185,

Prlti: 56.

Pundarlka (a Nitya) : 56.
Pure Group : 61 n. 4, 82 fll., 109, 116.
Pore Matter, etc. : see Matter, etc.

Purohita, the ideal : 132,
Puinsa, :

(l)=Visnu, especially as the Absolute
and the Aniajryamin ;

f2)=the Kutastha ;

(3)=the individual soul ( j I v a) .

Burnsa (a Vibhava) : 45, 48.
of the Samkhyas (Kapilas):

110, 132, 142.

Puru?a Sukta : 143
fll., 25.

Purusottama (=Aniruddha) : 36.

(a Vidyes'vnra) : 42.
Pusti : 44, 54-56.

RADHA : 19.

Baga (the Kancuka) : 64.
Bahu : 46.

Rahujit (a Vibhava) : 42, 46.

rain, methods of producing : 136.
.Rama Dhanurdhara or S'rlrama (a

Vibhava.),- 19, 42
fll., 47 fll.

Bama diagram : 120.
Bilma Loka (second ideal realm) : 85.

Rfirnfinuja, system of
; 123 n. 3

; f/.
Vis'istadvaita.

Rati : 36, 55, 64.

regulative principle (Suclarg'ana) : 103,
107 fll.

Regulator : a name of Niyati, q.y . .

retinue of the Lord : 54 n. 2, 56 fll ,1 28
Rsabha (a Vibhava) : 113.

Rsis, seven : 61, Appenix I.

Rudra: see S'iva.

Rudras : 80, 95, Appendix I,

S'ABDA ADHVAN : 107.
sab da-brahman: 118.

sacraments, five : 24.

sacrifice, God as a : 129.

,, : see
self-sacrifice, worship.

Sacrificial Lotus : see Lotus,
sa dh ana and s a dhya: 113 fll., 128

. atavism : 64, 107, Hi fll
,
115

; of. next
two items, also Paffupata

1

S'aivite elements in the Paficaratra : 23,
90, 115.

S'aivite view of the PaScaratra: 31. n 2
Saksat S'akti : 52, 54.
S'akta Tanfa^s : 13.
a1 a k t i, meaning of ; 102

; cf, 129.
(third Attribute of God) : see

*~ Attributes.
S'akti; see LaksmT, Kriya S'akti, Bmtti

S'akfei, etc.

21

S'akti Kos'a : 67 n. 2.

S'aktis of the Vibhavas : 5S fll.

Vyuhas : 35 fll., 67 n 2
(1,2,8, 12): 53 fll.

S'aktyatman (a Vibhava) : 42, 46,
Salagrama : 133, 139.
Samkarsana (the Vyaha) : 15 fll., 35-42

48, 53, 100, 105
fll., los!

122, 141, 144, 145 n. 2.

,, (a Vibhava): see Ananta,
Balarama
(a Vidyes'vara) : 42.

n (an intramuudane Vyfiha):

Siimkhya : 45, 98, 108
fll., 113 (twice),

116, 142 . c/. ^astitantra.

Sainkhya-Yoga : 24, 98 n. 4, 145 fll.

^r-ryrT A-'nrr.-. : 117.
"' '

"'''> i! '' t'S'iva; Appendix I.
Sanaka : 46.

Sanatkum ara : 46.

S'aiikaraciivya, system of: 97 fll.

S'smtatmaii (a Vibhava) : 42. 46
S'anti : 36.

'

S'anti Parvau : 14
fll., 109.'

Sarasvati ; 36 (obs. n. 3), 42, 46, 55 fll.,
64,

Sarvastitvavadins : 99.

Sa?titantra : 24, 98, 110 fll.

STistra, necessary for :

(1) combating'the bad : 108
;

(2) saving fche soul : 78 fll.
;

(3) starting the s a in s a r a : 83.
S'iisfcra. the original : 108 fll. ; Appen-

dix II.

S'astras : 108, 140
; ef. ornaments and

weapons of God.

S'as'vadvidyiL : 62.

Sat'ya (a Vibhava) ; 48
Satya Loka : 49.
Saubhari : 58.

Saudars'ana Mahamantra, etc. : see
Sudars'ana.

S'auri (a Vibhava) : 48.

Sea of Milk : 127
Self-manifestation of God : see Pr^>

karas.

self-sacrifice: 123 (Yoga), 128 (ffara-.
nagati).

Seneera (= Visvaks'ena) : 23.

senses, the ten : 76, 52, 120.
service to God : 58, 124.

S'eija: 44, 57 (obs. n. 1).

S'esas'ana- : 57.

Sheath of Generation : 67.
Sheath of Maya : 64.

Siddhas : 116 (original men), 139.
Siddhis: 124.
S'iva : 23, 36 (== Samkarfana), 36 n.

3, 38, 48 (twice), 67 (Rudra), 80. 81
(three S'ivas), 100, I09i 113, ifis

(Mahadeva), 142
f Appen,d^c I,
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S'ivaroha: 85.

Skandhavadins : 99, 104.

Smrti (a S'akti) : 55.

Soma, Nilii, as : 55.

soul, atomicity of : 57 fll., 88 fll.

collective: see Kutastha Pnrusa.

individual : 86 fll.', 114 fll., 129,

52, 54 n. 7 ;
two groups, pure and

mixed,
" created "

rosp. by Pra-

dyumna and An.iru.ddha : 82 fll.,

38; "superintended" by Sam-
kar?aiia : 39 fll. ; two classes In

Highest Heaven: 56 fll. four
classes : 86.

Sound Brahman: 118.
sounds : 118 fll.

Space and Time : 30, Appendix I.

Space, Highest: see Heaven, Highest.
speech, inadequateness of : 104.
?raddha : 55.

S*rl : see LaksmT.
S'ridhara (a Sub-Vyiiha) : 41.
S'ridhara Loka : 85.

&vrThainsa : 11.

S'riipati (a Vibhava) : 42, 45.

S'rivatsa : 52, 55, Appendix ITT.
s t h i fc i (period) : 103, 107.
Subhadra (a Nitya) : 56.

Snb-Vyuhas : 41 fll., 105, 122, 128.
Sudars'ana: 26, 30 fll., 100-113

118, 132, 134, 136.

, names of the: 113, 146.
Homa : 132.

Mantra: 121
fll., 131,134,

139. -

Pnrusa: 122, 124, 125
fll., 127 fll., 130

fll., 52.

Worship ; 127-129, 134.
Yantra: 127 130, ]35 fll

S'uddhaS'aiva:!^. .

S'ildra, relation to higher castes 117.
suicide, religious: 117.
sitmmum Ionian: 113.
Sun as gate to Liberation : 57
a1 any a (name and condition of Visnu) :

80.
a- u n 7 a-v a d a : 99, 104, 113

114
'

TALIHJfAN : 135 fll..

Tanmatras: 76 fll., 120.

Tilra[kaJ Mantra : 141 fll.

Tfittvas, tho principles :

(1) seldom - from the Lord down-
wards : 49 n. 4 l

;

(2) of Non-pure Creation : 52 ; (Pra-
kvti-:=S'akti-fKfila+Niyati), 01, 03

;

(3) generally from Mahat down-
wards : 28, 66, 79 fll.

teacher, the ideal: 12 1.

tejas (sixth Attribute ot'God):soe,
Attributes.

tomplo : 26, 55, 128, 130, 135.
Time : 27, 30 fll., 38, 61, 62, fll., 65 (IL,

307, 110, 114 fll., 125, Appendix .1.

time-atom : 27 n. 2.

Time Body : 62.

time goddess : 55.

Time Lotus : see Lotus.
Time Wheel : 132, 100.

Tirodhiina S'akti : ROO Nigraha S'akti.

Town.watchmen of VuikmiHia : fill.

Tusti : 55.

tutelar deities ; 40 fll., 52.

Tray! : see Veda.
Trota age : 109

,; rf. rugas.
Trimurti (Creator, Prosorvov, Do-

stroyer) : 88, 114, 132, 142.

Tripficl-vibhuti : 50.

Trivikrama (a Vibhava) : 42, 44.

(aSub-Vyulia): 41.
Twelve suns : 41.

UPANISAWS (" Vcdantas ") roforrod to in
the Pimoarntra: 97, 121, 145, Ap-
pendix I n. I; cf. VocliintilJ.1.

Upanisads referring to tho Pfulcariitra :

145 n. 2.

Upasarahara Astras: seo Nivarfcaka
Astras.

Upendra (a Vidyee'vara) : 42.

Utsavasamgiuhas : 5, 26.

VACYlYANA : 109.

Vagls'vara (a Vibhava): 42, 46
j cf.

Suris : see angels.
SVetadvIpa, story of : 15 fll

sword (emblem) : 52, Appendix III
synonyms, people misled by - 104.
systems of philosophy: 83, 97, 109-114

Vaidikas made slight of : 07.
Vaikuntha : see Heaven, hoavons (oba.
49 n. 5).

Vais-esikas : 64, 112.

Vamana (a Nitya) : 56.

(a Sub-Vyuha) : 41.

(or Vamanadeha) (a Vibhava) :

42-44, 47 fll.
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VamanaLoka; 85.

Vanaprastha: 117.

Varaha (a Vibhava) : 42 ill.. 47 ( twioo}

48, 133.
"

Vorana Astra : 14(),

Vasanas:00!ll., 115, 121).

Vfisudova : name of Vi$i.ui, especially
as Para and Vyiilia : 34. 35, 53 .

c/. Vifttit (2) and {).
V&sudova (a Vidyes'vara) ; 42.
Vaeudova Loka (<mo of tho oiglifc icloal

realms) : 86,

Vodai'tgas, etc.: 1JO,

Vodfintal,i (Trayyautah) mentioned
among I!K! philoni>ii!;ii:n; Hyntoms: 114.
Veda (Tnivi): :. !7. 100. 118. 12l,

126, 187 3 Appendices I, 11,

Vedavicl (a Vibhava): 42 HI., 40, 47
n. 2 (Vyosa).

Vedic rites: 118, 117.
Voclhas (

- Brahman) ; 23.

vegetation, goddess of t 56,

Vibhavas (
-

Avatiiras) : 42 111., 148,
Appendix II,

VidyE, a term applied, to all, Horts of

Prakrtf, from Lak?ml down to Mahat ;

62 u. 3, 78, 02, 64 (Malm-
vitlyii

. - Sanutvati --
Niyafci). 09 ;

104,

Vidya (tho Kaftouka) 04,

Vidyodharas ; 139, Appendix 1.

Vidyadkidova (a Vibhava): 42, -(6, 48,
(Brahman),

Vtdyfvdhipatis ; Appponctix I.

Viclyervartw. twelve : 42,

yihai'igjuua (a Vibhava) : 42, 43.

Vijarft river (Vii-ajfi): tKldetutitinui 58.

Vijaya: 55.

Vijfmuavadina ; 0y, 104.

Viraj : 144.
VTra S'akti : 60.

vTrya (fifth Attribute of God); soo
AttribuLou.

Vifi'i?tfulvaita: 54, p. 58 (tuldandwn) GO,
lasn. .

' '

Viyiju, a naino of (\w\ in nil U'J'H uHpoolH
(<;/'. Prakara), but oupocially a

(L) fcho Absolute (Jirnliiiniii, Puni^a,

Nttrayaya, oto.): 25, 27 u. 2, 2K,

20-81, 52 n.
fJ, 5S, 8 111., 8i), 1)2

ill., 102, 117, 141 ill.
;

(2) the Para Vasudeva : 32, 34, 51
HI., 53

fll., 57 fll, 66
ill., 87 fll.,

9211,109, 114
fll,, 119, 121

5

(rf) the Vyilha Vasudeva: 35 fll.,

48, 53, 141, 143
fll., 145 n. 2

;

(4) the fifth Sub-Vyiiha : 41
;

(5) the Superintendent of the Sattva
Guna and Preserver of the Egg
67, 88 (Pradymnna), 49 n. 5, 81, 132,
142.

Vi?i.iu Gakra (an Astra) : 140. -

Vi^nu Loka: 50,

Vis'va, Taijasa, etc., 145.

Vi?vaksena: 57, 23, 48, 127 (also
note),

Vis'vartlpa (a Vibhava) : 42, 40.

Void, the : see s' u n y a ,

Vrsiikapi (a Vibhava) : 48.

Vyasa : 45, 47, 48, 146, 10 (remark) s c/.
Vedavicl.

Vyuhas : 35
fll., 17 (n. 1), 19, 50 111.,

53 (ti. 2), 57, 100, 110, 141, 143 fll.;

Appendices II and 111 ; for the two,
three, and four Vyuhas see Numeri-
cal Index.

WEAPONS, magical : see S^astras and
Aatras.

Wheels, miuor, within the Sudars'ana:
105.

Will-to.be of Viwu : 10L
"Wombs" other than tho Manas i

61 fll.

worship of the Vyuhas, etc. : 17, 26,
128; Appendix II; of. Sudars'ana

worship.

YAJifA[.VAitAiiA] (a Vibhava): 45.

Yak?as : 139.

Yania: 136.

Yantra Devatas ; 122.

Vantaw : 26, 41, 122, 127, 130, 136 fll.

years, human and k a m y a : 35.

yellow robe : 52, Appendix HI.
Yoga : 22, 40, 55, 108 ill., llljll., 118

111., 110 (U., 18 3 fll.. Appendix II.

Yoga S'akti: 55.

Yugas, theory ol
1

the : 82' ill
,
108 fll.

;

Appendix III; of. Kfta, eto.



II. INDEX OF AUTHORS AND WORKS

Not inlcuding Saiuhitas mentioned only in the Synopsis
pp. 6. fll. (Abbreviation : S.=Samhita.)

AmilNAVAGUPTA: 19.

Abhyamkara Yfisudevus'fisfcrin : see
Yathidramata Dip. Vyiikhyii.

Agamiikhya S. : 18.

Agamaprfunanya by VTanmniicarya: 10,

"AgastyaSamhitiis: 6, 19.

Agni Puvfina': 4, 5
fll., 21, 22.

Ahirbudhnya Samhitii :

(a) referred to' in part 1:1,3 (n. 3)
5 (n. 3), 6, 12 (n. 3), 16

(twice), 18
(twice), 20 (also n. 4), 22 (n . 1),

24, 25(11.3), 26(11.1,2).
(b) direct quotations (except sino-io
words and phrases): 25-26 3]
32 (two), 35, 41, 41 (n. 4), 57 (n. 4)!
60, 66 (two), 67, 71, 96, 97 100
107 (two), 108, 109 (two), 128
(two), 129.

Aitaroya Bralnnana : 96.

i Bhiisyaby
Sayana .- 96.

Alas'ingarabhatta : 20 (twice).
Anandagiri : 57.

Anantacrirya, Pandit P. B. : 15.
Ananta S. : 6, 14.

'

Atharva Yeda: 6i5, 110.

Avalon, Arthur : Tantrik Texts
vol. 1:121.

BARNETT, PROF. : 19 (n. 1).
Baskalamantra Upani?ad 81
Bhagavad-GIta : 25, 27, 46, 6l, 73 91

'

Briihma S. : 5, 8, 20.
Bi-ahma Sutras : I, 58.

. , . > on, by
b'ankanicju-ya: 1, 39, 97-99.

Brhadiiranyaka Upfiuisad : 63 04 6<)

74, 75, 123.
'

' '
'

Brhad Brahma S. : 11, 1.'} (twice), 17,

ClTBAS'IKHANni S. .12.

Clmtterji, 'j. 0.: Hindu Realism ; 04
Kashmir Shaivaisui : 18, 19 (n . 1)'
34, 64, 91.

'

DATTATHKVA S. : 7, addendum to pp. 6.

DouBHOu P. : Allgomoiiio Gosohiolito
dor

Philosophic, vol. I, part 3 : 77 .

Sochjsig Upauisads dos Yecla(?)- 7l'
Dhynuabiudu Upaui?ad: 141.

' '

Doweon John : Hindu Classical Diction-
lU'y : 48.

-Butt, Mahanirvfma Tautra
(translated):

E. . Dio
Blmgavaclgita: 145,addendum to pp, 14. fll

Gijrgya
S., 7, 18, addendum to pp. (j.

Gaudapada: 93.

GautamTya S. : 5, 7.

GopalottaratripinT Upaii^nd 1,45

.

Bhagavata Parana : 46, 86
Bhaiadarkar.SirE. G: Yai ? navi sm

,S amsm, and Minor Religious
Systems: 3

(twice), 17 (n. 1), 19
(n. 3)2544,47, 111, Appendk II

Bharadraja S. : 8, 13, 18, 23.

_
d .

, Comm. on : 20.
Bhargava S. : 9, 18.

Bhijma Parvan : 15.
BM-nell :

Descriptive Catalogue of the
Palace Library, Taujore : 12. 95

israhmabmdu Upanisad : 93.
Brahmanarada S. : 8, 17 (n. 2)

17 20

HAMSA S. : 12.

Hamsaparamesvara S.: J2 (twice) 18
HangaurlTaiitras.-m

h

Hang, Aitareya Brahmana (translated) ,

) S -= 5
fll., 18, 21,

(third Batra of Maha-

5
,

s
^.

l7' 36'<')
ITpanifad ; 34, 123,
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Isvara S. : 6, 3, 16-18, 20, 21, 22, 112.
Iffvara S. Vyakhya by Alaslngara-

bhatta : 20.

JAIN scripture : 104.

Jayiikhya S. : 7, 18 (twice), 20, 21, 96.

Jayottara S. : 7, 18.

Jnanamrtasara : see Narada PaScarJitra,

KANVA S.: 5 (n. 1), 6. 20.

Kapila S.: 5, 7, 18.

Kapinjala S.: 5 fll., 13, 21.

Kasyapa S.: 7, 18.

Kas'yapottara S.: 11.

Ka.th.aka Upanisad : 68, 72, 110.
Kaumara S. : 5, 7.

Kauslfcak! Upanisad: 73, 58((iilden.duin).
Ksemaraja: 31.

Kubjika Tantras (three) : 13.

LAKSMI Tautra: 9, 13, 18,26,29,30
(thrice), 32 (twice), 33 (four times),
34, 36 (four times), 37 (twice), 38
(twice), 43, 48, 49, 54, 59, 60, 62, 64
(also n. 5), 67 (twice), 70 (thrice), 71,
76, 79 (twice), 80

; Appendix III.
Law Books: 2, 117.

MACDONBLL, Vedio Mythology : 95
; The

Development of Early Hindu Icono-
graphy : addendum to pp. 14. fll.

Madhavacihya : see Saryadars'ana
Samgraha.

Mahabharata : 14
fll., 98

; cf. BhL?m,a
Vana, S'anti Parvan, Nfirayamya.

Mahanarayana Upanisad : 25.

Mahusanatkumara S. : 9, 23, 24; cf.
ludraratra.

Mahendra S. : 9, 20.

Maitrayana Upanisad : 65, 73, lul.

Maitreya Upanisad : 93-

Mandukya Upanisad : 69.

Mandukya Karika by Graudapada : 93.
Mankana S. : 12.
Manu S. : 2.

Maudgala S. : 9, 18.
Mrdani Tantras (two) : 13.

Mudgala Upanisad : 145.

Muller, Max : 100.

NAHADA Pancaratra (=?spurious Nara-
diya S.): 1,,3, 5, 8 (remark), 17, 19,
(n.3), 22, 24.

'

Narada Samgraha : 18.

Naradlya S* (genuine one) : 5, last name
(?), 8, 18, addendum to p. 14 1. 11 ; of
Narada Pancaratra'.

Narasiniha S. : 8, 18.

NarayanlyaS.: 8,18.
Narayaniya (Naracliya) section of S'anti
Parvan : 14 fll., 39, 43, 44, 47, 57, 61.

Nikayas, Buddhist : 60, 74 (twice).

Nfsirnhapurvatapamya Upanisad : 121,
143.

'

Nrsimhasiiri ; 20.

PADMASAM H iri Tantra : 11.

Padma Purana : 95.

Piidina Tautra : 5
-fll., 13, 18, 20, 22

(twice), 35, 42, 45, 48, 52, 53 (thrice),
54-56, 62, 79, 80, 82, 83, 86, 91, 92
(twice ^ 93 (thrice), 101, 112, 113,
116.

Padmodbhava S. : 8, 17, 18, 20.

Paucapras-na S. ; 8, 18.

Pancaratraraksil by Vcdantades'ika : 4
12 (n. 1), 16 (n. 1), 18.

Paucaratrotsava Samgraha : 5, 10, 26.
Parainarthasara by A*clis'esa : 19.

Parania S. : 8, 17 (twice), 20.

Paramatattvaniri.iayaprakas'a S. : 11, 27,
28 (twice), 29 (four times), 50 (twice),
53, 54 (twice), 66, 79, 80, 86 (often),
87, 125.

Parfis'ara S. : 8, 13, 54.

Parames'vara S. : 8, 1 S, -20, 23, 54.
Parames'vara S. Vyakhya byNrsiiuha-

siiri : 2y.
'

Pauskara Agama : 115.

Pauskara S. : 8, 17, 18, 20, 21.
Pilla: Lokilcfirya : sec Tattvafcraya.

Prahlfida S. : 8, 18,

Prajapatya S. : 20.

Prapauca Tantras (three) : 13.

Pras'na Upanisad : 73.
Pras'na S. : see S'ripras'na and

Pancapras'na.
Pratyabhijiia Hrdaya :" 31, 90

(thrice),
122.

Pratyabhijna-hrdaya Tippani ; 115.
Puranas (generally) :

'

8, 21, 44, 86, 95,
108,

Parana S. : 8, 21.

Purosa S. : 145.

Purusa Sukta : 25, 54, 143 fll.

by Vedfmfcades'ika >. 12
(n. 1).

Baja Tarangim : 97.

Bamanuja; 16, 17, 32, 123.

Bamapurvatapaniya Upanisad : 120,
12L.

Rehmke. Prof. : Die Seele des Mon-
schen .-91.

llgveda Bhasya by Sayana : .133.

Boussel, A. : Etude du Paucaratra ;

1 (n.)

S'AITA Agamas '(generally) : 22, 115.
S'aiva Parana : 54.
S'aiva S. : 5, 10.

Sainanya S. : 11, -21.

Samkarsana S. : 11, 16.

Samkhya Kaiika : 62, 69, 70, 71, 76, 77,
98,110,142.

'

.'

' '
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Samkhya Sutras : 68, 69, 71.

,, Bhiisya on, by
Vrjuauabhiksu. : 122.

Sainnyiisa Upanisads : 117.

Sampatkumarasvamin : 20.

Saiiatkumara S. : U (twice), 17, 20.

STuidilya S. : 10, 17.

S'ankariicarya : 97-98
; c/. Brahnia-

sutra Bhiisya.

S'aukaravijaya by Anandagiri : 57.
S'iinti Parvan: 14 fll., 109

; cf. Nara-
yaulya.

Sarvadara'ana Saragraha by Madhava-
carya : 90, 111, 122.

S'arva S. : 5 (n. 3), 10.

S'atapatha Bruhmana : 25, 48.

8'atii.tapa S. : 10, 18.

Sattvata S. : 3, 11
, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21,

43-47, 55 ; Appendices.
Satbvata S. Bhasya by Alas'ingara-

bhatta: 20.

Saumantava S. : 12.

Sayana : 96, 133.

Schomerus, H. W. : Der Caivasicl-
dhanta: 64, 124.

Schrader, F. Ocfco: Das Sastitautra.

(Z. D. M. G. 1914) : 74, 98, i(j9, 110;
On the Problem of Nirvana (J.P.T.S.
1905 :) 142

; debar don' Stand der
Iridisehen Philosophic zur Zeit
Mahfwiras und Buddhas : 65, 68.

S'esa S. : 6, 14.

Siddhiinta Pancaratra : 10 (remark).
SitS Upanisad : 54.

S'iva S. : 5 (n. 3), 10.
Soma S. : 11, 18.

Spandapradlpika by Ufcpala Vaisnava :

12 (a. 1), 18, 96.

brikalapara S. : 12 (t\vice), 18.

Ankara S.: 11, 18.

S'rlnivasadasa: see Y"atTndrainata DTpikii.
S'rmivasa lyengur, P. T. : Oiitlinos oi

;

Indian Philosophy : 115.

S'rlpras'na(Praaiia) S. : 11,13, 80(twice).
brutaprakilffika: 12 (11. 1).
Sudars-aiia S.: 12.

S'ukapras-na S.: 12 (twice).
S'vetiis'vatara/ Upanisad : 66.

Trika literature : 19.

Upanisad 44.
Tamil Veda : 16.

Tantrasaminika S.: 18

Tarksya S*. : 7, 14.

Tattvasagara S. : 7, 18.

Tattvasamasa, Oomm. on : 73.

Tattvatraya by Pillai Lokricarya: 27

(twice), 40, 50, 52,' 54 (twice), 56, 57,58 (thrice), 59, 66/70, 77, 79 (twice),
90, addendum to p. 41

Tafctvatraya Bhasya by Varavaramuui
27, 88, 40 (n. 3), 46, 47 (u, 2), 58
(n. 1), 64 (n. 6, 7), 72, 82 (thrice).

Upauisacl :

(generally), 73, 1)3, 104
(twice), 125.

Upendra S. (11): 11, 17, addendum to

p. 17.

Utpala Vaisnava : see S P:-.'K!:I }>:; :!
r
:-i };" .

Uttaranarayanam : 54
(., , .. ~\.

VAIUAYASA S. : 10, 18 (twice).
Vaikhilnasa R^i and Aguma: 55.

Vaiffampayana S.> 12.

Vaiyyasa S.: 10, 18.

Vajasaneyi S. : 54, 06- Of. Utturuurirft.

yanam.
Viimadcva: 115,

Vamana Samhifcfis : 5 (n. 1), 9.

Vana Parvan : 43,

Varfiha S. : 9, 18, 20, tuldcntliun, Lo

pp. 6 fll.

Varavaramuni : seo Tattvatraya BUa.
?ya.

Viisijtha S. : 5, 9, 18.

Vasu (Vasava) S. : 5 (uofcc .1), 9.
Vorl t. a

(s^nomlly): 2, 95, 108, 110.
V- i-si

1

:. i i^v; sr>f B l

vi'.',i-.~.,-'l;r
:

'ir-
1

!

i."!-

sya Vyakhyfi, i',,:,-,,,-
-.:,-,!,,:,,, [{ v .

hasyarak?a.

Venkates'vara, y, V., J. R. A, S
1916 : addendum to p. 16, 1, 8.

Vihagendra S. : 10, 14, 18, 23, 42, 50, 62
(twice), 54

(twice), 55.

Vijnrmabliik.su: 122.
Visrm Puriiiia: 52.

VisnuS. (Til): 10, 12.
Visnu Tantra : 5

fll., 21.
Visnutattva S. : 10, 22.

Visnutilaka : 10, 13, 45, 52 (also n. 8). 53
(twice), 55, 77, 78, 80, 83, 80, 89, 93,
93, 116.

Visvakseua S. : 10, 27, 36, 38 (thrice), 3D
(twice), 40, 46, 47, 48 (twioo), 40
(twice), 52 (ri . 1, 3), 63, 67, 59. 61, 7U
81, 82-84, 97 (twice), lie.

Vis'vavatara S. : 10 (remark),
Vis'vea'vara S. : 10 (remark).

YAJOAVAPBAKAS'A : 93.

Yajurveda, White : see Vojasanoyi S.

Yajnavalkiya Karida : 74.

Yfvmunacarya : 16 ill., 32.
Yatmdramata DTpikii by S'rinivasadasa :

27, 41
(thrice), 42, 49-51, 54, 50

(thrice), 54 (four times), 5J, 06, 72
90, 93, 112, addenda to pp. 27 and 58.

Yatmdramata-dipika Vyakhya by Ab-
hyamkara Vasudevae'usfcrin : 54 (n 7)

Yoganandabhatta : 20.

Yoga Sutras: 111,

Yogavasi?tha : 122.

Yoginl Tanbras (two),: 13.



III. INDEX OF PROPER NAMES

Exclusive of (1) names embodying some religious or

philosophical principle (Index I) and (2) names of

authors, etc. (Index II).

AGASTYA : 6 (remark on no. 1).

Alarka : 132.

Amarsana : 138,

Ambarisa : 132

A-nnnp^vmafHarT : 136.

Aiiii-riyfi : !").

Anjanadri : Appendix III.

Apantaratapas : 109.

Arcot : pp. 6 fll. (addendum).
Arjnna : 46.

Afcri : 45.

Bhaclras'ala : 134.

Bhadras'rnga : 138.

Bhadravati : 138.

Bharadvaja : 99 fll.

Bhogavatl: 137.

Citraffekhara : 138 fll.

Dasyus : 135.

Dhundhu : 132.

Durvasas : 99
fll., 134.

Dvaraka, : 134.

Gujerat: 17.

HarapTda : 135.

Jabali : lo (remark).
Janakas : 135.

Kailasa : 138.
Kalale : 94.
Kanva : 11, 137.

Kaffiraja : 133.

Kastmr : 1, 18, 19, 31.

Kirtimalin : 138 fll.

Kitaka : 133.

Kusudhvaja : 97, 135 r

Mandara.- 138.
Mandhatr : 132.

Manis-ekhara : 132 fll.

Manojava : 140 fll.

Maratha Country : 17.

Markandeya: 43.

Marundha: 57,
Melkote : 16, 94.

Muktaplda : 97, 135.

Mysore : 1, 94 fll.

Naicas'akha : 133.

Orissa : 1, 23, app. III.

Pnlaha : 136.

Pnrfiravae : 1 32.

Praci: 133.

Bajoparicara : 132.
Rama: 137.

Saiikukarna: 13S.

S'anti; 154 n. 2.

SarasvatT: 133, 138.
S'aunaka: 10 (remark).
S'ibi: 132.

S'rirangam : 9, 17, 20
S'rngarapura : 136.
S'rutakirtana : 132.
S'nitaklrti : 134.
S'uka: 132.
Sumati ; 136.
Sunanda: 136.

Sueravas : 135.
Sutiksna : 6.

Svastika : 134.

Tamasa: 137.

Tanjore: 12,95.
Travancore : 94.

Trivikrama : 39.

Upendra : 11.

Vaia-ampayana : 109.
Vasistha: 10 (remark),
Vasoki ; 136 fll.

Vatsala : 133.
Vikataksa: 133.
VieriLla : 136. 138 fll.



IV. INDEX OF SANSKRIT TERMS

In so far as not contained in Index I.

akimcitkarata : 115.
aksara guna-samya : 33.

ajfiatva : 115.

anutva : 115.

adhidaivata : 41.

adhistatr; 40.

adhenu ( avyakta) : 103.
anuttara ( a-kiira) : 118.

antar-anda-sthita : 81, 36.

anna (objective universe) : 144.

aprakrta: 32, 47, 51.

abhigamana: 24, 51, 112.
abhicara: 131, 110 n. 1.

artha (complement of s-nbdn) 103, 107
fll.

'

avantara-pralaya : 28.

ahamta : 30.

ahiaisa : 117.

anava-deha : 122.

atmasastha-vada : 104,

abhasa : 34.

iccha=aiffvarya : 33.
idamta : 102.

xyatta:107.

urdhva-pundra ; 4l.

rta-cakra: 41.

ekinfcika-marga : 89.

kalali-bhuta : 63
karty (^ahamkara) : 1 1 1 .

fcarsana : 128.*
kiOa (=panca-kala) : 112.

kalamaya vapus : 62.

kaya : 104.

kimeijj&atTa: 115.

kifieitkarata : 115.

kaiakarya : 58.

i : HI.
gnnamaya vapnsr 62.

-labhya : 143,

.

ghataka-sTotayai : 125.

cakra, c&kxia ; 182.
tantra t 2, 24 146.

tikkalaka;37.

tirodiLina-pammpara : 115.
trayi (Vedic scfettce) ; 97 iio'

: 30,

dhenu : 62, 78.

nama-riipa : 125, 129.

namas, nanmna : 142.
nara : 60.

nara : 86.

nitya-vibhiiti : 50.

nityodita : 53.

naimittika-pralaya : 28.

nyasa (^bhakfci) : 128.

panca-karman : 112.

pofica-kala : 112.

para (cosmic period) ; 28.

parama-vyoman : 49.

parivara : 128.

puryastaka: 122.

paurusT ratin : 29.

prakrta-pralaya : 28.

prakrfca-mandala : 110.

prana (- mahat) : 111.

pratipadika-sfcha .- 143.

pratistha-vidhi : 23, 26.

pratisamcara : 103.

prapaScita: 53.

bahir-anda-]a : 36.

brakma-bhiiva : 103.

brahmayus : 28

bhagavatta .- 113.
bhuti (two meanings) ; 32 n 1
bhami (=Bhuti S'akti): 143.
bh.oga-vibh.ati : 50.

bhoktr-kutastha : 60
mandales'vara : 118.
mantra-tanu .- 52; 58 (addendum)
mantroddhara : 46, 121 .

mala-traya .-115 (obs. n. 3)
maha-pralaya: 28.

mana-prasthana : 117.
mahabhiseka : 130.
mahas : 52.

miinava-sarga : 37.

marga: 112.

misrra-varga : 40, 82.
mis-ra-si-sti : 38.

miirtyantara : 41.

yaugika: 24.
raksa: 122.
rafcra : 24 fll.

layaniataa: 29.
lila-vibnuti ; SO.

varna-oaira: Appendix II, n. i.
vxdya (==Maya S'a-kti, etc.) : 62 n=

41.
'
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vidya (para, apara) : 97 ; Appendix I.

vibhuti (two meanings): 32 n. 1.

vifframa-bhunaayah : 34, 37.

visayes'vara: 118.

vira-murfci : 55.

vaikpta-mandala : 110.

vaidya (==prakrtika) : 62.

va.iffesika,-kl kriya : 24, 112.

vyasti-srsti .- 82.

vyuhantara .- 41.

sakti-pata: 115.

ffaktyaves-a : 47.
s'abda (complement to artha) 1()3
108 flL

'
'

s'aranagati : 128.
ffantodita: 53.

ffastrabhasa : 112.

s'uddha-varga : 82.

sniddha-sattva : 51.

s'uddha-sarga (=e'.-varga) ; 84.

stiddha-srsti : 31.

8-uddb.as'uddha, s'uddhetara : 59.

STaddha-s'astra : 23.

S'rama-bhumayali : 34, 37.

adgiraya: 32.

spaiida: 106 (cf. praspliurata jagan-
mayi : 102).

sapfcakaya-vada : 104.

samasti-srsti : 82.

aamkoca : 64,

samhita : 2, 24.

svarupaves'a : 47.
svamin (ex conj. for sami=manas) :

111.



V. NUMERICAL INDEX

Exclusive of unities

Two-armed Vasudeva: 52, 119 11., 131.
conditions of Laksmi : 29, 142.

conditions oJf Prakrti (Bhuti or

Miiya S'akti) : 78 n.4, 79 n. 1, 103,
7o.

constituents of OM in the
"
gross"

sense ; 141.

classes of Astras : 126.

5 , divine weapons (s'as-
tra, astr a) : 108.

i) ,, released souls (iriuktn,
ke val a): 59.

i: souls in Highest Heaven
(ever-free and released) :

56.
"
groups

"
of men (pure and

mixed): 82 J11.

Kiindas (theoretical, practical) : 23.
kinds of bodies (generated, non-

natural) : 58.

creation (pure, impure)
59.

" (primary, secon-

dary): 79; (diff.) :

109 n. 1.

(collective, in-

dividual): 82,
> Karma Yoga, each two-

fold: 111.

i> matter (pure, mixed) :

51.

> religious knowledge
(direct, indirect) : 1.13.

"

" j worship (immediate,
mediate) : 113, 123

;
cf.

Appendix BT.
means of combating sin : 108.

" etll
.

ods of religious progress : 97.
tfaktis or principal manifestations
of Laksmi : 29 fll.

S'aktis
(consorts) of the Lord : 53

fll.

steps to Liberation : 113.

Uparigas (MImamsa and NvfwU
Ahirb. S. XII, 12.

* ' '

Vyuhas (Vasudeva, Baladova) : 17
n. 1, 144
Yoga systems: 111.

THBEE aspects of the cosmic Ahamkara
75.

'

" Mahat: 70;

n. 3,

Three "births": 117.
bodies (gross, etc ) : 122.

,, Brahmi'ius : 81.

(or four) chief principles of
pro-classical Sfimkliya 68

fll., 98.
chief principles of the Panoa-
rfifcra: 89.

classes of Puranas : 86.

> 11 imroloaaod souls ; 54 n.7.
coiiBfcifctionts of Maya S'akti (three-

fold Maya Koa'a) :

30, 63, 64.

> >, v OM in the "
high-

eat" sonso 1 14l"fll.
G-uiias; 67, 32, etc.

kinds of timo (gross, etc.) : 66.
manifestation H of Aniruddha
(Trimurbi) : 67.
M()thors of the World : 64.

pairs of divine Attributes : 32,

Prakrtis (Maya, Pmsiiti, PrnkrM) :

LakjraT Tan bra VH, 10.

principal Samhitas; 20.

religious moaliiH (Hadhana) : 128.
S'aktis of the Dovi 54.
Saktia or wives of bhfi Lord:
>8 fll.

S'aktis -r.- threefold U-olm S'akti :

55.

S'ivas : 81.

standpoints of Mantra, oxogoflis

Taints or Fottors : 88
fll., 115,

Taints
(s'aivito): 115,

Vodas : 110.

Vyilhas : 35 fll.

ABMiBi) Vasudeva: 52, 119 n., 132
chief principles of pro-classical
Samkhya: 142.
classes of Naras (sleeping souls) .-

86.

constituents of OH in tho
subtle" sense : 142, 141.

discuses, conches, clubs, etc. : 41 .

-fold Brahman ; 119.
Kaudas of the Pauoarfitra, 23
Manus : 6l.

objects of life : 113 fl] 116.
Paclas of Q-od : 144 fll.

the Ptlfioartltra : 22.

Vy-uhas, supramunrlane : 35 fll.

? ? intramundane ; 81,
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FOUR Vyiihas, of the Sudarsuna Purusa :

131.

FIVE daily observances : 24.

focuses (p a r v an) of Obscuration,
namely, tamas, asmita,
raga, dvesa, and andha-
bhinivee'a: Laksmi Tantra
XII, 20.

-fold Brahman : 119.

Kancukas (ffaivite) : 90.

manifestations of the Sudars'ana
Purusa : 114.

powers (s' a k t i
) or works ( k a r -

man, krtya) of the Lord or
Laksmi : 88 fll., 114.

,, prakarafe (modes of existence)
of the Lord : 25 fll., 51 fll.

Pranas : 71, 73.
Katras : 22 fll., 24.

sacraments : 24.

Siddhantas (recognised systems) :

109 fll., 116 fll., 143.

,, subtle elements, gross elements,
knowledge-senses, action-senses:
76.

Upavedas: Ahirb. S. XII, 14-15.
Six Attributes (Gunas) of the Lord:

32 fll.

Avataras : 47.

constituents of Bhakti : 128.

i, i,
OM in the.

"
sub-

tle" sense: 141.
"
G-ems

"
among the Samhitiis : 20.

Kancukas (s'aivite) : 90.'

Kos-as of the Devi : 67 n. 2, 79
n. 1.

samaya dh arma b,: 113.

syllables of the Great Sudars'ana
Mantra : Ahirb. S, L, 29 (Cf

XVIII).
J '

systems (religious and philoso-
phical) : 83.

SEVEN Oitras'ikhandins : 61, 83.
enclosures surrounding the Egg :

82.

Mahabhutas : 112.

padarthah of the Sattvata

system : 112.

EIGHT Aksaras (Imperishables) : 104.
-armed Vasudeva : 124, 131

fll., 133.

-fold subtle body : 122.

BIGHT forms of supra-animal existence i

62.

manifestations of Buddhi TO, 72.

Manus : 61.

parts of the Great Night : 29.

S'aktis (consorts of the Lord,

etc.) : 55,

(six) systems of religion and

philosophy : 113 n. 1.

Yogangas : 124.
" Women "

: 55.

T E N Avataras : 43,45,48.

topics (s a m h i t a 1?) of the Sat-

tvata system : 112.

Vayus : 124.

E ii B V E N chief postures in Yoga : 1 24.

TWELVE S'aktis (consorts of the

Lord, etc.) : 55.

Sub-Vyiihas : 41.

Vidyesvaras : 42.

FOURTEEN planes of the Egg : 55, 84.

principal Nadis : Ahirb.
S. XXXII, 18 fll, i

S i X T E E N-armed Sudars'aua : 128, 131.

Devas (Visnu, etc.):
Ahirb. S. XXXVI, 11.

T w E N T Y - o N JB branches of the Yedio
science (tr a yi) .- Ahirb. S. XII, 16-

17.

T w E-N T Y - T w o Avataras ; 45.

TwBNi'Y-i'oirR- fold Machinery of

Existence : Appendix I.

Twenty-four "Forms" (sub-

yyuhas, etc.) : 42.

THIREY-NINE Vibhavas (Avataras) :

42.

FOUETY-THBEE Nivartaka Astras :

126.

SIXTY topics of pre-classic Samkhya :

24, 98, 110.

SrxrY-TW o-armed Vasadeva (Sadar-
B'ana Purusa) : 127, 131,
135.

Pravartaka Astras : 126,

ONE HUNDRED AND BIGHT Sam-
hitas : 3 fll.

EIGHT HUNDRED Tisnus : 86.

T H o u s A N D-armed Vasadeva : 132.

names of the Sudars'ana :

146.

-spoked discus of the

Lord: 128.



VI INDEX OF IMAG-ES (SIMlLUS)

Illustrating religious or philosophical ideas.

Banner, wind, and space : 107.
Bee-hive : 60.

Clay and pots : 69.
Cloud

(cirrrts): 29, 78, 103.
Cloud and rain : 78.
Glond and wind : 31.

Cow=cloud: 103.
Cow d milk : 78.

Darkness: 29.

Emptiness : 29
; cf. 86.

fee and combustible : 103 ; cf. 117
Fire and wind : 31,
Flame

proceeding from flame: 35
Ouccs and town : m

in fire : 92,

(or flame) and light: 32, 90.
, extinguishing: 117.

Lightning: 29.
Milk and cords : 69.
Mirrors and reflections: 93.

Mole (spot under skin) : 37,
Mote in sunbeam : 57, 90.

Ocean, motionless : 29.
Ocean and rivers : 93.
Pin and leaves : 30, 105.
Pot and air: 93.

Pot and water: 93.

Eice, grains of : 58.
River and bank : 65.
Rivers and ocean : 93.
Bobbers and traveller : 116.
Servants and master : 73.

Spider and web : 124.
Sun and sun-shine : 34.

Sun-beams and sun : 93.
Thread and pearls : 30, 105.
Tortoise : 77.

Udumbara tree swarming with bees : 60.
Wall and clay, etc.: 79.

Widow, the lonely : 59.
Windless atmosphere : 29.



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS



ADDITIONS AFD CORRECTIONS

3, last line : for the press
"
read "

preparation ".

6. ffl : Three more Saiphitas may still be extant in addition to
those marked as uoh in our Synopsis, namely the following,

,L^ J n 7?
8een

{ -1

few yeara a
> ^ one of *** then

pandits of the Adyar Library, in a village of the Areot

p. 14, 11 11/12 from bottom s tfaradiya section . The usual name
of this

jjection containing the story of Narada'y visit to
bvetadvipa is JNarayaylya.

pp. 14 ffl (chronology of the Sarphitas) and 97 fll. (age of Ahir-
budhnya Saiphita). Having just now received the J. B A S for
January, 1916 obtaining A. A. Macdonell's important article
on The Development of Early Hindu Iconography, we may savwith regard to the latter that, although' undoubtedly
iconography mil have to play a part in the establishment
of the chronology of the Pdficaratra SaiphitAs, it does not
seem that at present much can be gained from it for theolder part of that literature. For, though only

" from the
eighth Century onwards Vis.iu appears with eight arms"
(too. at. p. 126), the iconographical material so far available
trom the earlier centuries is evidently far too scantyto prove that Visim was not represented as eight-armed
etc (in addition to the four-armed form), long before
that time. The following statement (p. 127) on the
four-armed Vasudeva is noteworthy, because it agreeswith the date fixed on other grounds by Prof. Garbeforthe
1
^t

er^par
1

ts
?!

tbe Bll -gavad.G-Ita (of which particularly
XI, 46 should be compared) ; The second half of the
first century AC. may therefore be regarded as the periodwhen the Hindu gods began to be represented with four
arms.

p. 16,11. 8/7 from bottom: to "about the time of S'ankara
"

the
following foot-note Should now be added :

" We are thinking

?o?oo 1f
te Whi h has S0 far had ^e consensus of most scholar?

(788-825). The attempt made quite recently, namely by
S. V. Venkateswara in the J, E. A. S. 1916, pp' 151 fll., to d<
monstrate that S'aAkara's life-time was 805-897, has not con-
vinced us.

p. 16, 1. 12 from bottom: for "teacher" read "
teacher's teacher ".

17, 1. 10 : after "
TJpendra Samhita "

insert
"
(no. 211) ".

1. 18 : for "
Pancaratra "

read "
Paficarfitra ".

18, 1. 9 from bottom ; read "
(see above p. 4) ".
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p. 24., 1. 5: for vais'esika read vaisayika, and add a foot-

note :
" This is strange and suggests the idea that an

original
" v a i s' e s i k a " has been misunderstood by the

author cf the sixth - topic of the Sattvata system below,

p. 112."

27, note 1, add before last sentence: Yatindramata Dipika, a later

work of uncertain date, contains much modern material

, .'\ unknown to the Pancaratra.

32, 1. 6 from bottom: for "teacher" read " teacher's teacher ".

;

-

p. 32 fll. : Is it a mere coincidence that in Zoroastrianism also God has

: six attributes ? It is true that the two sets have apparently
not much in common, still : might not the monotheism of the

Pancaratrins, which evidently originated in the north-west of

India, have made some external borrowings from the great

religion of Iran ? A similar question seems to arise with

regard to the "sun-beams" and " moon-beams", into^
which

the vowels are divided (p. 119), and the " sun-letters
" and

" moon-letters
"

of Arabic grammar, but here we find it hard

to believe in any borrowing except from some common source.

41, middle, insert the following paragraph :

An attempt at combining the several activities of the Vyuhas
has been made by the author of Tattvatraya (ed. pp. 125 fll.)

in the following aphorisms (which contain, indeed, all that

the book has to say on the Vyuhas) :

" Of them (the Vyuhas) S.a m k a r s a n a
,
connected with

[the Attributes called] jnana and bala, having become the

superintendent of the principle [called] soul (Jwa), severs it

from. Prakrti, and then, having assumed the state of

Pradyumna, effects the appearing [and progress] of the

S'astra and [finally] the withdrawal of the world.

Pradyumna, connected with aisfvarya and wrya, having
become the superintendent of the principle [called] mind

(wcwjofi), carries out the teaching of religion and the creation

of the Pure Group consisting of the four Manus, etc.

Aniruddha, connected with ffakti and tejas, performs
/ the protection [of this world], the conferring of the know-
!

ledge of truth, the creation of time and the mixed creation."

42, 1. 10 : After "
Upendra

"
insert :

" from Pradyumna another

Pradyumna, Nrsiinha, and Hari ; '*.

\
?i

56, 1. 17 : for "
Oanda, Pracanda " read "

Caada, Pracanda ".

1

'' 58, 11. 6/7: "They can assume" to "body". As a matter of fact,

4 C the soul in Heaven seems never to be imagined without a

I 1 body, it being bodiless, and necessarily so, only in its N"ara
< " condition (p. 86), that is during the Great Night, when
j* even non-natural matter is non-existent (" unified "), We
^ \ may, therefore, ask in this connection whether the "atomic

j|

"'

body" mentioned in chapter 20 (see p. 122) is not either
L
" - a " non-natural n body possessed already, unknowingly

1

, by the

soul, or els,e a third
"
natural

"
body, th,e only one remaining
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to the soul for its passage from the Sun to Heaven. For,
according to the view of Kausitaki Upanisad which has
been adopted by the Vis'istadvaitins and was apparently
also known to the Paficaratrins, the liberated soul has
still many stations to pass on its further journey from the
Sun to the river Viraja (Vrjara) winch is the boundary
between this and the other world, and it cannot do so,

evidently, in a bodiless condition, for which reason Tat. Dip.
teaches (ed.'p. 77) that not before crossing the Viraja does
the soul exchange its subtle (second physical) body for a non-
natural one, whereas Tripadvibhutimahanarayaua Upanisad
(chapters V and VI), on the assumption that the Viraja is

not the said boundary but still within the Egg, declares

that the soul through bathing in Viraja exchanges its

subtle body for a "magical body" (kevalamantramaya-
divyatejomaya-niratis'aydnandamaya-maliavisnusarupyavigraha
s'arira, later simply called mantramaya s'arlra), and long
afterwards, in a place far outside the Egg, namely the

Brahmavidya river, casts off the "magical body
"

in order to

assume its final garment, the " immortal Divine body consisting
of the bliss of [Bi-nhina] knowledge "( or :

"
of knowledge

and bliss; vidyanandamaya amrtadivya-s'ari'ra).

p. 60, 1. 9. from bottom : for "
Rsis

" read "
Rsis ".

68, 1. 6 ,,
: for vaitfamya read vaisamya.

80, 1. 11 . : for
" Hrsikes'a

" read " Hrsikes'a ".

82, 1. 18 for
"
group

" read "
Group ".

83, 1. 2 from bottom: for " Citras'ikhandins" read "
Citras'i-

khandins ".

p. 92, 1. 4 from bottom : for
"

58, 59 " read "
52, 53 ".

97, 1. 5 ,,
: for " never " read "

not, as a rule,".

110, 11. 17 and 18 should read :

" seventeen (or twenty-one ?) sci-

ences, from the six Vedangas down to politics (nitty and the

science of professions (vartta), regarded as subsidiary to the

Vedas".

112, note 4, add :

" It is clear that samyama and cinta are the

same as samyama and samadhi mentioned in note 3, p. 111.

121, 1. 9 from bottom : for " Vedanta " read " Vedanta".

,,145,1. 9 : for " Pancaratra" read "
Pancarafcra".
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF ERRATA

Found in tlie edition of AUrbudhnya Samhitd.

Page line

79 9

615

626

82 10 : dele and enter between

lines 8 and 9 :

107 10 : for

126 16 :

127 o

495 9

532 6

578 8

581 12

594 2

: ")

)

read

: read ex conj.

read e conj.

read ea? conj.

between lines 8 and 9 insert :

for ^% read ^p%.

read Tlff%3J^.

read

read

read

643, lines 17 to 20 not belonging to the text of the

Samhita should be in small type.


